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Hydrocarbon steam reforming is very important industrial process. It is the key process

for the production of H2 and synthesis gas and the basis for the manufacture of ammonia

and methanol.

Steam reforming in a wall-coated catalytic microchannel reactor provides the enhanced

heat and mass transfer rates essential to intensify the operation of this highly endothermic

process. The process is often complicated by many undesired side reactions that take

place because of diffusion limitations associated with industrial fixed-bed reactors.

In this work, the process kinetics of hydrocarbon steam reforming are investigated in this

work. Thirty six experiments were performed to investigate the kinetics of methane and

biodiesel steam reforming in an inconel steel microreactor with two microchannels each

of 25011m depth. The two channels are separated by an intermetallic iron aluminde

200[tm sheet coated with sub-micron palladium islets. The effect of the reaction

temperature (630°C-1000°C) and the steam-to-carbon ratio (4.8-8.0) were both

investigated. In all experiments, the operation was isothermal. Experiments were

performed at temperatures of 630°C, 700°C, 770°C, 850°C, and 1000°C and at a steam-to-

carbon ratio of 4.8-8.0 for methane steam reforming and at temperatures of 770°C, 810°C,
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850°C, and 900°C and a steam-to-carbon ratio of 7.75 for biodiesel steam reforming. This

steam-to-carbon ratio was sufficient to thermodynamically prevent hydrocarbon coking.

The reactor materials demonstrated anticipated performance at high temperatures and the

intermetallic catalyst support showed excellent mechanical and thermal stability. The

experimental results were compared to numerical simulations based on a detailed

generalized reaction mechanism and steady state convection-diffusion-reaction process.

The mathematical model was used to unvail the reaction rate parameters. The results

confirmed the elimination of diffusion limitations expected due to the small diffusion

length in the order of 100 micron. Also, the experimental analysis of the catalyst sheet

after the reaction showed no evidence of carbon formation.

The results showed that both CO and CO2 are the primary products of methane steam

reforming and CO is the sole primary product of biodiesel steam reforming at high

temperatures.

The activation energies determined by the Arehenius model for methane steam reforming

were 261.1 kJ/mol of the reaction forming carbon monoxide and 182.5 kJ/mol of the

reaction forming carbon dioxide, while the activation energy for biodiesel steam

reforming was 149.6 kJ/mol. These results are in agreement with those reported in the

literature for operations under no diffusion limitation and are thermodynamically

consistent.
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1.1 Background

Steam Reforming of Hydrocarbons in a Microreactor:
Experiment and Modeling

CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Steam reforming is the process by which hydrocarbon fuels are converted to hydrogen

and carbon oxides. This process is the basis for the manufacture of hydrogen, ammonia,

methanol and carbon monoxide. Unlike the partial oxidation of hydrocarbons and coal

gasification, steam reforming of hydrocarbons and natural gas is a catalytic processes that

does not require air (N2) or oxygen. Furthermore, heat is supplied outside the catalyst

filled tubes making steam reforming the most economically attractive option.

Portable microreactors for hydrocarbons steam reforming have promising utilization in

automotive fuel cells and environmentally safe systems for the destruction of hazardous

chlorinated hydrocarbons [1-2]. Steam reforming can also be used for the safe destruction

of chlorinated hydrocarbons that are common in hospitals supplies and pharmaceutical

products.

HC-Cl + H20 = CO + CO2 + HC1 (1.1)

Although combustion destroys effectively 99.99% of principal organic hazardous

constituents, products of incomplete combustion create concern along with long

combustion times and the use of substantial quantities of blended hydrocarbon fuel.

Steam reforming with an Rh catalyst of superior coking resistance resulted in a high

destruction efficiency avoiding the byproducts of incomplete combustion, NO

formation, and excessive fuel use [12].

Possible reactions in methane steam reforming are listed in Table 1.1. Reactions I and III

are methane steam reforming reactions. Reaction II is the water-gas shift reaction.
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Reactions IV and V are methane CO2 reforming while reactions VI-XI are carbon

formation reactions. At industrial operating conditions, reactions VII-XI are

thermodynamically unfavorable. Reactions IV and V are limited kinetically, since by the

time enough CO2 is present to drive these reactions the CH4 concentrations are very low

and hence these reactions can be neglected. The only thermodynamically favorable

coking reaction in methane steam reformers is methane decomposition [4], which is

reaction VI. Operating steam reformers at steam-to-carbon ratios higher than 1.6 can limit

this possibility [7].

Table 1.1: Possible reactions in methane steam refonuing

The product composition is very near equilibrium at temperatures in the order of 800°C

[7]. In conventional reformers, the rate of steam reforming is controlled not only by

reaction kinetics, but also by the rate of mass transfer from the bulk gas to the surface of

catalyst pellets and by the diffusion rate through the pores of the catalyst. Effectiveness

factors for commercial catalysts of CO2 and CH4 are found to be less than 0.05 and 0.04

respectively [3]. This means that 95% of the catalyst is not utilized in the reaction. Also,

the pore size distribution of a typical catalyst pellet can extend over two or three orders of

magnitudes (10[tm 10000pm), causing a very wide residence time distribution and

hence reducing selectivities and increasing the formation of undesired products from side

reactions, such as carbon formation.

No Reactions AH298, kJ/mol
I CH 4 + H2O = CO +3H2 -206.1
II CO + H20 = CO2 +H2 +41.15
III CH 4 + 2H20 = CO2 + 4H2 -165.0
IV CH 4 + CO2 = 2C0 + 2H2 -247.3
V CH 4 + 3CO2 = 4C0 + 2H20 -330.0
VI CH 4 = C + 2112 -74.82
VII 2C0 = C + CO2 +173.3
VIII CO + 142 = C +H20 +131.3
IX CO2 ± 2H2 = C +2H20 +90.13
X CH 4 + 2C0 = 3C +2H20 +187.6
XI CH 4 + CO2 = 2C + 21120 +15.3
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Another concern in conventional steam reformers is heat transfer limitations. Heat is

needed to supply the energy consumed by the endothermic reaction in order to maintain

the high reaction temperatures needed for a high rate of reactions and high equilibrium

conversions [10]. Heat transfer is limited by the heat flux permissible through the metal

tubing. Today, tubular reformers operate at an average heat flux of 45 to 90 kW/m2 and a

maximum wall temperature of 1000 to 1280 K [11]. Even a slight increase in the

maximum tube wall temperature may result in a serious decline in the expected tube

lifetime.

A possible answer to the above issues is in process miniaturization and the development

of microreactors. Microreactors are reaction systems offering microchannels with one

linear dimension in the order of 100p,m and an easily accessible, stable, and active

catalyst coated on the wall of the microchannel. Microreactors provide three major

advantages:

Effective use of the catalyst

Process intensification of heat and mass transfer and the rate of reaction

Selective reaction system of a narrow residence time distribution

1.2 Steam Reforming of Hydrocarbons

1.2.1 Importance

Steam reforming of light hydrocarbons is the key process for the production of H2 and

synthesis gas and the basis for the manufacture of ammonia and methanol. The process is

also important for the destruction of hazardous chlorinated hydrocarbons [2].

Although it is possible to produce H2 and CO by partial oxidation of hydrocarbons and

coal gasification, these processes are not catalytic, depend on partial combustion of the

feedstock to provide heat internally, and require air or oxygen for the partial combustion
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of the feedstock. On the other hand, steam reforming is catalytic and heat is externally

supplied to the endothermic reaction environment [7]. The reaction volume is kept at

800°C for optimum kinetic rates and thermodynamic yields. Steam reforming has proven

for more than 70 years to be the most economically attractive process for the production

of H2 and CO. It is estimated that 76% of all hydrogen comes from the steam reforming

of natural gas [22].

In contrast to incineration, steam reforming successfully destroys chlorinated

hydrocarbons to CO and HC1 and produces no products of incomplete combustion (PIC)

[12]. Steam reforming of chlorocarbons is essentially irreversible above 400-500°C. This

ensures extremely high equilibrium conversions. Reported experiments with 1,1,1-

trichloroethane gave conversions of up to 5-nines [40] with no detectable intermediates.

1.2.2 Operation

Steam reformers usually contain between 40 and 400 tubes, typically 6 to 12 meters long,

20 mm to 160 mm in diameter, and 10 mm to 20 mm in wall thickness. These tubes are

vertically placed in a rectangular atmospheric oven. The catalyst, normally Ni (NiO)

dispersed on 1/8 inch alumina carrier in the shape of cylinders or rasching rings to limit

pressure drop, is contained in the reactor tubes. The reaction is endothermic and heat is

supplied by the combustion of fossil fuels outside the reformer tubes [11].

Reformer feedstock is mixed with hot steam and enters the reactor tubes where it is

heated and undergoes chemical reaction. The reactor effluent is then taken to different

reactors or unit operations depending of the final desired product. An appropriate gas

temperature (700°C 800°C) must be maintained inside the reactor tubes to optimize

conversion without overheating the external tube surface. Small tube diameters increase

the heat transfer area and improve gas mixing in the catalyst bed. Although it is

unfavorable for optimized conversion, conventional steam reformers often operate at high

pressures to attain better heat recovery.
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The reaction products are Hz, CO, H20, CO2 and CH4 in various proportions depending

on reaction conditions and feedstock composition. The equations describing the chemical

reaction kinetics and stoichiometery are shown in Table 1.2.

Hydrocarbon Steam reforming involves a large number of reactions. Reaction (1) is the

steam reforming reaction to form carbon monoxide and it is irreversible (if the

hydrocarbon is not methane) at temperatures higher than 700°C [11]. Reaction (3) is the

steam reforming of methane to form carbon dioxide. Besides these reforming reactions,

many other side reactions are occurring simultaneously, such as hydrocarbon cracking (8)

& (9), methanation (6)-(7), carbon monoxide disproportionation (11), water-gas shift (2),

dehydrogenation (5) &(10) , and carbon dioxide reforming (4). All these reactions are

associated with steady state carbon-hydrogen surface residues on the catalyst. As many of

these are carbon producing reactions, catalyst type and operation conditions are critical

for carbon deposition tendency.

Table 1.2: Possible Reactions in Hydrocarbon steam reforming (general)

1. CHn, + nH20
2. CO +H20
3. CH 4 + 21-120
4. Cfl. + nCO2
5. Cnfln,
6. CO +3112
7. CO2 +4112
8. CHI-1m

9. CnHm + 112
10. CH4
11. 2C0
12. CO +112

-

nC0
CO2
CO2
2nC0
nC
CH4
CH4
CH4
CH4

CO2

+ (n+0.5m)
+112
+ 4H2
+ 0.5mH2
+ 0.5mH2
+1120
+ 21120
+ Cn_IHm-4
+ Cn_iHm-2
+2112
+ C
+H20

1120 endothermic
AH298=-41 .2 kJ/mol
endothermic

Coke Formation

Coke Formation
Coke Formation
Coke Formation



1.2.3 Thermodynamic Considerations

In methane steam reforming, as outlined in Table 1.1, reactions (I) and (III) are steam

reforming reactions. Reaction (II) is the water-gas shift reaction and it proceeds in the

forward direction at low methane conversions, and reverses producing CO at high

methane conversions. Reactions (IV) and (V) are the carbon dioxide reforming reactions

and are much slower than steam reforming reactions in the presence of sufficient steam.

Reactions (VI)-(XI) are carbon formation (coking) reactions. No carbon formation is

possible from other reactions other than decomposition reaction (VI). The primary

products are H2, CO, CO2, and carbon.

Reaction (I) is endothermic and conversion of methane is favored by high temperatures

and low pressures. Reaction (II) is exothermic, and the CO/CO2 ratio affected favorably

by high temperatures, but pressure independent. Reactor effluent is at equilibrium and

yields of hydrogen and carbon monoxide are controlled by operating conditions. Only

reaction (VI) which is endothermic can produce bulk carbon [18]. Although no bulk

carbon formation is thermodynamically expected at a steam-to-carbon ratio above 1.4,

higher temperatures can favor carbon formation at reactor inlet at low steam-to-carbon

ratios.

Table 1.3: Summary of methane steam reforming thermodynamics.

6

Methane
Conversion

CO/CO2
ratio

Coke
Formation

Rate of the
Chemical
Process

Notes

Higher
Temperatures An- 'a 'a Aa

Mass transfer
limited

Limited by
reactor

materials

Higher
Pressures 'G. 'Ur 'Or

Aft Better heat
recovery

Higher
Steam/C ratio 'a "Ur 41 'a
Higher mean

Residence time 'a Not Relevant
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Figure 1.1: Equilibrium Product dry composition of methane steam reforming at S/C = 5,
and P = 136 kPa.

A summary of reaction thermodynamics is presented in Table 1.3.

1.2.4 Limitations

a) Mass Transfer Limitations

The rate of conventional steam reforming is not controlled by reaction kinetics

alone, but by the rate of mass transfer from the bulk gas phase onto the surface of

catalyst pellets and by diffusion rates through the pores of the catalyst. Several

studies [3,10,23] have shown very limited effectiveness factors of hydrocarbons.

Effectiveness factors as low as 0.04 were reported for methane along the entire tube
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reactor [3]. Also, simulated industrial steam reformers have shown effectiveness

factors for steam and methane disappearance in the range of 0.05 to 0.008 [23].

Both studies agree that at least 95% of the catalyst is not utilized for the reaction

[10].

b) Heat Transfer Limitations

The endothermic stream reforming reaction system requires a substantial supply of

heat to maintain the high reaction temperature necessary for a higher rate of

reaction and high equilibrium conversion. The heat supply is controlled by the rate

of heat radiation from the hot combustion gases to the surface of the reactor tubes,

conduction through the tube wall and heat transfer from the tube wall to the gas

mixture and the catalyst pellets inside the tube [3]. This heat transfer is limited by

the heat flux permissible through the metal tubing. Tubular reformers operate at an

average of 45 to 90 kW/m2 and a maximum wall temperature of 1000 to 1280 K

[11]. Even a slight increase in the maximum wall temperature may result in a

serious decline of tube life.

c) Carbon Formation

Carbon formation is another major problem in the operation of steam reformers. It

causes catalyst deactivation and maldistribution of heat, leading to the formation of

"hot spots" that can lead to tube failure due to overheating. It also can eventually

plug the reactor tube. Carbon formation is thermodynamically feasible whenever

concentrations of steam and hydrogen fall beyond certain limits due to mass

transfer limitations. The slow kinetics of carbon formation can also take place due

to the larger residence time inside the pores of catalyst pellets. The pore size

distribution of a typical catalyst pellet can extend over two or three orders of

magnitudes, causing a very wide residence time distribution and hence reducing

selectivities and allowing the formation of undesired products from slow kinetics
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side reactions such as carbon formation. This kinetic limitation can occur even if

carbon formation is not predicted from a thermodynamic point of view.

At 900°C thermodynamics predict carbon formation only when the steam-to-carbon

ratio falls bellow 1.0, although in experiments carbon formation has been reported

at steam-to-carbon ratios up to 1.3 [24],

1.3 Microreactors

Microreactor technology provides lightweight chemical systems to be used in distributed

applications. Microreactors offer higher surface-to-volume ratio than conventional

reactors. They provide easily accessible catalytic surface and a narrow residence time

distribution [13-14]. Moreover, the much higher heat transfer rates that microreactors

offer allow precise process temperature control. Thus, we expect higher yields and

selectivities for hydrocarbons steam reforming in a microreactor. Also, due to thier small

volume Microreactors make it easier to handle hazardous materials, making them suitable

for the destruction of chlorocarbons.

The materials normally used in micro-process engineering are metals, silicon, glass, and

polymers. However, these materials are not suitable for high temperature operations
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(>1000°C). Ceramic materials, which possess high thermal and chemical stability were

used for gas phase reactions at high temperatures with heat efficiently provided through

integrated metal elements [13-14]. Also, intermetallic materials' low density and high

temperature and corrosion resistance mark them as an option for manufacturing high

temperature microreactors.

Several experiments were performed to examine the performance of hydrocarbons steam

reforming in a microreactor made of inconel steel and providing two microchannels, each

of 2501Am depth. The effect of the reaction temperature and the steam-to-carbon ratio was

investigated. The output gas product was analyzed using Agilent 3000 micro GC for

concentrations of CI-14, CO, CO2, and H2. The operation is isothermal and intrinsic

process kinetics were investigated. Conversions, yields, and selectivities are key

calculations. Experiments were performed at a steam-to-carbon ratio higher than 1.6 in

order to thermodynamically prevent hydrocarbon coking.

1.4. Goal and Objectives

1.4.1 Goal

The goal of this work is to investigate the fundamentals of steam reforming of

hydrocarbons in microreactors at high temperatures. We will realize this goal by

constructing a mathematical model based on experimental investigations of all relevant

fundamental phenomena (mass transfer, intrinsic kinetics, and mean residence time) for

steam reforming process at high temperatures.

1.4.2 Objectives

To achieve the above stated goal we have to accomplish the following objectives:
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1 . Establish a catalyst deposition procedure for durable adherence of Pd on inter-

metallic supports for high temperature operation

Design a micro-channel reactor to perform methane steam reforming at high

temperatures (600°C-1 000°C).

Construct a mathematical model of the steam reforming process.

Estimate the parameters of the model (intrinsic kinetics rate constants) by analyzing

experimental data.

Investigate the effects of temperature and steam-to-carbon ratio on the performance

of the microre actor.



CHAPTER 2
REIEW OF LITERATURE ON HYDROCARBON STEAM REFORMING

2.1 Introduction

Steam reforming of hydrocarbons has been developed in the last eighty years into one of

the most important industrial processes that provides gas products for a variety of

processes Ammonia and methanol production, Fischer-Tropsch synthesis, hydrogen for

petroleum refining, reducing gas for metal ores, and town gas are the main users

worldwide for hydrocarbons steam reforming product. Ammonia synthesis alone

consumes about eighty percent of the hydrogen produced by steam reforming process.

The product gas produced in the reforming process depends on the operating

temperatures, pressure, and steam and hydrocarbon feed rates. Because of the increasing

demands for synthesis gas and hydrogen and the increasing availability of light

hydrocarbon and natural gas, the catalytic reactions of steam reforming of hydrocarbons

have been extensively investigated. Since hydrocarbons and natural gas are made up of a

number of components, the reaction mechanism of the reforming process is extremely

complex. At high temperatures, higher alkanes, such as C2H6, C3H8, etc., give a very fast

and complete conversion of the feedstock with methane as the only surviving alkane in

the product. Thus, in reforming higher alkanes provided that the contact time is long

enough, the exit gas composition is approximately corresponds to the chemical

equilibrium of methane steam reforming. Based on this fact, most research work on the

kinetics of the steam reforming process and the modeling and simulation of the reformer

have been carried out with regard to methane steam refouning. Therefore, in this chapter,

the review of steam reforming process is mostly concerned with methane steam

reforming.

2.2 Early Kinetic Studies and Catalyst Development for Methane Steam Reforming

12

The steam reforming process converts hydrocarbons into hydrogen, carbon dioxide,

carbon monoxide, and methane in various proportions depending on the reaction
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conditions decided by the final gas mixture use requirements. The equations describing

the system are:

For higher hydrocarbons (n > 2), it is assumed that the hydrocarbon is chemisorbed on a

dual site followed by successive scission of the carbon-carbon bonds. The resulting C1-

species react with adsorbed steam as the methane steam reforming reaction [45].

Light hydrocarbons and specifically methane tend to be stable molecules, due to their

chemical structures. Since the reaction of hydrocarbon with steam has to break its C-H

and/or C-C bond to produce permanent gasses of hydrogen, carbon dioxide, and carbon

monoxide, high temperatures and catalysts are necessary for the reaction to proceed.

Hence the development of appropriate catalysts has been given a very high priority in

early investigations of hydrocarbon steam reforming. Van Hook (1980) gave a brief

summary in the area of steam reforming prior to 1930s [17]. Hydrocarbon interactions

with catalytic metals were observed in 1817 during the development of a mine safety

lamp, and the production of hydrogen when hydrocarbons and steam are passed over

calcium oxide was described in 1868. A steam reforming patent [46] claimed low

operating temperature conditions by using catalysts of iron, cobalt, or nickel with

chromia, vanadia, alkali, or alkaline. Based on experiments before 1930s, catalysts of

supported nickel or cobalt were rated as the best materials. Using nickel catalysts,

theoretical values for equilibrium in the methane steam reforming reactions were verified

in 1924, and experimental demonstrations of the effect of temperature and pressure on

system equilibrium were reported in 1931. Interparticle diffusion limitations and severe

catalyst deactivation were also encountered in this period [45].

In 1933, Fujimoto [17] reported on methane steam reforming and methane decomposition

over a broad temperature range of 673 to 1273 K using reduced nickel foil and a 90%

Cnflm + n H20 = n CO + (n + m/2) H2 (2.1)

CO + H20 - CO2 ± H2 (2.2)

CnElm + 2n H20 = n CO2 + (2n + m/2) H2 (2.3)
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nickel-alumina catalyst at atmospheric pressure. For steam reforming at a steam-to-

carbon ratio (S/C) of about 2.5 and constant feed rate conditions, equilibrium methane

conversions were achieved using both catalysts up to 866 K. At higher temperatures,

equilibrium methane conversions were achieved using the 90% nickel-alumina catalyst

where the nickel foil resulted in a serious loss of activity with a methane conversion of

only few percent being attained between 977 and 1172 K. The nickel foil had been

seriously damaged with carbon above 866 K, whereas the 90% nickel-alumina catalyst

withstood 250 hours of operation at 973 K and maintained the equilibrium conversion.

Ipatieff, et al. (1950) [46], screened various catalysts for methane steam reforming in the

755-1089 K range, at 1 and 18 bar pressure for S/C of 5, 11, and 30. Among the catalysts

based on copper, iron, cobalt, nickel, and several combination of these metals, nickel on a

Kieselguhr catalyst showed high activity. Life tests indicated that a 7.4% copper, 65%

nickel on Kieselguhr was the best and showed the beneficial effect of copper promotion

on the life of the catalyst. Operating pressure, even at S/C beyond 30, severely affected

catalyst life, especially the non-promoted nickel catalyst.

In 1952 Arnold, et al. [47], reported on the activities of nine commercial catalysts for

methane steam reforming at atmospheric pressure and SIC of 2.5 and found that catalysts

with higher nickel content generally had higher activity. Attempts to undertake

experiments at 1442 K resulted in rapid plugging of the reactor with carbon and all

catalysts were seriously damaged at 1338 K.

Early attempts to develop sulfur-resistant steam reforming catalysts were reported by

Sabastian and Riesz in 1951 [48]. Supported nickel, cobalt, molybdenum, chromium, and

a combination of these metals were tested. Using their best sulfide nickel on silica

catalyst (Ni/Si = 1/3 atom ratio), they achieved a high rate of propane conversion in the

presence of 2500 ppm H25 at the lowest temperature studied (922 K).
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(B) Methane/steam reaction on porous catalyst with diffusion limitations:

kd
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where kd is the internal pore diffusion rate constant.

Fujimoto's data also indicated that methane steam reforming could be approximated by

reversible first order kinetics over both catalysts. An arhenius plot of methane

decomposition (thermodynamic equilibrium used on the basis of carbon, as graphite, at

unit activity) for the nickel foil gave an excellent straight line from 977-1172 K with an

C +H

+ H20, k3

CO + CO2 ± H2

1072 K and
higher;
essentially
irreversible
to gasified
products
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A reasonable mechanistic scheme, based on Fujimoto's data for non-porous nickel foil

(A) and high activity porous nickel-alumina catalysts (B) was suggested by Van Hook

(1980) [17] as follows:

(A) Methane decomposition/steam reforming on non-porous foil:
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apparent activation energy of 181 kJ/mole. However, an activation energy of only 22

kJ/mole was obtained for methane decomposition over the nickel-alumina catalyst in the

672 to 866 K. this means that the serious interparticle diffusion limitation greatly reduced

the apparent activation energy.

Studies were performed for the CH4/steam and CH4/CO2 reforming reactions using finely

divided copper on silica in a fluid bed, and early mechanistic suggestions were developed

by Lewis, et al. (1949) [49]. They indicated that the kinetics show first order dependence

in both steam (or CO2) and methane. The poor performance of copper as a catalyst was

confirmed by the low conversion rates of 0.01 to 0.03 moles CH4 converted/(g cat hr atm

CH4) at 1089 K. Noteworthy in this early work for both CO2 and steam reforming of

methane is the high activation energy of 200 kJ/mole for a finely divided catalyst and the

appearance of inhibition terms of CO2, H20, H2 in the rate expression.

Reversible first order (in methane) kinetics were also given from studies by Arnold, et al.

(1952) [47]. Based on their experiments at various space velocities and temperatures

between 977 and 1089 K using 16/20 mesh 6% nickel on alumina/silica at atmospheric

pressure, activation energy of at least 140 kJ/mole was suggested. However, a lower

activation energy of 60.6 kJ/mole was obtained from the experiments using 7/16 x 7/16

in. extruded catalyst (24% Ni on Ca/Si02/Al203). This is probably the earliest published

result showing a change of activation energy with a change in catalyst particle size.

From pilot plant investigations and thermodynamic calculations, Reitmeier, et al. (1948)

[50], produced plots and equations which make possible the selection of reacting

mixtures of light hydrocarbons, steam, and/or carbon dioxide to produce synthesis gas

having a wide range of compositions without the deposition of carbon on the catalyst.

Additional plots make possible the selection of reacting compositions to produce

synthesis gas of any desired composition. Their results also demonstrated the importance

of selecting equipment and operating conditions that assist in preventing carbon

deposition on the catalyst.
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These early studies helped in answering the main question related to steam reforming,

including the reaction order with respect to methane, catalyst deactivation due to carbon

formation, and sulfide poisoning. It was also established that nickel was the best catalyst

to use for industrial steam reforming, and that alumina and magnesia were uniformly

superior supports for the nickel.

2.3 Studies of the Kinetics of Hydrocarbon Steam Reforming

The kinetic mechanisms of methane steam reforming have been extensively studied for

various catalysts and a large number of kinetic rate equations have been reported in the

literature since the 1950's.

Akers and Camp (1955) [18] published the first extensive study of the kinetics of

methane steam reforming. Their experiments were performed in an integral reactor at

atmospheric pressure and a temperature range of 613 to 911 K using commercial 1/8 inch

pellets of nickel supported on Kieselguhr. The study found that the reaction rate is

irreversible first order with respect to methane and the rate controlling step to be the

dissociative adsorption of methane. The rate equation they suggested was:

dCH 4

r"dt CH 4

The study concluded that both CO and CO2 were primary products and the methane

reforming reactions (2.1) and (2.3) are the primary reactions, while the water-gas shift

reaction (reaction (2.2)) was essentially at thermodynamic equilibrium. The low reaction

rate constant and an apparent activation energy of 36.8 kJ/mole reported by the authors

suggest the possibility of diffusion limitations in this study.

Bodrov, et al. (1964, 1967, and 1968) [51,52,53] studied the methane steam reforming

reactions using nickel foil in order to eliminate the effect of pore diffusion, and also used

porous nickel catalyst of various sizes to investigate the effect of pore diffusion

(2.4)
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limitations. They found that there is a certain correlation with the partial pressures of CO,

1120, and H2, and their influence varies with temperature:

for 673 K < T < 773 K,

rcH 4 = kl)cH IPH2 (2.5)

for 773 K < T < 873 K

--rcH 4= kPcH PH° 25 , with E = 151 kJ/mole (2.6)

for 873 K < T < 1173 K

kPc.H
rcH = , with E = 82.1 kJ/mole (2.7)

1+ a PH20 IPH2+bPco

These rate equations suggest that the inhibition due to 142 decreases with a temperature

increase, and at temperatures higher than 973 K hydrogen is auto catalyzing the reaction.

The rate equation (2.7) was derived from the following mechanism:

CH4 S CHAS) +H2 (2.8)

H20 + s = 0(s) + H2 (2.9)

CH2(s) + 0(s) = CO(s) + 2H2 + s (2.10)

CO(s) = CO + s (2.11)

CO + 0(s) = CO2 + s (2.12)

where s is an active site of the catalyst. The study suggested that at temperatures below

873 K the rate controlling step is the reaction between adsorbed CH2 radical and adsorbed

oxygen, while at higher temperatures the rate controlling step is the adsorption of

methane and partial dissociation on the nickel catalyst. The study also concluded that the

reaction is first order with respect to methane, only CO is a primary product of the

reaction, and CO2 is possibly produced by the water-gas shift reaction.

Agnelli, et al. (1987) [54], performed experiments using alumina-supported nickel

catalyst at atmospheric pressure and a temperature range of 915 to 1010 K. The study



The study also proposed that methane adsorption with dissociation is the rate controlling

step and derived the following reaction rate equation:

=
kPc

1.11-C 4
(1 + K H20 H2OP P, + KcoPco

rc114= kPCH4 IP 0.5H20

)7

(2.19)

(2.20)
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concluded the reaction rate is first order with respect to methane and noted that the extent

of reaction increases as the hydrogen partial pressure increases at 915 and 980 K,

whereas at 1010 K the variation of the hydrogen partial pressure has no effect on the

extent of the reaction. The mechanism they proposed assumed that adsorption of methane

occurred with complete dissociation to the carbon atom:

The proposed mechanism implies that carbon dioxide is not a primary product and was

produced through the water-gas shift reaction. A reported activation energy of 184

kJ/mole indicated that the experiments were carried out with no pore diffusion

limitations.

Ross and Steel (1972) [55] studied steam reforming of methane using (75% Ni) nickel

alumina catalyst in powder form (250-335 pm). The experiments were carried out at low

pressures (0-10 mm Hg), in the temperature range of 773-873 K, and at low S/C ratios

(0.2-2.0). They proposed the following rate equation:

CH4 + 7s = C (s3) + 4H(s) (2.13)

4H(s) = 2H2 + 4s (2.14)

H20 + s = 0(s) + H2 (2.15)

C (s3) + 0(s) = CO(s) + 3s (2.16)

CO(s) = CO + s (2.17)

CO(s) + 0(s) = CO2 + 2s (2.18)



They proposed that methane adsorption-dissociation is the rate controlling step and

obtained a very low activation energy of 28.9 kJ/mole, indicating pore diffusion

limitations due to the high activity of the catalyst used.

Boudart (1972) [56] proposed a simplified two step kinetics and the following

mechanism:

Reaction (2.24) shows hydrocarbon adsorption on a multi site which however, may not

require complete dissociation of the molecule. Reactions (2.24) and (2.25) are considered

irreversible. On this basis the following rate equation was obtained:

k-PcH 4

1+ KH VPH2+ Kw PH20 IPH2
)fl (2.28)
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This rate equation is first order in methane and shows an inhibition due to steam. This is

probably due to competitive adsorption between methane and steam for the active sites.

The proposed mechanism is:

For n = 2 and Ic << 1, equation (2.28) represents the retarding effect of hydrogen

observed by Bodrov et al. For lc >> 1 the retarding effect of steam observed by Ross, et

al. is apparent.

CH4 + ns = CHx(ns) + (4-x)/2 142 (2.24)

CHx(ns) + 0(s) = CO + x/2 H2 ± (n+1) s (2.25)

H20 + s = 0(s) + H2 (2.26)

H2 + 2s = 2 H(s) (2.27)

CH4 + s = CH(s) + (4-x)/2 H2 (2.21)

H20 + s = OH(s) + 0.5H2 (2.22)

CH(s) + OH(s) = CO + (1+x)/2 H2 ± 2s (2.23)
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This equation contradicts previous work that suggested complete dissociation of the

adsorbed methane and reaction with adsorbed steam. The denominator of the rate

equation implies negligible or no adsorption of CO and H2 although they are strongly

adsorbed on nickel catalyst.

Atroshchenko et al (1969) [58] studied natural gas steam reforming in an integral reactor

under pressures of 2-6 bar and temperatures ranging between 873-1023 K on commercial

Ni supported on alumina catalyst. They proposed the following mechanism:

H20 S = 0(S) ± H2 (2.30)

CH4 + 0(s) = CO + 2H2 +5 (2.31)

Assuming that the reaction between methane and adsorbed oxygen is the rate controlling

step they suggested the following rate equation:

(2.29)
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Quach and Rouleau (1975) [57] performed experiments for methane steam reforming

over 3/16 inch pellets of a Ni/alumina catalyst in a continuous stirred tank reactor at 1-2

atm and 623-723 K. They assumed that the reaction between adsorbed methane and

steam in the gas phase is the rate controlling step and suggested the following rate

equation:

rCH 4 =

kP P
4 H 20

( P P3CO H2
(2.32)

PH2 KP3PCH4 PH 2o



(2.38)

CH4 + s = C (s) + 2H2 (2.39)
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This rate equation suggests a reversible reaction with the forward reaction of first order

with respect to methane and inhibited by hydrogen. The apparent activation energy was

determined as 93 kJ/mole suggesting work was done in a zone of transition between pore

diffusion limitation and intrinsic kinetic control.

Al-Ubaid (1984) [59] investigated the effect of support on the reaction kinetic of methane

steam reforming using nickel supported by different materials (in powder form) at

atmospheric pressure and temperature range between 723-823 K. A positive order for

steam was found on acidic support (Y-zeolite), whereas a negative order for steam was

produced with a less acidic support (Ni/spinel). Also, the reaction order for methane was

found to decrease with support acidity. For the less acidic support, the following

mechanism was proposed:

CH4 + s = C (s) + 2H2 (2.33)

H20 + s = 0(s) + H2 (2.34)

C (s) + 0(s) = CO(s) + s (2.35)

CO(s) = CO + s (2.36)

CO(s) + 0(s) = CO2 + 2s (2.37)

Assuming that the reaction between adsorbed carbon and adsorbed oxygen is the rate

controlling step, the following rate equation is suggested:

rcH4=
kPcH-4 PH p

HpP 3 1 + K1 p2 CH4 +K2 - 2- +K3202
2

P p

H2 PH2 PH 20

This mechanism implies that carbon dioxide is not a primary product but rather produced

from reaction between adsorbed CO and adsorbed oxygen.

For the highly acidic support a bifunctional mechanism was suggested:



Assuming step (2.43) is the rate controlling step, the following rate equation was

obtained:

This mechanism assumes that carbon dioxide is a primary product while CO can be

produced from the reverse water-gas shift reaction. This work indicates that the

properties of support can change the primary products as well as the reaction mechanism.

Numaguchi and Kikuchi (1988) [60] studied methane steam refoll ling in an integral

fixed bed reactor over a nickel catalyst at pressures 1.2-25.5 bar, S/C ratios 1.44-4.5 and

temperatures between 674-1160 K. They assumed surface reactions to be the rate

controlling steps and proposed the following rate equation for reaction (2.1):

P1

p0596
1120

For the water-gas shift reaction (2.2):

PCO2PH2r2 = k2 PCOP1120 K
p 2

kP P2_

(2.45)

(2.46)
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CH 4 20

-rCH =
P5

12
K

1

CH 4 v PCH 4PH 20 v PCH4PH20

(2.44)

p 11 2
H

p2.5 3

H2
p 3.5

H2

k
(

P
P P 3 \CO H2

1

H 4 "2° 20

H20 + Support = H20(Support) (2.40)

C (s) + H20(Support) = HCO(s) + 0.5 H2 + Support (2.41)

HCO(s) + H20(Support) = HCOO(s) + H2 + Support (2.42)

HCOO(s) = CO2 + 0.5 112 s (2.43)



They concluded that the reactions between adsorbed carbon atoms and adsorbed oxygen

from complete dissociation of methane and steam are the rate controlling steps and

excluded the water-gas shift reaction. The suggested rate equations are the following:

P P3
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These rate equations have positive reaction order with respect to steam. Hydrogen

inhibits the reactions rate through the backward reactions and not by competitive

adsorption with other species, and only CO is a primary product. The activation energies

were determined for reactions (2.1) and (2.2) as 106.87 kJ/mole and 54.53 kJ/mole

respectively.

De Deken et al (1982) [3] performed experiments near industrial conditions of 823-913

K , SIC ratios of 3-5, and 5-15 bar over a commercial catalyst (Ni/otAl203) in a tubular

integral reactor. Hydrogen was fed in ratios 1.0-2.25 with respect to methane to avoid

carbon formation or reoxidation of the catalyst. The following mechanism was proposed:

k
CO P P C() H2

(2.53)

(2.54)

CH4 H20
Kpl

rCO =
P3

kCO2

(1 K coP(0)2
H2

p p 4p p 2 CO 2 H2

)
CH 4 H 20

P3
rCO2 =

P H2 2 (1+ K COPC0)3

CH4 + s = C (s) + 2H2 (2.47)

H20 + s = 0(s) + H2 (2.48)

C (s) + 0(s) = CO(s) + s (2.49)

C (s) + 20(s) = CO2(s) + 2s (2.50)

CO(s) = CO + s (2.51)

CO2(s) = CO2 + s (2.52)



P P 3

PH20
where den =1+ KCOPCO KH 2PH ± K CH 4PCH ± KH20

rii2

Soliman, et al. (1992) [61], studied methane steam reforming in an integral reactor over a

Ni/Ca aluminate spinel catalyst at 748-823 K and 1-3 bar. They proposed a similar

mechanism to the one Xu and Froment suggested, and determined the following rate

equations:
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where Kpi and Kp3 are the equilibrium constants of the steam reforming reactions (2.1)

and (2.3) respectively. kco and kan are the corresponding reaction rate constants, and

Kco is the adsorption constant of CO.

Xu and Froment (1989) [19] developed a more general intrinsic kinetic model. They

performed experiments at temperatures ranging between 773-848 K for methane steam

reforming and 573-673 K for the reverse water-gas shift reaction. The experiments

operated at pressures 5-15 bar, S/C ratios of 3-5, and a hydrogen/methane ratio of 1.25 in

an integral reactor over a commercial nickel catalyst supported on magnesium spinel with

15.2% Ni. Many reaction mechanisms were tested and none of reactions was taken to be

at equilibrium. An adsorption/surface reactions/desorption 13 steps mechanism was

proposed with intermediates of CH20 and CHO. Assuming the surface reactions were the

rate controlling steps, the following equations were suggested:

k1 P, P CO H

4 H20 K
r1=

1 (2.55)
P25 (den)2

H2

k2 PC.02 PH2P PCO 1120 K p 2
r2 = (2.56)

k

'H2 (den)2

i p, p 4 \
Pc, P2 i (702 H2

4-4 4 H20
3

r3 =
K3 i (2.57)

5P H3 (den )2



PHwhere den =1+ Kco PCO K20H 20 pH

In contradiction to many previous studies these equations suggest that carbon dioxide is

the primary product and carbon monoxide was formed by the reverse water-gas shift

reaction. The authors explained this difference as due to the different catalyst used.

Castro Luna and Becerra (1997) [62] studied the kinetics of natural gas steam reforming

on a nickel on alumina-titania (22.9% Ni) catalyst in an integral reactor. They performed

experiments in the temperature range of 773-873 K. The catalyst was crushed to 350 [im

to eliminate pore diffusion limitations. They did not propose reaction mechanisms but

suggested the following rate equations for the steam refoll ling reactions (2.1) and (2.3);

PH20where den =1+ KH 20 p I 5

/12
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(2.58)

k2

(
PH- 2P P. CO H20

= Kp2
r2 (2.59)

P (den)2
u22-

p p \
=

k3 P2 CO2 H2p
CH4 1120

pK3

r3 (2.60)
PH35 (den

)2

r =-
1

r3 =

k1
PCH 413,120

D D 1.5 \
r CO H 2

(2.61)
P1.5H2 Kp1

k3

(den )2

p p2
CH 4 H20

p 15 \
PCO2 H2

P2.5H2 K

(den)3
(2.62)



This mechanism suggests that both carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide are primary

products. The rate controlling steps are surface reaction between adsorbed species (2.66)-

(2.68). The following rate equations were determined:
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These equations suggest that both carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide are primary

products of the steam reforming reactions. Apparent activation energies El = 299 kJ/mole

and E3 = 302 kJ/mole clearly indicate no pore diffusion limitations.

Hou and Hughes (2000) [4] studied methane steam raw' ling over commercial Ni/a-

Al203 catalyst in an integral reactor under conditions of no pore diffusion limitations.

Experiments were performed at temperatures 748-823 K, pressures 1.2-6 bar, S/C ratio of

4-7, and methane/hydrogen ratio of 1.0. A proposed mechanism based on both methane

and steam adsorbed on the catalyst with dissociation:

=

k
1

p
CH

p 0.5

4 1120

( P P3
1

CO 112

p125
H2 K p1PCH 4PH 20

r1

r2 =

k
2

P p 0.5

H2"

(den )2

r.
PCO2PH 2

1

(2.72)

(2.73)

0.5

H2
K P P

\, p2 C'0 H20

(den
)2

H20 s = H2 + 0(s) (2.63)

CH4 + 3s = CH2(s) + 2 H(s) (2.64)

CH2(s) + s = CHO(s) + H(s) (2.65)

CHO(s) + s = CO(s) + H(s) (2.66)

CO(s) + 0(s) = CO2(s) + s (2.67)

CHO(s) + 0(s) = CO2(s) + H(s) (2.68)

CO(s) = CO + s (2.69)

CO2(s) = CO2 + s (2.70)

2 H(s) = H2 ± 2s (2.71)



PH,0where den =1+ KO PCO + KH P° + KH 0C

2 H

The apparent activation energies of the reforming reactions were calculated and

determined as El = 209.2 kJ/mole and E3= 109.4 kJ/mole. Clearly these values show that

the experiments were performed under conditions ofno pore diffusion limitations.

Ortego, et al. (1997) [2], studied the steam reforming of methyl chloride:

CH3C1 + H20 = CO +2112+ HC1 (2.75)

The experiments were run at temperatures of 923-1023 K in a tubular reactor. The

catalyst used was commercial nickel supported on a-Al203 (23% NiO) crushed to 0.25-

The rate controlling step is the dual site surface reaction (2.77) and thus the following

rate equation was determined:

=me
k KPs MC

(1 + KPmc,
)2 (2.80)
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r=

k
3

P PCH4 H 0
2

/- \P P4
CO2 H2

1

(2.74)

pl . 7 5
H2 K P P2p3 CH 4 H20 i

3

(den ) 2

0.36 mm particles. A mechanism involving dual-site surface dissociation was proposed:

CH3C1 + s = CH3C1(s) (2.76)

CH3C1(s) + s = C112(s) + HC1(s) (2.77)

CH2(s) + H20 = CO +2112+ s (2.78)

HC1(s) = HC1 + s (2.79)



Experiments at temperatures 423-533 K and pressures 1-35 bar were performed on a

Cu/ZnO/Al203 catalyst in a differential fixed bed reactor. A comprehensive reaction

mechanism was proposed assuming that: (i) hydrogen adsorption does not compete for

the active sites which the oxygen-containing species adsorb on, (ii) there are separate

active sites for the decomposition reaction (2.83) distinct from the active sites for

methanol steam reforming reaction (2.81) and the water-gas shift reaction (2.82), (iii) the

rate controlling step for both methanol steam reforming reaction and methanol

decomposition reaction is the dehydrogenation of adsorbed methoxy groups, and (iv) the

rate controlling step for the water-gas shift reaction is the formation of an intermediate

formate species. The following rate equations were determined for three reactions: (2.81),

(2.82), and (2.83) respectively:

PCH P P330H CO2 H2
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Peppley, et al. (1999) [63], presented a comprehensive kinetic model for steam reforming

of methanol. Three reactions were considered:

k 1

p 0.5
H2 \ PCH30H PH 20 kl 1rR =

r=

r
PCH 30H1+K K P P 0.5+ K

13

PCO2PH2
\

P
(1+K P"14 H2

(2.84)

(2.85)

+
p0 .5 12CO2H2

\, H2

P P (
k CO H 20 1

1102.°n 5rH2

2 p 0.5
' H2 PCOPH p k22 i

(
CHpH

1 + K - P 0 5
CO2PH2. + K

13

\
H 20

2

11 +KD 0.5 12

H2
p 0.5

H 2 i

CH3OH + H20 = 3H2 + CO2 (2.81)

CO + H20 - CO2 + H2 (2.82)

CH3OH = CO + 2H2 (2.83)



r= kPC

20PC2H6

Rostrup-Nielsen [65, 64] generalized the reaction sequence (2.24)-(2.27) for higher

hydrocarbons. The work assumed that the hydrocarbon is adsorbed on a dual site,

followed by successive a-scission of the carbon-carbon bonds and the resulting C1-

species reacts with adsorbed steam. The proposed mechanism was in the following

sequence:

CHm + 2 s CH(2s) + (m-z)/2 112

CH(2s) + 2 s (2s) + CH(2s)

CH(2s) + 0(s) > CO + x/2 H2 ± (n+1) s

H20 + s = 0(s) + H2

H2 ± 2s = 2 H(s)

Assuming the concentration of C11H,(2s) to be negligible, the following rate equation was

obtained:

\ 2

1 \I I <-11 PH2 +K
W po,

H2 Kw PHppH2 )1

Performing experiments for steam reforming of ethane at atmospheric pressure and a

temperature of 773 K over a Ni/Mg0 catalyst the following rate equation was presented:

=
C2116 ( /3,,

1+1.26x10 30s-r
PH2 H2OP / PH2

-\ 2

(2.87)

(2.88)

(2.89)

(2.90)

(2.91)

(2.92)

(2.93)
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=

k PCH PH
2 \

CO
p P2

3
P0.5H \, PCH30H k33

1+K PCH30H K PH20\
(2.86)

(1+ K 24PH°2521 p 0.5 1- 23

H2

5

/
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For tests on n-heptane close to 773 K on a Ni/Mg0 catalyst, the following intrinsic rate

was derived by back-calculation:

24 x105exp(-8150/T )P7Hi,
-N2H2OP, ,1+ 0.08 -- +

252P
;7-16

H2 PH 20 / PH 2

(2.94)

These studies of hydrocarbon steam reforming were carried out with catalysts of different

compositions, prepared by various methods and of different particle size. Also, they were

carried out over wide ranges of temperatures and pressures explaining the different

mechanisms that have been suggested. Two possible explanations are:

The change of the catalyst composition does not only change the parameters of

the kinetic models but also changes the structure of the kinetic model by changing

the reaction mechanism

Some of these studies suffered from serious pore diffusion limitations which often

results in misunderstanding of the kinetic model.

One can conclude the following remarks on this review from the most recent studies and

studies that were done under no pore diffusion limitations:

There is a general agreement that the reaction is first order in the hydrocarbon.

Steam is adsorbed with dissociation on the catalyst.

Hydrocarbon is adsorbed on the catalyst with dissociation into H2 and CHx or C.

Both carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide are primary products of methane steam

reforming. The surface CHO(s) residue formed by dissociative chemisorption of

methane and steam decomposed directly to CO and H2, and also in a parallel route

reacts with steam to produce CO2 and 112 [17].
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Only carbon monoxide is the primary product of steam reforming of higher

hydrocarbons. The steam reforming of higher hydrocarbons to form carbon

monoxide is irreversible at high temperatures of the steam reforming process.

The surface reaction between adsorbed steam (or adsorbed oxygen) and adsorbed

carbon (or adsorbed CHx intermediate) is the rate controlling step.

The reaction rate has a non-monoatomic dependence upon the partial pressure of

steam.

2.4 Catalyst Poisoning During Hydrocarbons Steam Reforming

Reforming catalysts are sensitive to the impurities found in feedstocks, like sulfur,

arsenic, halogens, phosphorous, and lead. Sulfur compounds have the most severe effect

since they are strongly chemisorbed on the metal surface. This prevents adsorption of

reactant molecules, and the reconstruction of the metal surface may modify or lower the

adsorption rates of reactant gasses. Hydrogen sulfide strongly adsorbs with complete

dissociation on the nickel surface even below room temperature. At high temperatures

(825-925 K), Rostrup-Nielsen (1968) [66] proposed:

H2S + Ni = S-(Ni) + H2 (2.95)

The poisoning effect of arsenic is due to alloying with nickels. The arsenic typically

originates from the solution used in the carbon dioxide wash. Other impurities have only

a temporary effect, with catalyst activity returning when feedstock purity is restored.

Natural gas sulfur content is processed in a hydrodesulfurization process in combination

with a bed of zinc oxide to reduce it to a tolerable value of less than 0.5 ppm before steam

reforming. The desulfurization process converts sulfur compounds to hydrogen sulfide

over a nickel or cobalt molybdate catalyst at high temperatures:

RHS + H2 = RH + H2S (2.96)
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Then at lower temperatures and conditions of dried natural gas, hydrogen sulfide reacts

completely with zinc oxide to form zinc sulfide:

ZnO H2S = ZnS H20 (2.97)

2.5 Carbon Formation Tendency During Hydrocarbons Steam Reforming

Carbon formation plays an important role in nickel catalyst deactivation in conventional

steam reforming. Carbon formation deactivates the nickel catalyst by fouling the metal

surface, blocking the catalyst pores, and/or physical disintegrating the catalyst support.

Rostrup-Nielsen (1984) [11] identified three different kinds of carbon species observed in

steam reforming process:

Whisker-like carbon: Hydrocarbons and carbon monoxide over transition metals

form filamentous carbon that grows typically in a whisker-like structure with a

nickel particle at the top. Strong whiskers can result in break-down of the

catalyst particle.

Encapsulating carbon: This type results from slow polymerization of radicals

containing C on the Ni surface, and leads to a progressive deactivation of the

catalyst.

Pyrolytic carbon: Hydrocarbon thermal cracking starts at temperatures above

920 K depositing carbon that encapsulate the catalyst particle and deactivates

the catalyst.

Thus, in natural gas reforming carbon formation can take place by these reversible

reactions:

CH4 = nC +2 H2 (2.98)

CO = C + CO2 (2.99)



The mechanism for carbon formation can be explained as:
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The hydrocarbon decomposition reaction (2.98) is endothermic and results in volume

increase and thus is favored by high temperatures and low pressures, while the CO

disproportion (Boudouard reaction) (2.99) is exothermic and thus is favored by low

temperatures. For high temperature operation one can use thermodynamic equilibrium to

combine the hydrocarbon steam reforming reactions and reaction (2.98) to identify the

range of operating conditions that is carbon formation free. This however, serves only as

an approximation since such calculation will assume the activity of carbon as unity which

is the activity of graphite instead of the activity of carbon dissolved in the metal.

Introducing H2 in the feed or operating at high S/C ratios can reverse reaction (2.98) and

prevent carbon formation.

The nickel catalyst catalyzes both the reaction of steam with intermediates and the

hydrocarbons decomposition and polymerization to produce carbon. Twigg (1989) [67]

suggested adding an alkali metal component to the catalyst to reverse the reaction of CO

reduction and accelerate gasification reaction of carbon. Steam adsorption can be

significantly improved by the addition of an alkali. Also, the alkali will neutralize the

catalyst acidity to stop promoting hydrocarbon decomposition and polymerization. The

most effective alkali was found to be K20. Precious metals as Ruthenium, Rhodium,

Palladium, and Platinum showed high activity for steam reforming while producing no

coke. This was attributed to reduced mobility/or solubility of carbon in these metals [68].

If the feed gas contains higher hydrocarbons then one more reaction is introduced:

CnH, n C + m/2 H2 (2.100)

This reaction is irreversible and hydrocarbon may decompose to form carbon instead of

reacting with steam although thermodynamics predicts no carbon formation. The actual

gas has a potential to form carbon as long as unconverted hydrocarbons are present due to

kinetics and catalyst selectivity for the gasification step.



kA ,
CnHm +2 s < Cr,H,(2s) + (m-z)/2 H2

kc
CH(2s) + (nm-2) s < n C(ms) + z/2 H2 C, whisker

kH
C8(2S CHx(ns) + Cn_11-1(2s) + (z-z'-x)/2 H2Hz) n s <

Reaction (2.101) is the adsorption step, reaction (2.102) leads to carbon formation, while

reaction (2.103) leads to forming of gaseous products. The risk of carbon formation

depends on the type of hydrocarbon and operating conditions. Unsaturated hydrocarbons

chemisorb more easily (high values of kA) and hydrocrack less easily (low values of kH)

than do paraffins. Moreover, the content of aromatics is the most critical parameter to

evaluate carbon free operation in steam reforming.

2.6 Reaction Mechanism of Methane Steam Reforming

For this work we will assume the reaction mechanism developed by Xu and Froment.

This mechanism is outlined in equations (2.104)-(2.116) and assumes adsorption of both

steam and methane with dissociation. This mechanism was verified for experiments

under conditions of no pore diffusion limitations and thus would be more suitable to

model steam reforming reactions in a microreactor. Furthermore, as suggested by most

recent studies of hydrocarbon steam refoiming, the rate controlling steps are the surface

reactions between adsorbed species.

Xu and Froment developed a general reaction mechanism for methane steam reforming

based on the following assumptions:

(2.101)

(2.102)

(2.103)
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i) H20 reacts with surface catalyst atoms, yielding adsorbed oxygen and gaseous

hydrogen.
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Methane is adsorbed on surface catalyst atoms. The adsorbed methane either

reacts with the adsorbed oxygen or is dissociated to form chemisorbed

radicals, such as CH3(s), CH2(s), CH(s), and C(s).

The concentration of the carbon-containing radicals, CH3(s), CH2(s), CH(s),

and C(s), are much lower than the total concentration of the active sites.

The adsorbed oxygen and the carbon containing radicals react to form

CH20(s), CHO(s), or CO(s), CO2(s).

The hydrogen formed is directly released into the gas phase and/or the

gaseous hydrogen is in equilibrium with H(s) or H2(s).

The step for surface steam reforming reactions and the surface water-gas shift

reaction has a rate potentially much slower than that of other steps, so that it

controls the overall reaction rate, i.e., it is the rate determining step.

Where steps (VII), (VIII), and (IX) are rate determining steps. The rate equations can be

derived in the classical way. The rate equations are first written for the rate determining

The mechanism proposed is:

(0 H20 +s = 0(S) + H2 (2.104)

(H) CH4 + S = CH4(S) (2.105)

(M) CH4(S) + S = CH3(S) + H(s) (2.106)

(IV) CH3(s) + s = CH2(s) + H(s) (2.107)

(V) CH2(s) + 0(s) = CH20(s) + s (2.108)

(VI) CH20(s) + s = CHO(s) + H(s) (2.109)

(VII) CHO(s) + s = CO(s) + H(s) (2.110)

(VIII) CO(s) + 0(s) = CO2(s) + s (2.111)

(IX) CHO(s) + 0(s) = CO2(s) + H(s) (2.112)

(X) CO(s) = CO + s (2.113)

(XI) CO2(s) = CO2 + s (2.114)

(XII) 2H(s) = H2(s) + s (2.115)

(XIII) H2(s) = H2 + S (2.116)



[0 (s)]= K [s][11 201
{112]

[CH4 (s)] = K n[s][CH 4]

[s][CH 4(s)]

EH (s)1

[s][C H3 (s)]

v [H (s)]

[0 (s)][CH 2(s)]

v {s1

[s][CH 20 (s)]

[11 (s)]

[CO (s)]_,[s][CO]
K

[co,, (s)],[s][C 02]

K

[H (s)]2 _[s][H 2(s)]
K

(2.117)

(2.118)

(2.119)

(2.120)

(2.121)

(2.122)

(2.123)

(2.124)

(2.125)
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steps of each of the three global reactions in terms of the concentrations of the adsorbed

species. These concentrations are then eliminated by means of the Langmuir equilibrium

relations and a balance on the active sites including those left vacant and those covered

by adsorbed species. This yields rate equations in terms of accessible gas-phase partial

pressures and that contain a denominator resulting from the adsorption of reacting

species. Since the three reactions are assumed to take place on the same active sites, the

three rate equations would have the same denominator.

Assuming steps (I)-(VI) and steps (X)-(XIII) are fast in equilibrium, the following

equations can be written:

[cH3 ( s)] = K

[cH2 (s )] =

[CH 20 (s)]

[cHo (s )] =



or,

substituting equation (118)-(121) into equation (122) we result into:

[sr [o(s)][cH4l[CHO (s)]= KvilcvKivick
EH (s)13

An active site balance is:

[sT1,[s]+[0(s)]+[cH4(s)]+[cH3(s)]+

[CH2(s)]+[cH2o(s)]+[cHo(s)]+

[CO (s)]+EC 02 (s)1+[H (s)]+[112 (s)]

[s"] ={s]
r [H2+K r
1+ K10] cH4LCH .1+

[II 21

1 1 1 r
[CO] + 1 CO2j+1H2]K K xffr

(2.127)

(2.128)

(2.129)

The rate equation for the first global reaction in terms of adsorbed species can be written

using equation (VII) as:

=k,niCHO (s)l[s]. (s)1[H (s)] (2.130)ViiVII
The rate equation for the second global reaction in terms of adsorbed species can be

written using equation (VIII) as:

=knifiECO (s)1[0 (s)l [C 02 (s)][s] (2.131)
Viii
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[H 2(s)] =[s][1 I 2] (2.126)



k, [.5]2 [CO] [H2115

Kx (Kx/iKxm )O.5
VII

[s]2

K1 [H20][CH4]

(KX///KX// )_312 [H2

j5/2

Then substituting equation (2.129) into (2.133) gives the rate equation of the first global

methane steam reforming reaction:

2

Den) (2.134)

where,

Den =1+ KOCO P +KH2 PH2 +KCH4 P +K
11 20C CH,

0

PH2

H2

A similar procedure can be performed on surface reactions VIII and IX to obtain the rate

equations for the water-gas shift reaction and the third steam reforming global reactions

as:

( P3 P
1-12 (0

= 215 PCH4PH20
H2 1
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The rate equation for the third global reaction in terms of adsorbed species can be written

using equation (IX) as:

=k [CHO(s)110(s)l k,[CO2(s)1[H (s)1 (2.132)

substituting equation (2.117), (2.123), (2.125), (2.126), and (2.127) into equation (2.130)

would result into:

r

(2.133)

( P P 2

r2
= 2 p

co pH20-- H2 CO2 Den) (2.135)
H2 \ K2

VII
=kKv1KvK K111 K



2.7 Kinetic Rate Equations

The kinetic rate equation developed by Xu and Froment (1984) will be used in modeling

methane steam reforming in a microreactor. The water-gas shift reaction (2) is assumed

in equilibrium, as in most kinetic studies of hydrocarbon steam reforming, since the shift

reaction is very fast at reforming conditions [11]. Only when the reforming reactions are

influenced by pore diffusion does the effective shift rate become limited by the diffusion

rate of hydrocarbon into the catalyst particle. This explains the data reported by Van

Hook [17] and facilitates the kinetic analysis, but, nevertheless, proposing separate rate

equation for the formation of carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide accounts for the

variation of the carbon monoxide formation rate with methane conversion. Also, due to

the low concentrations of carbon monoxide in the reactor and the low values obtained in

the literature for the hydrogen adsorption coefficient, only the adsorption coefficients of

water and the hydrocarbon are considered in the kinetic analysis of this study. The

numerical simulation results are compared with experimental results to optimize the rate

constants k1 and k3 and adsorption coefficients KH20 and KcH4 for methane steam

reforming:

with the parameter DEN given by the relation
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r = kl PCH 4PH20
p 0.5p

H2 CO
(2.137)

1 D 2
P2-5EN H2

Ki

r2 = 0 (2.138)

k3 P P2CH H 20 P"PH CO2
(2.139)r

3 2 3.5DEN
p

II 2 K3 j

r =
3

k3 (p p2
CH4 I-120

4 \P P
H2 CO2 Den)

2

(2.136)
p3.5 K3



DEN =1+ +I( ,PCH4 ±KH20

All reactions are heterogeneous, taking place at the catalytic surface. Homogeneous

reactions are neglected due to very slow kinetic rates compared with surface reactions.

The term of partial pressure of hydrogen in the denominator results from equilibrium

between hydrogen in the gas phase and diatomically adsorbed hydrogen. This requires

the presence of hydrogen in the feed to obtain valid numerical results. The value of 0.01

for P, is assumed in the numerical simulation to predict methane conversions.

The expressions for reaction equilibrium constant are given as:

(-26830
x10"

r \
H20

PH2 )

For the bio-diesel steam reforming experiment the proposed reactions are:

C19H3302 + 17H20 = 19C0 + 33.5H2

CO + 1120 - CO2 4- H2

(2.140)

Using the rate equation proposed for higher hydrocarbons steam reforming [111:
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K1 =1.198 exp (kPa2) (2.141)
T

r +4400 \
K2=1.767 x10-2 exp (2.142)

T

K3=K1X K 2 (kPa2) (2.143)

The temperature dependence of the adsorption coefficients is:

Kx :=AKx exp ( AHx (X = CH4 and H20) (2.144)
RT
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The numerical simulation results are compared with experimental results to optimize the

rate constant lc/ and adsorption coefficients K1-120 and Kcig for bio-diesel steam reforming

The temperature dependence of the adsorption coefficients is:

Kx =A, exp ( A I I
\ RT ,

(X = C19 and 1420) (2.146)

r =
k P

1 C19

r (2.145)
'N2C19

PH
2

PH 20
1+KPC19Ci9110 +KH 20 p

\ j H20 H2 )



CHAPTER 3
MICROREACTORS

'Miniaturization' is the next evolutionary step for chemical plants technology. For

decades engineers have suffered with reactors characterized by mass transport and/or heat

transfer limitations. They were troubled by processing large amounts of hazardous

materials or operating huge reactors under explosive operating conditions. They were

limited by transport and storage of flammable or poisonous raw materials and byproduct.

However, throughout the last twenty five years, they envision miniature chemical plants

in which chemical reactors are integrated with mixers, separation units, pumps, and

control systems. In these plants, chemical processes are destined to be performed in

microchannels measuring only 100 vim in depth, intensifying all transport rates, handling

very small volumes, and producing all required raw materials on-site. These units are

numbered-up (instead of scaled-up) to process industrial scale volumes without the risks

of industrial scale limitations.

Microreactors offer higher surface-to-volume ratio than conventional reactors. They

provide an easily accessible catalytic surface and a narrow residence time distribution

[13-14]. Moreover, the extremely high heat transfer rates in microreactors offer precise

process temperature control. Thus, in a microreactor, we expect higher yields and

selectivities for hydrocarbons steam reforming. Also, due to their small volume,

microreactors easily handle hazardous materials and are suitable for the destruction of

chlorocarbons.

Materials normally used in micro-process engineering are metals, silicon, glass, and

polymers. However, these materials are not suitable for high temperatures (>1000°C).

Ceramic materials, with high thermal and chemical stability, were used for gas phase

reactions at high temperatures with heat efficiently provided through integrated metal

elements [13-14]. Also, intermetallic materials' low density and high temperature and

43
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corrosion resistance reserve them as an option for manufacturing high temperature

microreactors.

3.1 Definition

Microreactors are miniaturized reaction systems fabricated, at least partially, through

microtechnology methods and precision engineering [1]. The characteristic dimensions of

the internal structure ranges from sub-micrometer to sub-millimeter range. Microreactors

are characterized by microchannel structures. These structures are parallel channels with

common inlet flow and outlet flow regions. Each microchannel is used to convert small

amounts of material.

Most often, microreactors have channel diameters of 100-500 microns and a channel

length of 1-10 mm The separating walls between reaction channels are 50-200 micron in

thickness. If the depth of the microchannels, which is proportional to the sheet thickness,

is much smaller than the channel width (by a factor of 10 or more), the corresponding

fluid structures are termed High-Aspect-Ratio Microchannel (HARM) arrays. Over the

past decades, the size of the smallest catalyst test reactor has decreased from 10 ml to

about 0.1 ml. The construction of microreactors generally is perfollned in a hierarchic

manner, i.e. comprising an assembly of units composed of subunits and so forth.

The volumes of microreactors are too large in order to interact with reactants

significantly on a molecular level. Their main impact focuses on intensifying mass and

heat transport as well as improving flow patterns. Therefore, chemical engineering

benefits are the main driver for microreactor investigations, while chemistry, in terms of

reaction mechanism and kinetics, remains widely unchanged.

3.2 Functional Classification of Microreactors

Two classes of microreactors exist, referring to applications in analysis, or chemical

engineering production processes. Although these areas are distinctly different in most



where B is the maximum distance that the reactant has to diffuse from bulk to catalyst

surface and D is the diffusion coefficient
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cases, as analytical and preparative equipment are, some microreactors cover both

aspects. This holds particularly for combinatorial chemistry and screening

microdevices, which serve as analytical tools for information gathering as well as

synthetic tools providing milligram quantities of products.

Another classification of microreactors is based on their operation mode. Microreactors

can operate either continuously or in batch mode. A large number of continuous flow

microfluidic devices were developed for analytical purposes since the late 1980's. If a

series of processes - such as filtration, mixing, separation and analysis - is combined

within one unit, the corresponding microsystems are usually referred to as Micro Total

Analysis Systems (MTAS).

3.3 Functional Advantages of Microreactors

Microreactors offer characteristics dimensions that significantly enhance mass and heat

transport, improve flow pattern, and reduce volumetric flow rate. The decrease in linear

dimensions eliminates the resistance to heat transfer, mass transport or diffusional flux

per unit area. When compared to a conventional packed bed reactor, this can reduce the

size of catalytic gas phase reactor by a factor of 10 to 100. In a microchannel, the flow of

the bulk of the fluid is practically reduced to a size of a laminar sub-layer. A predominant

mechanism of reactants transport within this layer is diffusion, and typical diffusion

length is 1 to 50 pm. This greatly reduces the time for reactants to reach the surface of the

catalyst. The diffusion time can be defined as:

B2
tn

D
(3.1)
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Figure 3.1: Microchannel linear dimensions illustration

Also, microreactors increase the surface-to-volume ratio to the order of 10,000 m2/m3.

This offers a higher degree of controllability for high temperature gas reactions.

Extremely rapid quenching with quenching times of 20,000 K/s was reported [26, 29].

The possibility of isothermal operation and the high efficiency of mass transfer provide a

sound base for measurement of intrinsic kinetic properties [1].

Hydrocarbon steam reforming reactions are fast high-temperature reactions. In

conventional reactors steam reforming is controlled by mass diffusion rather than by

reaction kinetics. Conversion occurs at the gas/solid interface, and reactants diffusion is

required not only on the surface of catalyst pellets, but also at the active sites within their

pore structure. Similar analogy holds for heat transfer. Steam reforming is a complex

reaction system composed of a set of elemental reactions leading to the product as well as

undesired byproducts by means of side coking reactions. The selectivity of a steam

reforming reaction system is significantly impacted by transport limitations that broaden

the residence time distribution, allowing slow undesired kinetics of carbon formation

reactions.

Outlet
Flow

C,
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Gas phase reactors coated with active material on inner walls would experience a narrow

residence time distribution. This is particularly true when the required residence time is

determined by diffusion rather than by reaction kinetics [27, 281.

catalyst

-3"

2B
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Microreactor's volume amounts typically to few 4. This reduces the volume of

converted material in each microchannel and hence eliminates the danger encountered in

treatment of hazardous materials. Also, this can provide in-situ production of hazardous

raw materials, therefore, lowering the cost and the danger of transportation. Higher

production volume can be achieved by multiplying basic units, numbering-up instead of

scaling-up, and operating the units in parallel using a common feed line.

Microreactors can provide a great tool for fundamental investigations and engineering.

Specifically, microreactors can help when investigating the true process kinetics of high-

temperature gas reactions. Because they eliminate heat transport limitations, it is possible

to control the reaction temperature precisely. This is aided by the huge available heat

flux, extreme rate of diffusion, and almost non-existing heat transfer resistance in the

hair-thin catalytic layer applied to the reactor wall. Experimentally, highly endotheiinic

reactions can still operate isothermally due to the small volume of reactants and huge heat

inertia provided by the large metallic mass surrounding the microchannel. All this adds to

the fact that inherited mass transport limitations in conventional reactors are playing no

role in the 100 [tm microchannels, allowing only true intrinsic kinetics to take place and

influence product composition.

In a typical microchannel of 100 imn width, heat transfer coefficients up to 25,000

W/m2.K can be achieved. These exceed the conventional heat exchanger coefficients by

at least one order of magnitude [26]. Narrow residence time distributions for the fluid

flow in a gas phase microreactor obtained experimentally for microchannels of 100 pm in

depth measures at flow rates of 0.2-0.3 ml/s [44].

A characteristic feature of microstructured fluidic devices is the multiple repetition

of basic units, either fed separately in screening devices, or operated in parallel using a

common feed line. An increase in throughput in microreactors is achieved by an increase

in the number of reactors (a numbering-up approach), rather than by an increase in

reactor's dimensions (scaling-up approach). Fluid connection between these units can be
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achieved by using distribution lines and flow equipartition zones, most likely

hierarchically assembled like in fractal structures.

Numbering-up guarantees that desired features of a basic unit are kept when increasing

the total system size. In an ideal case, a microreactor designed for process research

development and a microreactor designed for production unit are identical, being

composed of identical units. Flow distribution is of a great importance for the efficiency

of the production reaction unit. Portability is obvious: arrays of microreactors offer the

potential for a continuous but flexible production of chemicals. In principle, a certain

number of systems can be switched off, or further systems may be simply added to the

production plant. A plant design based on a large number of small reaction systems can

be modified to perform a variety of reactions by changing the piping network. When

compared with a macroscopic system, this flexibility may be further supported by a

considerably broader range of operating conditions of the microreactor.

The potential advantages of using microstructured reactors rather than a conventional

reactor, can be summarized as follows:

Faster transfer of research results into production.

Faster process development (earlier start of production at lower costs).

Process intensification (broader reaction conditions including the explosive

regimes).

Inherent reactor safety.

Distributed production.

Scale-up by numbering-up.

Security.



3.4 Importance of Microreactors to Hydrocarbons Steam Reforming

Gas phase heterogeneous reactions at high temperatures are most suitable for

microreactors. These reactions have fast kinetics and often are controlled by mass

diffusion rather than by reaction kinetics. Similarly, heat transfer limitations are

overcome. Heat requirements for endothermic reactions can be easily satisfied with high

heat flux supply to insure isothermal operation. Moreover, the complexity of these

reactions, being composed of multiple elemental steps, can be optimized by careful

control of mean residence time, therefore enhancing the process selectivity.

Steam reforming of hydrocarbons is a heterogeneous process. Reactions are taking place

at the solid/gas interface at very high temperature. This makes the conventional steam

reforming process limited by mass diffusion rather than by reaction kinetics. Also, the

complexity of these gas reactions, with undesired slow side reactions of carbon

formation, imposes a significant effect on selectivity by these diffusion limitations.

Similarly, huge heat requirements of the endothermic reactions imply the need for

enormous heat flux rates. Microreactors with microchannels of the order of 100 micron

deep eliminate diffusion limitations and provide heat transfer coefficients up to 25,000

Wim2K, higher by one order of magnitude than those of conventional heat exchangers

[26]. Moreover, realizing fast high temperature reactions under non-equilibrium

conditions, i.e., very short mean residence time avoids coking reactions. Sharp residence

time distributions obtained in microreactors assures this requirement.

/To insure the utilization of these microreactor advantages, it is important to carefully

adjust all time scales related to the microreactor operation, i.e., optimize its operation to

an optimum temperature and an optimum mean residence time. Three time scales should

be investigated: diffusion time, reaction time, and mean residence time.
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For mierochannel depth of 250 lam and light hydrocarbons in the temperature range of

300-900°C, the diffusion time can be expected according to the following table:



Table 3.1: Diffusion time scale for light hydrocarbons in a 250 vtm microchannel

The reaction time is inversely proportional to the reaction rate constant. For a first order

irreversible reaction, the reaction time can be defined as:

where, lc. is the reaction rate constant.

The mean residence time is then optimized to complement two important conditions:

MRT >tR>tp

This condition is imposed to provide conversion that is close to equilibrium

conversions of steam reforming of hydrocarbons. The right end of the above condition

is needed to ensure elimination of the mass transport limitation present in the form of

diffusion control. It can be adjusted by proper selection of microchannel depth.

MRT << reaction time for undesired reactions

This condition is related to product selectivity. It is required in order to prevent slower,

undesired side reactions from taking place. Undesired carbon formation does not only

deactivate the catalyst but can also plug the microreactor.

If these two limits are satisfied, the advantages of microreactors are well utilized and thus

provide a remarkable tool for science and engineering applications of hydrocarbon steam

reforming. Namely, predicting true process kinetics of steam reforming reaction and

(3.2)
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T(C) 300 400 500 600 700 800 900

tp (s) 0.001 0.001-0.0001 0.001-0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001
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operating steam reforming in close-to-equilibrium conversion without forming

undesirable carbon formation.

3.5 Intermetallics and High Temperature Microreactors

Materials used in microreactors are metals, silicon, glass and certain polymers. For these

materials, structuring, assembly and joining techniques have already been established.

Also, their micro-patterning processes have been derived from macroscopic methods.

However, these materials are not suitable for chemical reactions at high temperatures or

when corrosive reactants are involved.

Ceramics have been identified as possible structural materials for high temperature

microreactors because of their high melting points, low thermal conductivity and

corrosion resistance. Some research has been conducted with the use of multi-layer

ceramics to form microchannels, but the work is still in its early stages [13, 14]. The

developed ceramic microchannels are 500 mm wide with low aspect ratio geometry.

Smaller geometries and higher aspect ratios are not yet attainable due to ceramics' poor

formability.

Transition metals from the left-hand side of the periodic table react with metals from the

right-hand side of the periodic table to faun intermetallics [5]. Intermetallic materials of

Ti, Fe, and, Ni are formed by sharing non-bonding d-orbital electrons with neighboring

Aluminum atoms at high temperatures of 1000-1200°C. Aluminide intermetallics

generally possess high melting temperatures along with good high temperature corrosion

resistance. However, they also tend to have poor formability and machinability at room

temperature, therefore, they are limited in their industrial applications. Recently, various

aluminides synthesized from elemental foils through heat treatment to produce aluminide

micro fluidic geometries by machining the ductile elemental foils at room temperature

and then bonding them together at high temperatures within a micro lamination

architecture [37]. Oregon State University (OSU), in collaboration with the Department
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of Energy Albany Research Center, has developed the ability to fabricate micro fluidic

geometries in aluminide intermetallics [36]

Intermetallics have similar physical properties of ceramics. Aluminide intern etallics are

thermally stable and chemically inert. Also, they resist oxidation at high temperatures due

to the formation of a protective Al203 oxide layer [6].

Because of their excellent corrosion resistance, iron aluminides have drawn the attention

of researchers for several decades. They offer outstanding oxidation and sulfidation

resistance, better than many stainless steels, at a relatively low material cost. Their high

tensile strength, low density and high strength to weight ratio, make them good

candidates for structural material [69]. Table 3.2 compares some physical, mechanical

and thermal properties of various aluminide intermetallics [70] with 316L stainless steel.

Table 3.2: Comparison of physical and mechanical properties of some aluminide
intermetallics.

Thermal conductivity of Fe3A1 is low and electric resistivity is high compared to other

structural alloys. Thermal expansion is similar to 300-series steels, up to a temperature of

800° C, above this temperature the expansion of Fe3,N1 is higher than of the steels.

Property NiAl Ni3A1 TiAl T13A1 FeAl Fe3A1
316L

SS

Melting point, K 1955 1663 1733 1873 1523-
1673

1813 1302

Density, g/cm3 5.86 7.50 3.91 4.2 5.56 6.58 8.1
Young's modulus,

106 psi
42.7 25.9 25.5 21.0 37.8 23 29

Thermal expansion,
le/ K at 873 K

13.2 12.5 12.2 - - 20 16.2

Specific heat, J/g .

K
0.64 0.61 - - 0.5

Thermal
conductivity,

W/m.K

76 28.9 22 15 - 10.9 16
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Increasing aluminum concentration in Fe3A1 based alloys results in increase of the

coefficient of thermal expansion.

FeAl based alloys exhibit excellent corrosion and oxidation resistance in harsh

environments and high strength-to-weight ratio when compared to common structural

materials such as stainless steel [71]. The commercial application of iron aluminides

generally involves corrosive, high temperature environments. Applications include:

heating elements, automotive gas turbine engines, coal gasification systems, dies for

superplastic formation of titanium-based alloys, catalytic converters, etc.

The equilibrium binary phase diagram for the Iron-Aluminum system is shown in Figure

3.2 [72]. Although iron and aluminum form many intermetallic phases, the ordered

phases of FeAl and Fe3A1 are of interest because of their properties.
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CHAPTER 4
CATALYST DESIGN

Methane is a stable molecule because of its sp3 hybrids. The high excitation energy of the

carbon atom involved in the hybridization (796 kJ/mol) is compensated by the formation

of four CH bonds, each stabilizing the molecule by 420 kJ/mol. This bond strength is

reflected by a similar activation energy for pyrolysis of methane. Temperatures higher

that 1270 K are required for measurable conversions into ethylene and acetylene [11]:

CH4 -4 C2H6 C2H4 C2H2 C (4.1)

Likewise, thermal steam reforming of methane should be carried out at 1770 K to show

feasible conversion levels.

The transition metals activate hydrocarbons at temperatures as low as 370-570 K, where

dissociative chemisorption of methane on rhodium requires a "landing site" of seven

metal atoms. A similar result was obtained for nickel. Studies on ethane found that a site

of twelve adjacent atoms was required for the activation of ethane. The adsorption

involves complete disruption of the molecule. Thermal adsorption studies of adsorbed

ethane showed only methane in the gas phase at temperatures above 470 K. A large

inhibition effect of hydrogen is observed which may be explained by competitive

adsorption.

4.1 Deactivation of Nickel Catalyst

The main cause of deactivation of supported metal catalysts in steam reforming is carbon

or coke formation. It can (i) foul the metal surface, (ii) block the catalyst pores, and/or

(iii) disintegrate the catalyst support physically. Under unfavorable conditions this
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deactivation can take place rapidly (in hours or days) and causes loss of the catalyst

activity and physical destruction of the catalyst [73].

4.1.1 Morphology of Carbons and Coke

Carbon is a product of CO disproportion, while coke is produced by decomposition or

condensation of hydrocarbons on metals. Also, actual coke may vary from high

molecular weight hydrocarbons to carbons such as graphite, depending on the conditions

under which carbon is formed and aged. Coke can be (i) whiskerlike carbon formed at

temperatures greater than 723 K, (ii) encapsulating hydrocarbon films formed by

polymerization at less that 773 K, and (iii) pyrolytic carbon from cracking of

hydrocarbons above 873 K.

Whiskerlike carbon forms by carbon diffusion through the Ni crystal, followed by

whisker growth with Ni crystal at top. It does not cause deactivation of Ni surface but

rather breakdown of catalyst and increase in pressure drop. This type of coke is promoted

by high temperatures and low S/C ratio. Aromatic content of the feed and poor activity of

the catalyst also promote whiskerlike carbon formation.

Encapsulating films of carbon, due to slow polymerization of hydrocarbon radicals on Ni

surface, cause progressive deactivation of the catalytic surface. Lower temperatures and

S/C ratios and lower hydrogen/hydrocarbon ratios promote this type of coke formation.

Similarly to whiskerlike carbon, it is also promoted by the aromatic content of the feed.

Pyrolytic carbon forms by thermal cracking of hydrocarbons. It encapsulates the catalyst

particle, deactivates the catalyst and causes increase in pressure drop. This type is

promoted by high temperatures, high pressures and low S/C ratios.

At temperatures below 773 K, "non-ideal" amorphous carbon which deviates

significantly from graphite, is formed. As temperature increases, however, this carbon



(4.4)
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becomes more graphitic in terms of reactivity (rather than structure). In contrast, carbon

formed in steam reforming, at temperatures in the range 873-1123 K, is mainly graphitic.

4.1.2 Thermodynamic Criteria for Carbon-Free Steam reforming

Van Hook [17] presented evidence indicating that carbon-formation tendency decreases

with increasing temperature, S/C ratio and methane conversion. In methane steam

reforming carbon is formed by CO disproportion reaction and by methane decomposition

reaction:

2C0 = CO2 + C (4.2)

CH4 = C + 2H (4.3)

The following simulations were carried out at a total pressure of 120 kPa, and for

temperatures between 300°C-1100°C. The steam-to-carbon ratio was also varied to study

its effect on product composition and to determine the thermodynamic tendency for coke

formation.

The overall reactions of methane and steam to form carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide,

hydrogen, and carbon are presented in Table 4.1.

From the standpoint of the thermodynamics of a reaction system, a ratio:

K1

can determine the direction of a given reaction. If V, is less than 1, reaction i is

proceeding to the right, otherwise the reaction has a tendency to go to the left.
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Assuming the reforming reactions, the water-gas shift reaction and the reactions (4.2)-

(4.3) are in equilibrium the carbon formation tendency can be predicted from

thermodynamic data.

Degrees of Freedom

The phase rule for a reacting system of a- phases and N chemical species is:

F 2 TC + n r s (4.5)

where, F is the degrees of freedom required to fully define the system, r is the number of

independent chemical reactions within the system, and s is a provided special constraint,

e.g., a given feed composition.

Rearranging equation (4.5), the number of independent reactions required to define a

reacting system is:

Table 4.1: Chemical reactions for methane steam reforming [2].

I Reaction Dimension

1 CH4 + H20 = CO + 3H2 1.198 x 1017 exp(-26830/7) (kPa)2

2 CO + H20 = CO2 + 112 1.767 x 10-2 exp(4400/T) (kPa)°

3 CH4 + 2H20 = CO2+ 4H2 2.117 x 1015 exp(-22430/T) (kPa)2

4 CH4 + CO2 = 2C0 + 2H2 6.780 x 1018 exp(-31230/T) (kPa)2

5 CH4 + 3CO2 = 4C0 + 2H20 2.170 x 1022 exp(-40030/7) (kPa)2

6 CH4 = C + 2H2 4.161 x 107 exp(-10614/7) kPa

7 2C0 = C + CO2 5.744 x 10 (kPa)-1

8 CO +H2C +H20 3.173 x 10-1° exp(16318/7) (kPa)-1

9 CO2 + 2H2 = C + 2H20 1.753 x 10-8 exp(12002/7) (kPa)-1

10 CH4 + 2C0 = 3C + 2H20 4.190 x 10-12 exp(22022/7) (kPa)-1

11 CH4 + CO2 = 2C + 2H20 0.730 exp(1388/7) (kPa)°



r=2-21.-FnFs (4.6)

where:

;'Z= 2, (gas phase and solid phase)

N= 6, (CO, CO2, H2, H20, CH4, and solid C)

F= 2, (specified temperature and pressure), and

s= 1 (given feed steam to carbon ratio)

The result gives r= 3, and the system can be completely defined by three independent

reactions. Reactions (1), (2), and (6) are independent and will be used for this analysis.

CH4 + H20 = CO + 3H2 (4.7)

CO + H20 CO2 + H2 (4.8)

CH4 = C + 2H2 (4.9)

Assuming all these gasses behave ideally at P =120 kPa, and high temperatures in the

range of 300°C-1100°C, component activities are identical to component partial

pressures, i.e.,

P P3CO H2
Kpl = (4.10)

PCH 4PH20

Pi
K

r
- 2

p2P (4. 1 1)
CO ii20

where Pco, PCO2, PH20, PH2, and PcH4 are partial pressures of CO, CO2, H20, H2, and

CH4, respectively. Other possible reactions that may also occur at high temperatures are

carbon formation reactions:

CH4= C + 2H2 (4.12)
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At high temperatures, any carbon formed would be deposited as a solid. The equilibrium

constants of these reactions can be expressed as:

a P2 0C H2
Kp6 =

PCH4

a P
K7

CO

K8=
PCOPH2

p 2
H20

Kp9 =
CO H2

Kp10 =

aCPH20

(acr H2O13

PCH4PC2'02

(2aC ) H2OP2K=P1' P PCH, CO2

(4.18)

(4.19)

(4.20)

(4.21)

(4.22)

(4.23)

where ac is the activity of carbon in the solid state. This activity value will take the value

of unity throughout this analysis assuming the state of graphite.
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2C0 = C + CO2 (4.13)

CO + H2 = C + H20 (4.14)

CO2 + 2H2 = C + 21420 (4.15)

CH4 + 2C0 = 3C + 2H20 (4.16)

CH4 + CO2 = 2C + 2H20 (4.17)



Numerical Analysis

Let the following nomenclature be used:

R : number of moles of H20 per mole of CH4 in feed

X1 : mole fraction of CH4 in the equilibrium mixture

X2 : mole fraction of H20 in the equilibrium mixture

X3 : mole fraction of CO in the equilibrium mixture

X4 : mole fraction of H2 in the equilibrium mixture

.X5 : mole fraction of CO2 in the equilibrium mixture

: number of moles of product gasses in the equilibrium mixture per mole of
X6

CH4 in the feed gas

X7 : number of moles of solid carbon produced per mole of CH4 in the feed gas

Then a system of seven simultaneous equations may be generated from the three atomic

balances, a mole fraction constraint, and the three equilibrium equations.

Atoms Conservation Balances

The number of atoms of each element entering the reactor is equal to the number of

atoms of each element in the equilibrium mixture:
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Oxygen balance:

R (x2 + 2X5 ) X6

Hydrogen balance:

4 + 2R = ( 4x/ + 2x2 + 2X4 ) X6

Carbon balance:

1 = ( XI + X3 + X5) X6 +

while the mole fractions constraint provides the following equation:

XI ± X2 + X3 + + X5 =1

Two more equations are given by equilibrium constants:

(4.24)

(4.25)

(4.26)

(4.27)



P2
xK=

X33 4
pl

x1 x2

Kp2 = X5X4
x3 x2

P X2
Kp6 = 4

X1

where P is the total pressure (kPa). In addition, there are five side conditions:

x, > 0 i =1,2, ..., 5 (4.31)

These conditions insure that all mole fractions in the equilibrium mixture are non-

negative, that is, any solution for the set of equations (4.24)-(4.30) that contain negative

mole fractions is physically meaningless. From physical-chemical principles, there is one

and only one solution to the set of equations (4.24)-(4.30) that satisfies condition (4.31).

Newton-Raphson Method for solution of a set of nonlinear algebraic equations

Equations (4.24)-(4.30) may be rewritten in the form:

f (x) = 0 , i =1,2, ..., 6

(4.28)

(4.29)

(4.30)
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where x = [xi x2 x3 x4 xs xd, as the following:

fi(x) X2 + X3 + 2X5 - R/X6 - 0

f2(x) = 4x1 + 2x2 + 2x4 (4+2R)1x6=

f3(x)= xi + x3 + x5 11x6 + x71x6 = 0

f4(x) = x + X2 + X3 + X4 + X5- 1 = 0

f5(x)= P2 x3 x43 - K1 x1 x2= 0

f6(x) = P2x5 x44 - Kp3 XI X22 = 0

f7(x)= P x42 - Kp6 xi =0

0

(4.32)

(4.33)

(4.34)

(4.35)

(4.36)

(4.37)

(4.38)
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The set of nonlinear algebraic equations (4.32)-(4.38) can be solved simultaneously using

the Newton-Raphson method [3] which implements the following iterative equation:

xnew x + Ax (4.39)

where itc is the solution of the following linear system:

Af Ax = -f (4.40)

as:

Xnew EX lnew X2new X3new X4new X5new X6new X7newf (4.41)

f=[k(x) f2(x) f3(x) f4(x) f5(x) f6(x) f7(x)1T (4.42)

Ax = [AY/ Ax2 dy3 Ax4 Ax5 Ax6itydT (4.43)

af, aj a, a afi af,afi
ax, aX2 ax3 ax4 ax5 aX6 aX7

af2 af2 af2 af2 af2 asf2 af2

axi ax2 ax3 ax4 ax5 aX6

af3 Of, of, af3 af3 Of af3

ax, ax2 aX3 aX4 aX5 aX6 aX7

af4 af4 af4 Of Of Of af4

axi ax2 ax3 ax4 ax5 ax6

af5 af5 Of af5 af5 Of Of

aX1 aX2 aX3 aX 4
aX5 aX6

af6 af6 af6 af6 af6 af6 Of

ax, ax2 ax3 aX4 Ox, aX6

ax, ax2 ax3 ax4 ax, ax6



Solution

Matlab code was written to solve the set of equations (4.32)-(4.38), using Newton-

Raphson method. The results are shown in Figures 4.1-4.6. Matlab runs showed that a

minimum steam/methane ratio of 1.39 is required to prevent coke formation. For lower

values of steam/methane ratio there is a thermodynamic tendency to form carbon in the

temperature range of 475°C-850°C.
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Figure 4.1: Methane fractional conversion versus temperature for different H20:C
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Figure 4.2: H2 Selectivity versus temperature for different H20:C
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Figure 4.3: Equilibrium composition versus temperature for H20:C = 2.
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Figure 4.4: Equilibrium composition versus temperature for H20:C = 3.
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Figure 4.5: Equilibrium composition versus temperature for H20:C = 5.
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Figure 4.6: Equilibrium composition versus temperature for H20:C = 10.
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Figure 4.7: Carbon formation tendency for various S/C ratios
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Figure 4.8: Moles of solid carbon formed per mole fed of methane for various S/C ratios.

The effect of temperature and steam/methane ratio on methane conversion

Figure 4.1 shows methane conversion versus the reaction temperature. Increasing

temperature has a positive effect on methane conversion because of endothermic steam

reforming reactions. The effect of temperature on methane conversion is nonlinear, as

inherited from the relationship between the reaction rate constant and temperature. Also,

at low methane conversion, methane conversion is almost proportional to the reaction

temperature. This proportionality is enhanced by increasing the steam/methane ratio. For

all steam/methane ratios, conversions higher than 99% are obtained at temperature 800°C

and above.



The effect of temperature and steam/methane ratio on product distribution

The product composition is greatly affected by temperature, pressure and steam/methane

ratio. Figure 4.2 shows the effect of temperature and steam: methane ratio on hydrogen

selectivity, defined as a molar number ratio of H2 produced to CH4 converted from which

the product distribution can be determined. At low temperatures, H2 selectivity increases

with temperature because of endothermic reactions (r 1) and (r3) and levels at

temperatures higher that 650°C because of the reverse water-gas shift reaction. As

expected, increasing steam/methane ratio reduces the H2 selectivity.

Carbon formation tendency and effect of temperature and S/C ratio

The increase of S/C ratio reduces and eventually eliminates the thermodynamic tendency

for carbon formation in methane steam reforming. At S/C higher than 1.38,

thermodynamic equilibrium predicts no carbon formation. However, as S/C ratio

decreases beyond this critical value, the range of temperature at which carbon formed

(graphitic in reactivity) widens to enclose the temperature range 450°C-850°C at S/C ratio

of 1.0. The maximum carbon amount predicted to form is at the nucleation temperature of

600°C.

However, carbon formation can occur even if not predicted due to:

Lower conversions due to poor activity of the catalyst

Temperature gradient between the catalyst surface and the bulk of the gas phase

Moreover, in steam reforming of other hydrocarbons, carbon formation may occur by the

irreversible reaction:
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Cnfini nC + m/2 H2 (4.45)
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and then only experimental results can be used to investigate the carbon formation

tendency in steam reforming of higher hydrocarbons.

The presence of either H2 or 1120 can substantially reduce, or even eliminate altogether

the formation of carbon or coke deposits in steam reforming. Adsorbed H2 or H20 reacts

with, and thus removes adsorbed carbon and/or coke (formed by dissociation of CO or

decomposition of hydrocarbons). If sufficient 112 or H20 are present, the surface

residence time of active carbon species will be too short to allow measurable

transformation of these species to more inactive forms of carbon or coke.

4.1.3 Deactivation Models of the Nickel Catalyst

The kinetics of deactivation of monolithic Ni and Ru methanation catalysts by carbon at

325-475°C were studied using an internal recycle reactor [73]. A Levenspiel deactivation

model of the form:

r = r: a (4.46)

da [-'COkd05 a (4.47)p .dt
H2

where a is normalized activity, was found to be most consistent with the data.

Unfortunately, corresponding studies of deactivation with quantitative models by graphite

films at high temperatures steam reforming have not been reported.

Deactivation by graphite films at high temperature steam reforming might be modeled

with a Levenspiel type model, although the intrusion of cracking reactions in the gas

phase and on the support adds considerable complexity.



4.2 Noble Metals Catalysts for Steam reforming

Noble precious metals like Rh, Pt, and Pd can operate steam reforming of hydrocarbons

without carbon or coke formation due to reduced mobility and/or solubility of carbon in

the metal retarding the nucleation process. Also, Pt, Pd, and Rh showed to be the most

active and stable catalysts for steam reforming of chlorinated hydrocarbons [9]. Unlike

Ni, precious metals prevent the formation of whisker-like filamental carbon. Carbon

formation does not only deactivate the catalyst but also quickly blocks the microchannel.

Pfeifer et. al. have demonstrated the superior properties of Pd catalyst for steam

reforming of methanol [38]. Intarajang and co-workers [39] investigated several catalysts

(Pd, Pt, Rd, Cu, Ni) in the reaction of ethanol steam reforming and clearly found that Pd,

Pt, and Rd showed better performance.

4.3 Advantages of Intermetallic Supports to Noble Metal Catalysts

Intermetallic materials of Ti, Fe, and, Ni are formed by sharing non-bonding d-orbital

electrons with neighboring Aluminum atoms at high temperatures of 1000-1200°C.

Aluminide intermetallics generally possess high melting temperatures along with good

high temperature corrosion resistance.

Aluminide intermetallics are thermally stable and chemically inert which make them

suitable to support catalysts in high temperature microreactors. Also, they resist oxidation

at high temperatures due to the formation of a protective Al203 oxide layer [6]. This

oxide layer can play a critical role in preserving the catalytic layer at high temperatures

by preventing sinking of catalytic metal by surface diffusion at high temperatures.

Also, precious metals electronic structures have non-bonding d-electrons allowing

bonding to aluminides of Ti, Fe, and Ni using high temperature thermal treatment after

catalyst deposition. This bonding not only provides the mechanical stability of the
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catalysts adhesion to the support but also prevents the loss of catalyst at high

temperatures due to diffusion inside the substrate.

These unique characteristics of intermetallic materials make them suitable to support

catalysts for high temperature steam reforming reactor.

4.4 Electroless Deposition of Noble Metals on Intermetallics

Deposition of catalyst in the form of submicron islets on the surface of aluminide

intermetallics substrates, has many advantages. It offers an easily accessible catalyst,

large catalytic surface area, and a stable and active catalyst at temperatures up to 1200°C.

4.4.1 Preparation for Deposition

For successful deposition it is necessary to remove contaminants from the surface of the

substrate. Organic and non-metallic films interfere with deposition and can cause poor

adhesion or even prevent deposition. The surfaces of FeAl and NiAl intermetallics

coupons were polished with Silicon Carbide polishing paper of 180 grits using the

automatic polishing machine (SS-2000). Then, manual polishing on 240 grit and 320 grit

polishing papers was performed. Each polishing cycle took five minutes and was

followed by ultrasound cleaning in methanol for 30 seconds. The objective of polishing

was to remove dust, carbon, and all solid contaminants from the coupons surfaces and to

obtain smooth surfaces ready for deposition.

Mechanical treatment of polishing and grit blasting, if not complete, especially in cases

of heavy and tenacious oxide layer, reduces acid etching to a minimum. The coupons

then are cleaned using acetone for two minutes and etched in concentrated hydrochloric

acid for one minute to remove any oxides from the intermetallic surface.



4.4.2 Electroless Plating

Electroless plating is a method of coating metallic substrates with an ultra-micro

crystalline catalytic metal. This is achieved through controlled autocatalytic reaction of

the cation M+2 at the substrate surface in aqueous medium without use of electric current.

Without applying any external current, spontaneous deposition of metals occurs through a

displacement reaction between solution metal salts and immersed metals according to the

general equation:

M1 n+ nim M2 M1 ± nim M2m+

where M1 is electro-chemically the more noble metal.

For palladium deposition on the surface of iron aluminide the reaction can be written as:

Pd2+ + Fe Pd Fe2+

Value metals such as Ni and Fe are of positive potentials and stable which make them

suitable for displacement reaction with metals of good catalytic properties like Pd, Pt, and

Rh. However, they have low activity for displacement because of the passive oxide film

that is easily formed on their surfaces [33].

The proposed mechanism for electroless deposition of palladium is:

Pd4-2 + 2e Pd°

M2 M2±x xe-1
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This mechanism assumes that metal atoms M2 (Fe or Ni) may reside in the intermetallic

structure at the surface of the substrate in an unbounded elemental state. The structure of



For this high acid and chloride content the equilibrium constant is:

[H2PdC14j
=10122=

[Pd+21 [C1- [H+
(4.48)
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intermetallics FeAl and NiAl is much closer to covalent bonding than to ionic bonding.

Aluminum atoms are usually bonded in oxide state and one can regard the state of Fe or

Ni as in an unbounded elemental form after successive removal of the metal oxide

passive layer.

4.4.3 Factors that affect Electroless Deposition of Pd

Pd+2/Pd° has a standard potential E° in the range of +0.915 to +0.979 V [30]. This implies

easy reduction of Pd (II) to Pd (0) from an aqueous solution of its simple salts, providing

noncomplex ions. A simple palladium bath, made with acid chloride, is prepared

according to:

Pd +2 4C1 + 2H+ H2PdC14

This relatively weak palladium complex facilitates fast immersion plating of palladium

on non-noble metals.

The rate of palladium deposition on catalytic surfaces is affected by the following factors:

Temperature - the rate of Pd deposition doubles as temperature of the deposition

bath is raised from 20°C to 40°C [31].

Palladium concentration - the rate of deposition increases rapidly with increase of

palladium content at low palladium concentrations ([Pd] <0.02 MI) [31].



4.4.4 Deposition Procedure

For the operation of steam reforming of hydrocarbons in a microreactor, FeAl

intermetallic sheet of 22 mm x 7.5 mm x 200 [tin was prepared for Pd deposition. In

electroless-plating, an aqueous solution containing a chemical compound of the metal

(Pd) was used. A solution of 0.5 mM PdC12 (59% of Pd) and 0.1 M HC1 was prepared

and used as the plating solution throughout all experiments. The cleaning, polishing and

plating procedure is as follows:

FeAl sheet was polished manually using 180 grit silicon carbide polishing paper

The intermetallic sheet was cleaned in methanol for five minutes and acetone for

two minutes to remove any solid contaminants and organic films.

The intermetallic sheet was immersed in 1 M HC1 for 1 minutes to remove any

foreign metals that may have been picked up during mechanical preparation and

to remove surface oxide layers prior to palladization.

The sheet was then immersed in 40 ml of the aqueous solution of PdC12

The electroless metal deposition was continued until the yellow solution of PdC12

turned colorless. Additionally, the absorbances of PdC12 solution before and after

use were also measured and compared to a calibration curve of PdC12 solution (as

shown in Appendix E).

The plating of Pd was always performed under exactly the same conditions to

ensure the deposition of the same amount of Pd and to ensure the same quality of

the Pd surface is deposited on each substrate sheet.

4.4.5 Thermal Treatment

After Pd deposition, the 2 inch x 2 inch x 1/4 inch larger coupons of NiAl and FeAl

intermetallics were treated at the Albany Research Center after deposition in a vacuum

oven. Temperature was gradually raised to 1000-1100°C in 6 hours, and then kept
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constant for one hour before it was gradually reduced to room temperature, again in 6

hours.

4.4.6 Deposition Results

4.4.6.1 Deposition on NiAl Coupons

Nine NiAl coupons were submerged completely in 2000 ml of standard electroless

plating bath (1 mM PdC12, 0.1 M HC1) to deposit an adherent catalytic layer of ultra-

micro size islands. Agitation, managed using a paddle mixer at 250 rpm, was introduced

at upper level and magnetic stirrers between holders at lower level. Deposition continued

for 50 minutes. Sample holders were then taken to the dryer, dried at 65°C for 20 minutes

to enhance Pd adhesion to the surface, and stored.

Initial electron scanning micrograph (ESM) obtained after surface polishing is shown in

Figure 4.9. Streaks appearing on the surface are caused by mechanical polishing. ESM

micrographs show that the coupons were quite rough on a microscopic scale. The

micrographs show numerous cavities and crevices indicating a highly irregular

topography on which palladium was deposited.

After deposition, the next two micrographs (at 1000x and 3000x magnification

respectively) clearly show dense, ultra-micro grained, crystalline deposits of Pd with

liquid-like disorders.

The deposited layer closely followed the contours of the substrate and filled in most

surface defects. Cracks appearing in the micrographs are likely due to the streaks left by

surface polishing. Pearlstein and Weightman [34] observed a crack pattern in palladium

plated on titanium, which they attributed to stresses in the deposits (hydrogen

embrittlement problem).
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Figure 4.9: NiAl ESM after surface polishing (1000x)

Figure 4.10: NiAl ESM after Pd depositions (1000x)
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Figure 4.11: NiAl ESM after Pd deposition (3000x)

The next two ESM micrographs are taken after thermal treatment for 1 hour at 1100°C.

The Pd grains filled in the surface defects and effectively sealed deep crevices between

the grains of unplated coupons. Uniform distribution of separated Pd islands, of average

size of 0.2 lam, is due to surface diffusion.
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Figure 4.12: NiAl ESM after Pd Thermal treatment (1000x)
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Figure 4.13: NiAl ESM after Pd Thermal treatment (3000x)

4.4.6.2 Deposition on FeAl coupons

Eight FeAl coupons were submerged completely in 2000 ml of a standard electroless

plating bath (0.5 mM PdC12, 0.1 M HC1) to deposit an adherent catalytic layer of ultra-

micro size islands. Agitation managed using a paddle mixer (at 250 rpm) introduced at

upper level and magnetic stirrers between holders at lower level, deposition continues for

120 minutes. Sample holders are then taken to the dryer, dried at 65°C for 20 minutes,

and stored. Final solution concentration of PdC12 is measured using an UV spectrometer

and is equal to 0.368 mM. Assuming uniform deposition on all coupons, the average Pd

deposited on each side of the nine coupons is 1.75 mg.

Initial electron scanning micrograph obtained after surface polishing is shown below.

Streaks appearing on the surface are caused by mechanical polishing. The micrographs

show that the coupons were quite rough on a microscopic scale. The ESM also reveal

numerous cavities and crevices indicating a highly irregular topography on which to

deposit palladium.
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Figure 4.14: FeAl ESM after surface polishing (1000x)

ESM taken after deposition show flaky but dense coverage of the surface by micron sized

crystalline grains of Pd (visible in the next two micrographs at 1000x and 3000x). Cracks

appearing in the micrographs taken after Pd deposition are likely due to hydrogen

embrittlement caused by co-deposition of hydrogen and palladium from the aqueous bath.

Also, a cracked permeable layer of iron oxide residing on top of the intermetallic coupon

surface may be the cause for producing this flaky deposits layer.
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Figure 4.16: FeAl ESM after Pd deposition (3000x)

A surface spectroscopy revealed the following composition of two different spots (black

and grey) of the coupon surface as shown in Table 4.2.

Table 4.2: Surface Spectroscopy of FeAl after deposition
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The 0/A1 weight ratio of Al203 is 0.89, while the larger obtained values in Table 4.2

indicate the presence of some iron oxide.

Component
Spot(1) : wt %

Concentration

Spot(2) : wt %

Concentration

Al 16.434 20.518

Si 0.627 0.654

30.541 24.165

Pd 38.219 31.902

Fe ' 13.483 22.035

Cl 0.696 0.726

0/A1 1.86 1.77

0
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Figure 4.17: FeAl ESM after Pd Thermal treatment (3000x)
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Figure 4.18: FeAl ESM after Pd Thermal treatment (10000x)
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The next two micrographs are taken after thermal treatment for 1 hour at 1000°C. The Pd

grains filled in the surface defects and effectively sealed deep crevices between the grains

of unplated coupons. Uniform distribution of separated Pd islands of average size of 0.2

1..tm is due to surface diffusion.

Crystalline deposits 1

Higher magnification ESM image shows clearly the crystal shape ofcrystalline palladium

deposits. ESM image at 30000x magnification for the deposition of Pd on Fe to prepare a



Figure 4.19: ESM image of Pd crystalline deposits on Fe at 30000x [78]

4.5 Catalyst Characterization in Microreactor operation of Steam reforming of
Hydrocarbons

A 1.065 mg of Pd was deposited on each side of the FeAl intermetallic sheet used in the

microreactor. The sheet's nominal area is 165 mm2. The sheet was investigated using an

electron scanning microscope at three different stages:

After palladium deposition,

After catalyst reduction, and

After methane steam reforming operation at 700°C.
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bimetallic Pd/Fe catalyst for the dechlorination of p-chlorophenol is shown in Figure 4.19

[78].

4.5.1 After Palladium Deposition

ESM picture in Figure 4.19 shows a rich coverage of Pd with islets ranging in size from

0.2-1 micron. Also, some accumulated growth is noticed. As previously discussed, this
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Figure 4.20: ESM picture of FeAl catalyst sheet after Pd deposition at 3000x

The average surface chemistry was determined and is shown in Table 4.3

Table 4.3: Average surface chemistry of FeAl catalyst sheet after Pd deposition
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deposition can be enhanced by thermal treatment to produce uniform coverage of Pd

islets in the sub-micron range.

2 '6

-
Pd islets

Noticeable oxide presence is evident and the need for catalyst reduction is necessary to

activate the catalyst.

Component
Average wt %

Concentration

Al 4.708

o 21.159

Pd 63.476

Fe 10.657



4.5.2 After Catalyst Reduction

The catalyst sheets in the reactor were reduced to remove oxide layers from the catalytic

surface. The reactor was heated slowly to 400°C in Nitrogen and then sustained in

Nitrogen at 400°C for one hour. Afterwards, a mixture of 4% hydrogen and 96% nitrogen

was introduced for two hours at 400°C. The reactor was then heated to 500°C at which

the reduction mixture was sustained for one hour. Then, the reactor was cooled down to

room temperature in Nitrogen.

ESM image in Figure 4.21 shows a rich coverage of Pd with islets ranging from 0.2-1

micron in size. The picture shows enhanced size distribution of the Pd islets. It is evident

that even at the low temperature of 500°C, surface diffusion played a role in redistribution

of Pd on the surface.

The average surface chemistry, as shown in table 4.4, shows no presence of oxides.

Pd islets

#2. After reduction'

0:8,400x
P:3.[JUM le-.o kV

10 pm
AmRay@OSUEMF #0001*

Figure 4.21: ESM picture of FeAl catalyst sheet after catalyst reduction at 3000x
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Table 4.4: Average surface chemistry of FeAl catalyst sheet after catalyst reduction

4.5.3 After Steam Reforming Operation

The catalyst sheet in the reactor was investigated after operating the reactor for methane

steam reforming at 700°C.

The ESM images in Figures 4.22 and 4.23 show a rich coverage of Pd with crystalline

islets ranging from 0.1-1 um in size. The picture shows a more enhanced size distribution

of the Pd islets, explained by faster surface diffusion at 700°C. This image also reveals

good adherence of Pd to the intermetallic substrate which indicates the mechanical

stability of the deposited catalyst metal.

Table 4.5: Average surface chemistry of FeAl catalyst sheet after reactor operation
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Component
Average wt %

Concentration

Al 1.558

0 0.000

Pd 89.971

Fe 8.471

Component
Average wt %

Concentration

Al 5.185

0 7.132

Pd 71.298

Fe 16.385
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Figure 4.22: ESM picture of FeAl catalyst sheet after reactor operations at 3000x
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The average surface chemistry, as shown in Table 4.5, shows some oxides presence. This

is can be explained by re-oxidation of part of the Pd by steam before the flow of methane,

and production of hydrogen, is started.
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Figure 4.23: ESM magnified picture of FeAl catalyst sheet after reactor operations at
20000x



5.1 Diffusion of Gases in Microreactor

CHAPTER 5
MATHEMATICAL MODEL

In modeling gaseous transport in micron-sized channels it is important to validate the

continuum flow assumption implemented in the Navier-Stokes equations. It is important

that the mean free path is much less than the characteristic dimensions of the flow

domain. The mean free path of light hydrocarbons, water vapor, hydrogen, carbon

monoxide and carbon dioxide is less than one micron even at temperatures as high as

1500K and atmospheric pressure [41]. Also, it is important to investigate the

hydrodynamic development length needed to achieve a fully developed laminar flow.

Atkinson et al. [42] suggested that the non-dimensional development length for flow

between parallel plates can be related to the Reynold number via a simple linear relation

ship:

L
= 0.3125 + 0.011 Re

Dh

where Dh is the hydraulic diameter defined as:

4 x Area
Dh = (5.2)

perimeter

For a microchannel depth of 100 1-1M, and for Re numbers up to 100, the hydrodynamic

development length is still within 1 mm.

(5.1)
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Diffusion of gases will take place if there is a change in concentration between regions of

a mixture. Gases diffuse with tendency to make the concentration uniform in the system.



will apply. Therefore,
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The molar flux of species i is a vector quantity denoting the flow of moles of species i

through a unit time. The molar fluxes relative to stationary coordinate are:

N1=Ciu,

The molar fluxes relative to the molar average velocity u* are:

(u, u*

The molar average velocity is defined as:

u

The molar fluxes equation can be rearranged to:

j: =N x

For a binary mixture ofA and B, the molar flux of component A is:

IA x,(NA+NB)

For a gas mixture of symmetrical distribution and in random motion, Fick's law of

diffusion,

jA=-CDAB aA



aX
ANA =XA (NA N B)- CDAB

aZ

The bulk diffusivity DAB can be measured experimentally. It also can be calculated using

empirical equations. One known formula is the Chapman-Enskog equation [76]:

\0.5

1.8583x10-5T1.5
1 1

MA MB!
p Q

AB AB

where, DAB denotes Diffusivity in m2/s

is Pressure measured in kPa

GAB is Collision diameter in A

QAB is Collision integral in K

MA, MB are the molecular weights of A and B respectively.

Another equation, claimed to be more accurate, was developed by Fuller [74]. This is:

( 1
10-5 Ti 7 5

1

\MA M3 /
DAB=

2

P((IV)1/3 +(IVY")

where (Ev)A and (M))B are the special diffusion volumes of A and B, respectively. This

diffusion volume is the sum of parameters that can be assigned to atoms, groups and

other structural features of the species.

DAB (5.3)

-\ 0.5

(5.4)
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5.2 Reaction Rate Constant Determination

In heterogeneous catalytic systems [77], the rate of reaction for any order chemical

kinetics can be expressed in many ways. The rate will depend on the type of reactor such

as catalyst coated tubes, packed bed reactors, batch system, etc. Generally, for a

heterogeneous reaction in a catalyst coated reactor, the definition of the rate of reaction is

conveniently based on the catalyst surface, S, presented in the following manner:

11

where k is based on catalytic surface area (per m2 of catalytic surface)

As seen in the rate expression above, the disappearance of the hydrocarbon compound A

depends on the surface area of the catalyst, S (1112catalyst surface).

One may view the overall available catalytic surface, S, as a product of the weight of the

coated catalyst, Wcat (kgeat), and the specific surface of the catalyst "a," (M2catalyst surface/

kgeatalyst)

(5.5)
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Diffusion in multi-component systems often occurs in chemical reaction systems. The

diffusivity of component i in a mixture of n species is predicted by the following

equation:

1 dN, y (pi )

f (-Pi)

kmol
(5.6)

(5.7)

S dt

d(VC A) ,(

2
catalyst

( kmol\

suo`ace S

dt S



S =W1 x as

The value of "a", the specific surface of the catalyst, depends predominantly on the

method and the particular procedure used in catalyst coating on the chosen substrate. It

is, therefore, extremely important that the coating method and the chosen procedure is

maintained identical throughout all experiments. Results from different experiments

obtained in different studies can not be readily compared unless precise information

about Wcat and "as" are known.

From Eq.(5.7), and with substitution of S from Eq.(5.8), one get

d (VC A)
(k a sW. ) f )

di

d (VC

dt
A = (k

d (VC A)
= (k ) f

di

OP')

d (VC A)
=WL (k.) f P,)

di WL

(m2
catalyst)

rkmol
s

( kmol

S j

where lc' is based on the weight of the catalyst (per kg. cat).

Moreover, to base the rate constant on the nominal reaction surface area we define lc, as:

If we multiply the last equation with a WL/WL term, we get:

kmol

S1

(5.8)

(5.9)

(5.10)

(5.11)

(5.12)
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where kw" is based on nominal surface area (per m2)

At the end we can conclude that the reaction rate constant unit conversion scheme is:

k"asW,, =k =WL k

5.3 Model Illustration

catalyst

Inlet
Flow

Cio

d (VC A)
=WL (kw" f (P,)

dt

Figure 5.1: Microchannel Reactor

2B

'Iv

( kmol\
S

-

(5.13)

Outlet
Flow

C,
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The microchannel is 250 pm (2B) deep, 7.5 mm (L) long, and 2.2 cm (W) wide. This

microscale reactor can be modeled as two wide parallel plates a distance 2B apart as

shown in Figure 5.1. The reactor has a rectangular cross section with characteristic length

WI2B 100. A reactant i enters the reactor with inlet concentration of C,0 and under

laminar flow conditions. The velocity profile of fully developed laminar flow is assumed,



UZ =U
M (5.15)
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Inside the reactive region (0 < z < L), the plate wall is coated with catalyst at which three

heterogeneous, isothermal, reversible reactions take place. Mass transfer through

diffusion along the microchannel's y-axis is driven by the concentration gradient resulting

from the heterogeneous wall reaction. Also, convective axial mass transfer is driven by

flow along the z-axis. At low rate of convective axial mass transfer due to low flow rates,

it is important to consider axial diffusion along the z-axis.

5.4 Assumptions

In this problem we make the following assumptions:

The system is under steady-state conditions, with fixed inlet concentrations C10

and fixed reaction rate constants.

Isothermal conditions, i.e., uniform temperature along the microchannel.

Constant atmospheric pressure throughout the system with negligible pressure

drop.

Isotropic diffusion coefficients D, are variable with temperature only. Density pi

and viscosity 1u is taken as water vapor.

Reaction takes place only at the reactive region plate wall. No homogeneous

reaction is occurring in the bulk.

Fully developed laminar flow is in the z-axis direction with parabolic velocity

profile function of y position only.

Since mass transfer is occurring only in the z and y directions, an element control volume

WAyAz is considered. This element shown in Figure 5.1 is enlarged in Figure 5.2:



Mass flow in

(y)

Figure 5.2: Illustration of representative volume element

5.5 Mass Balance

Mass balance equation has the form:

Rate of mass into Rate of mass out Rate of accumulation
control volume of control volume within control volume

The input mass transfer at position (y, z) is due to: (i) axial diffusion in the z-direction

through element area Wily, (ii) convective mass transfer in the z direction through the

element area Wdy, (iii) and diffusion in the y-direction through the element are Wdz. In

formulaic form, the rate of mass transfer into the control volume is equal to:

( ac,
Input ={ D

az

Mass flow in

(z,)

C, (y+.4y)

Mass flow out

-

W Ay )}± {(u C )(TV Ay +
OC

((

ay

Mass flow out

y

(z+dz)
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a
Output ={ D C'

az
(W Ay )} + {(uz C

z +Az )

The accumulation term represents the net sum of the inputs and the outputs and is taken

to be equal to zero due to steady state operation hence,

Input Output = 0

Rearranging the terms in the above equation, and dividing it with WAyAz, give us,

+dzCi lz )}

Taking the limits as Az 4 0 and Ay --> 0, one at a time, we yield the following equation

for convection with diffusion for the microchannel,

ac 82c a 2C
u = D ' + D ay 21

z oz az2

OC+z)(W Ay )1+ D1'

Using the laminar flow velocity profile (5.15) to substitute for u
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The output mass transfer at position (y+ Ay, z+ Az) is due to: (i) axial diffusion in the z-

direction through element area WAy, (ii) convective mass transfer in the z-direction

through the element area WAy, (iii) and diffusion in the y-direction through the element

are WAz. In formulaic form, the rate of mass transfer out of control volume is equal to:

(w Az )}



or,

Uz =U,

Urn 1

5.6 Non-Dimensional Form

It is more convenient to express our model into non-dimensional variables. Let us first

define the following dimensionless independent variables,

y z
17=i, =7,

Using these, our mass balance equation results into,

1

the balance equation reduces to the following non-linear second order partial differential

equation,

ac a2c
+D a2cl

az az 2 ay 2

The ideal gas law expression of concentration is equal to:

n xP PC=x = =
V RT RT

21ap D a2p D a2p
=

L2
; B ;aq

(5.16)

(5.17)
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ap D 52p DL 52p
u,,,[1-7721 = "L ae +

B2 2

If we define dimensionless partial pressure 0, as:

0, = ,

PAo

the model reduces to:

um [1-12 ae D"52e D L 52e
= + "L 52B2 aq2

I- Methane steam reforming:

Three catalytic heterogeneous reactions take place at the microchannel wall:

DEN = 1 + PA 0KCH40CH4+ KH20
°Hp

OH2

(5.18)

(5.22)
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(1) CH4 + H20 = CO + 3H2

(2) CO + H20 = CO2 ± H2

(3) CH4 + 2H20 = CO2 +4112

Where,

,
K;

r a,
uCH 4eH 20 P1.50°-50AO H CO kmol

(5.19)r =
1 D2EN

p 0.5 02.5
\: AO H2 K1 2

M cat S

=0 (5.20)

k"
3

D'5L05LJe2
CH 4 H 20 A 0 H2 CO2 kmol

(5.21)r3 D2EN
p 0.5 03.5

AO H2 K, 2
M cat S



The water-gas shift reaction is assumed to be at equilibrium, hence, rv2= 0.

For each component i ( i = A, E, F, J or G), where, A= CH4, E = H20, F = H2, J = CO2,

and G = CO, the following rates of generation are valid at the coated wall of the

microchannel-

r A = -r - r 3

r E -r 1-2r 3

r F = 3r 1+ 4r 3

r G r1

r j= r3

Adjusting rate of reaction units by:

Bio-diesel steam reforming:

Two heterogeneous catalytic reactions are taking place at the catalytic wall:

C19113302 + 171120 = 19C0 + 33.5142

CO + H20 CO2 ± H2

r; =r;
( 3RTni reactor

2

\PAO) "` cat S

(5.23)
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Where,

r=
1

r2 =

k Pci9 km ol
(5.24)

(5.25)

(
PH

-\

H2OPK

2 2

Mcat
1+ KPC19 2Ci9

I H20

0

+ H20

PH2



I- Methane steam reforming:

OA (0,17 )= 1 (inlet concentration)

OE (0, ti)= R (inlet Steam/Carbon Ratio)

F(o,q) = o.oi eG(o,o=o 0,0 o

a6, 1)
=0 (Insulation, non-coated wall)

aeA 1) a
D(TV a) (r1 +r3)( -1= 0 (coated wall)

(5.26)

(5.27)
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For each component i ( i = A, E, F or G), where, A= C19H3302, E =H20, F = H2, and G

CO, the following rates of generation are valid at the coated wall of the microchannel:

r A= -r

r E= -17r

r"F= 33.5r"I

r 19r

The rate is adjusted to the proper units using eq (5.23).

5.7 Boundary Conditions

The model is subject to the following boundary condition:

Rearranging this condition and substituting the catalytic surface area using Eq (5.8), we

get:



ae(',1) B a siF
+ (ri +r3W,1) =0

ari D W L

Then, basing the reaction rate on the nominal catalyst area:

,(,1) B

D

a 0E(,1) +B + 2r W,1)=0
D

ae,(,1)
B (3r" + 4i )(',1)=D

ae,(,1) B

Dy-i,3W,
1) = 0

al9G (1) B (r,"
D

1W, 1) = 0

ae, (1,77)
=0 (outlet condition)

Bio-diesel steam reforming:

OA (0,17 )= 1 (inlet concentration)

OE (0,r1)= R (inlet Steam/Hydrocarbon Ratio)

0.01

eG (0,0 = 0

ae,
=0 (Insulation, non-coated wall)

rw3)(c',1)= 0 (5.28)

(5.29)

(5.30)

(5.31)
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a8,(,1) B
(r: )(,1) = 0 (coated wall) (5.32)

D I

aeE(,1) + B (17r: )(1)= 0
D '

ae,(,1) B (33.5r )t,, 0

D\ I\

aeG(1) B (19r: )G',1)= 0
ari D

ae,
(1,71) =0 (outlet condition) (5.33)

5.8 Comparison Model

The plug flow reactor can serve as a good approximation to simulate high temperature

gas microreactors. The diffusion length of 125 micron intensifies the diffusion mass

transfer rates of components to the catalytic wall and justifies the use of the plug flow

reactor model as an approximation to determine the initial estimates of reaction rate

constants.

A plug flow reactor of volume identical to the volume of the microreactor (2BWL) and

reactive surface area of (WL) is presented here. This ordinary differential equations

system was solved using MATLAB nonlinear initial value differential equations solver.

I- Methane steam reforming:

dOA 1 1

dz 2 uo B
r 3); OA (0)=1
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de, 1 1 + rj; 60, (0)=S IC
dz 2 uo B

de, 1 1 3r +4r" )
eF

(0) = 0.01
dz 2 uo B

dO 1 1
dz 2 uo B

/
= ); 0, (0) = 0

dOG 1 1 i;
dz 2 uo

) OG (0) = 0

Rio-diesel steam reforming:

d OA 1 1

dz 2 uo B

de, 1 1
0:7r ); OE (0)=S IC

dz 2 uo B

de, 1 1
33.5r", ); OF (0) = 0.01

dz 2 uo B

deG 1 1 l,_r
c19 ); (0) = 0

dz 2 uo B

); OA(0)=1
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where Y can be Hydrogen production rate per mole of fed methane or Methane

conversion.
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CHAPTER 6
EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND MEASUREMENTS

6.1 Introduction

Hydrocarbon steam reforming is a complex process that involves several reactions

simultaneously taking place at the surface of the reactor's catalytic wall. In view of the

complexity of methane steam reforming and the limitation of analytical equipment, an

integral reactor was chosen for this experimental study of the process kinetics of

hydrocarbon steam reforming. In this integral analysis we will use the rate equations

presented by Xu and Froment [19] for methane steam reforming, and the rate equation

presented by Rostrup-Nielsen [65, 64] for biodiesel steam reforming, and produce

satisfactory analysis of resulting reactions rate constants.

The objective of the experiments is to obtain methane (or hydrocarbon) conversion and

product distribution of hydrocarbon steam reforming at different experimental conditions.

6.2 Identification of Important Variables by Experimentation using an Orthogonal
Factorial Design

Assuming the methane steam reforming reactor is operating at the reference state of

500°C, steam to carbon ratio (S/C) of 5, and residence time (flow rate) of 50 ms. We can

setup an orthogonal factorial design to model this process with a linear model:

Y =131+ P214) 2 +133W 3 + P4W 4 (6.1)



So that the coded values of 1, -1, 0. Examine the figure below.

600

Temperature

400

S/C

Suppose we make changes in the operating conditions and select +100°C for the

temperature, ±2 for S/C ratio, and ±25 ms for the residence time. Let wi =1. Then w2, W3,

and w4, the coded variables, can be calculated in terms of the proposed operating

conditions as follows:

T (°C)-500
w2 (6.2)

100

SIC-5
2

(6.3)

w 4 =
MRT (ms)-50

(6.4)
25

75

Residence time

Based on the design, the following results were calculated using FEMLAB:
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Table 6.2: Orthogonal factorial design for methane conversion
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Yj

(H2 production rate)
W2 W3 W4 T (°C) S/C

MRT

(ms)

0.154163 -1 -1 -1 400 3 25

1.3810365 1 -1 -1 600 3 25

0.2623755 -1 1 -1 400 7 25

1.861489 1 1 -1 600 7 25

0.1728175 -1 -1 1 400 3 75

1.354251 1 -1 1 600 3 75

0.294954 -1 1 1 400 7 75

1.4900475 1 1 1 600 7 75

0.813745 0 0 0 500 5 50

12

(CH4 Conversion)
W2 w3 W4 T (°C) S/C

MRT

(ms)

0.01681 -1 -1 -1 400 3 25

0.603764 1 -1 -1 600 3 25

0.054363 -1 1 -1 400 7 25

0.936724 1 1 -1 600 7 25

0.028008 -1 -1 1 400 3 75

0.73484 1 -1 1 600 3 75

0.082102 -1 1 1 400 7 75

1.4900475 1 1 1 600 7 75

0.813745 0 0 0 500 5 50

Y4= 0.8650 + 0.6503 w2 + 0.1058 w3- 0.0434 w4 (6.5)

Y2= 0.5289 + 0.4480 w2 + 0.1475 w3- 0.0904w4 (6.6)

Table 6.1: Orthogonal factorial design for hydrogen production rate
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It is clear from the size of estimated coefficients that residence time changes have the

smallest influence on the yield, while temperature changes have the largest influence. The

changes in SIC ratio have a moderate influence. This analysis explains our experimental

studies with four different temperature values in the 630-850°C range and four S/C ratios

between 4.8-8.

6.3 Experimental Setup

The flow scheme of the experimental apparatus is shown in Figure 6.1. The apparatus is

composed of a microreactor core element, inserted in an electrical furnace of controlled

temperature and gas environment. The core element has two high aspect ratio

microchannels (22,000 [un in width, 7,500 jim in length, and 250 p.m in height). The

microreactor is assembled from inconel steel 625. Inconel 625 can stand to a maximum

service temperature of 1180°C with outstanding corrosion and oxidation resistance. It has

medium-to-high likelihood of catalytic reactivity. The inlet and outlet tubes connected to

the reactor are stainless steel 316 and can stand to a maximum service temperature of

925°C with good oxidation resistance. This steel has high likelihood of catalytic

reactivity. Laser machined intermetallic sheets of FeAl are used as catalyst support. The

sheets were flattened using hot press to satisfactory flatness. The reactor was sealed by

six stainless steel 316 bolts with flat washers and an anti-seize high temperature lubricant

was used. The unit can easily disassembled to facilitate inspection of the microchannel

and catalyst surface at any time during reactor operation. Also, the intermetallic catalyst

support sheet may be refreshed by polishing and deposition of a new catalyst. This

microcharmel can demonstrate operation of a microreactor at high temperature and will

allow inspection of the catalyst and intermetallic sheet at any phase of the reactor

operation.
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Figure 6.1: Schematic of the methane steam reforming microreactor experimental setup
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Figure 6.2: Schematic of the bio-diesel steam reforming microreactor experimental setup
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6.3.1 Feed Materials

The feed gases used were: methane, hydrogen, nitrogen, and the carrier gasses of the gas

chromatograph (helium and argon). All gases were high purity as shown in table 6.3 and

supplied by Industrial Welding Supply (Corvallis, Oregon).

Table 6.3: Feed gases purity
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Deionized water was used for the production of steam. The used biodiesel was supplied

by OUS biodiesel group.

Pd catalyst was deposited on FeAl laser machined 200 i.tm sheets supplied by OSU

department of manufacturing engineering. The catalyst sheet properties are shown in

Table 6.4.

Table 6.4: Catalyst properties

Gas Purity

Methane C.P Grade

Nitrogen Grade 5.0

Hydrogen Grade 4.7

Helium Grade 4.8

Argon Grade 4.7

Pd Average SurfaceContent wt% 71

Surface Area m2/g 0.5-3

Nominal Catalytic area m2 165 x 10-6

Pd Content mg 1.065



6.3.2 Equipment

Experimental Microreactor

For the experimental work, a microreactor is setup to enclose two 250 im x 7 5mm x 22

mm microchannels separated by a 200 1.1m catalyst support plate allowing 2 catalytic

surfaces each with an area of 165 mm2 The total volume of each microchannel is 41.25

mm3 The microreactor made of Inconel steel 625 supplied by McMaster.

To ensure uniform flow inside the microchannels input and output chambers are made.

Each chamber has a total volume of 580 mm3. This gives a ratio of 14.1 mm3 of the

inlet/outlet chamber to every mm3 of the reactor. The input and output flow tubing are

composed of stainless steel 316.

The microreactor structure is secured by six stainless steel bolts that can stand a

maximum surface temperature of 1100°C. Operating at atmospheric pressure it is

assumed that the pressure drop across the microchannel will be enough to drive the flow

and prevent gas leaks from the reactor.

fnlef Fleiwtlet Flow

A

Figure 6.3: Side cross-section of experimental microreactor
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A more detailed drawing of the microchannel is shown below in Figure 6.4.

022

Figure 6.4: Microchannel cross-sectional view

Water pump

A syringe pump is used to transport deionized liquid water to the evaporator. Although

this pump can not deliver flow at any arbitrary required value, the use of different

syringes volumes, and proper calibration provided a tunable scale of flow in the range of

0.001-0.11 cm3/min. 140 ml syringe was used to deliver the flow of water and 10 ml was

used to deliver the flow of biodiesel.

111

0.1

C.S

0.01

0.001

Pump Position

Figure 6.5: Syringe pump calibration for liquid water flow

10 ml Syringe
60 ml Syringe
140 ml Syringe
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Evaporator

A 75W thermal heating cartridge is placed in an aluminum cylinder along which coils of

thin 1/16" stainless steel tubing are coiled. This produces uniform heating of water and

evaporation to steam at an exit temperature of 200°C. The heater is controlled through a

PID controller. A similar control scheme was used for biodiesel heater/evaporator.

To-Supply

-1
i i

Set point = 200 C

4

G = piMa,
Mw(k)V2

RT

SS Relay
75 W thermal
cartridge

rk.40:061*

l`X(Rigiit,11

Figure 6.6: Water heater/evaporator flow/control schemes

Methane Flowmeter

Methane flow was metered using sonic flow analysis through an orifice 22 micron in

diameter and 300 micron thicknes. The orifice was glued to swagelock. As illustrated in

Figure 6.6, the flow rate of methane is independent of down stream pressure.

Liquid water, 25°C

1/16 stainless
- steel tubing

i/i6 to IA

Water Vapor, 200°C

(6.7)

1/16 Tee

112

N2, 20°C Oil /Mil 1-12, 20°C

Thermocouple Me1hane/0°C

4 Aluminum rod

k/16 union

[
L
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where,

Re= dG
(6.8)

11,

f , %e (6.9)

N = 4f (6.10)
d

Methane
@PI
@ T =
20°C
Mai <1

Choking
flow:
@P2
@ T = 20°C

L = length
d = diameter

Figure 6.7: Illustration of methane sonic flow through an orifice

Assuming laminar flow and friction to be only in the orifice, and neglecting friction in

tubing, the sonic flow rate should satisfy equation (6.7) together with the following

expression:

1

-

ln [[k Ma 12

as k is the ratio of heat capacities Cp /Cy.

p3 = 1.0 bar

II IL

1 +N=0 (6.11)
i
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Figure 6.8: Theoretical sonic flow of methane through 20 micron orifice.
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Figure 6.9: Experimental sonic flow of methane through 22 micron orifice.
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Theoretical analysis gives the results shown in figure 6.7. Experimental calibration using

the orifice pictured in microscope in Figure 6.8 gave satisfactory results as shown in

Figure 6.9 with flow range of 5-25 mg/min

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14

20 40 60 80 100



Figure 6.10: Microscope picture of 22 JIM orifice.

Condenser

Reactor outlet gas mixture is cooled first in air and then directed to an ice/water

condenser, set at 5°C. The condensed liquid water and the higher hydrocarbons are

trapped in a capped bottom tube as shown in Figure 6.10. This removes most of the water

before the analysis section.

Dryer

After the condenser the gas stream leaves to a silica gel packed dryer, where it dries to

ensure water-vapor-free gas stream before it reaches the analysis section. A drawing of

the dryer is shown in Figure 6.12.
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3/8" Cap

Figure 6.11: Schematic diagram of water condenser
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Silica gel is robust and sturdy. It adsorbs liquid water, droplets, and vapors from

compressed gases, especially well at low temperatures and pressures. Silica gel will

selectively adsorb compounds of differing molecular weights. In the liquid phase,

compounds of high polarity are more readily adsorbed.

The relative order of adsorbability for several compounds is as follows:

Water (most readily adsorbed)

Alcohols

Aromatics

Di-Olefins

Olefins

Paraffins (least readily adsorbed)

The adsorbance capacity of silica gel is shown in Figure 6.11. Granular, indicating Silica

gel impregnated with cobalt chloride changes color from deep blue to pale pink when
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Figure 6.13: Schematic diagram of the packed dryer
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saturated with water. The adsorption process is easily reversed by a number of methods.

In general, these methods require that the condition surrounding the adsorbent change to

those corresponding to a very low equilibrium capacity. Thermal swing is the most

commonly utilized process for Silica gel regeneration. By increasing the temperature of

the silica gel bed, the ad-sorption capacity is effectively reduced and as the adsorbate

leaves the silica gel surface, it is easily removed with a purge gas. Among available

commercial adsorbents, Silica gel requires the lowest temperature, and the lowest amount

of heat for adequate regeneration. Silica gel can be reused after being fully saturated with

water. To reactivate it, one can simply heat it at 122°C for approximately 8 hours.

0 2 4 6 8 10 12

Time (hr)

Figure 6.12: Water adsorbance capacity of silica gel in g water/100g of silica gel.



Analysis Section

Dual channel Agilent Micro-Gc 3000 gas chromatograph was used to analyse the water-

free reactor product stream. Channel one incorporates a molecular sieve capillary column

and thermal conductivity detector TCD. The carrier gas through this channel is high

purity argon. With a back flush injector this channel can analyze H2, CH4, CO and N2 in

less than 160 seconds, using just a few microliters of sampling volume. Channel two

incorporates a Plot U capillary column and thermal conductivity detector TCD. The

carrier gas through this channel is high purity helium. With a fixed volume injector, this

channel can analyze N2, CO2, CH4, ethane, and higher hydrocarbons.

Controller board
Communications
interface module

Figure 6.14: Agilent Micro-GC 3000 natural gas analyzer

Chromatographic modules
(injector-column-detector)

Sample inlet
module
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6.3.3 Experimental Procedure

6.3.3.1 Leakage Testing and Safety Test

The experimental setup was tested for safety to ensure no escape of hazardous gases into

the laboratory environment and that the hood provides enough flow to prevent build-up

of any hazardous concentrations of methane or hydrogen. Micro-GC sample outlet was

also vented through the hood.

6.3.3.2 Reduction of the catalyst

The catalyst was reduced to remove any metal oxides, hydroxides, or chlorides that

formed during electroless deposition of Pd, from PdC12, onto intermetallic FeAl. This

thermal treatment promotes surface diffusion of Pd to enhance the catalyst's mechanical

stability and reactive area distribution. The reduction procedure is as follows:

the reactor was heated to 673 K in nitrogen and maintained at this temperature for

one hour

the catalyst was sustained in the same temperature for 2 hours in 5% H2, 95% N2

mixture

the catalyst was heated to 773 K in 5% H2, 95% N2

the catalyst was kept at 773 K for one hour

the temperature was decreased to the required reaction temperature

6.3.3.3 Procedure for Kinetic Experiments

At the reference temperature, nitrogen and water were set at their reference flow rates.

Methane was fed into the mixer when the first water drop collected in the gas/liquid

separator (condenser) and then the flow of nitrogen was stopped. A sample analysis is

then done, in 20 minute intervals, for 2 hours.
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During each experimental run, the steam to hydrocarbon ratio was reduced by increasing

the source pressure of methane. By the end of the experiment, hydrocarbon flow was first

stopped and nitrogen flow was restarted. Then, water flow was closed. This was done to

keep the SIC ratio as high as possible in order to prevent carbon foimation.

6.4 Experimental Conditions

The thermodynamic relationships for methane steam reforming limit any kinetic study to

a narrow temperature range. Also, reaction flow rates and S/C ratios are limited by the

experimental equipment. It is important to avoid measuring only equilibrium conversions,

and thus, experiments in this study, were run at extremely low mean residence time and

the conversions attainted were well below theimodynamic limits. The conditions chosen

for the experiments of methane steam reforming are listed in Table 6.5a. The

temperatures were similar to those used in industry. Limited only by dryer's capacity, the

mode of operation enabled runs to be completed in 8 hours using a fresh catalyst for each

run.

After the catalyst had been reduced the experimental conditions were set to each run's

standard conditions, as in Table 6.5a.

Table 6.5a: Methane steam reforming experimental conditions

Temperature (K) H20/C1-14 Mean Residence Time (ms)

903 8.11, 7.01, 5.97, 4.83 41

973 8.11, 7.01, 5.97, 4.83 38

1043 8.11, 7.01, 5.97, 4.83 36

1123 8.11, 7.01, 5.97, 4.83 32

1273 8.11, 7.01, 5.97, 4.83 29
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Water was first vaporized and then heated to 200°C using an electric heater, before it was

mixed with the hydrocarbon. The mixture was then fed to the microreactor. The reactor

outlet was cooled first in room temperature environment until it reaches an ice/water trap

condenser. The gas leaving the condenser was further dried in a silica gel glass column,

before going to the micro gas chromatograph for analysis.

In biodiesel steam reforming experiments the apparatus was set to the experimental

experiments conditions listed in Table 6.5b after the catalyst reduction procedure. Water

was first vaporized and heated to 250°C using an electric heater. Biodiesel was heated

and vaporized using a separate heater at 350°C. Then both streams were mixed and fed to

the reactor. The reactor outlet was cooled in room temperature environment until it

reaches an ice/water trap condenser. The gas leaving the condenser was further dried in a

silica gel glass column, before going to the micro gas chromatograph for analysis.

Table 6.5b: Biodiesel steam reforming experimental conditions

Temperature (K) H20/C 19113 3 02 Mean Residence Time (ms)

1043 147.26 62

1083 147.26 59

1123 147.26 57

1173 147.26 55



6.5 Experimental Measurements

6.5.1 Steam Reforming of Methane

The experimental data and operating conditions of methane steam reforming experiments

are listed in Tables 1.1 1.40. Water flow rate was controlled by syringe pump while

methane flow rate was controlled by setting the source cylinder regulator pressure. The

reactor temperature was set by the furnace control and was checked by a thermocouple

attached to the outer side of the reactor casing. Outlet dry product stream flow rate was

measured using a bubble cap column, and online analysis of dry product stream was

performed using the Agilent 3000 Micro-Gc at steady state.

6.5.2 Steam Reforming of Biodiesel

The experiments for biodiesel were perfomied at a fixed steam-to-hydrocarbon ratio of

147.26. This kept the S/C ratio above 5.0 in order to avoid carbon fomiation. The

temperature was varied between 770-900°C to achieve noticeable conversions in order

use the results for the estimation of process kinetics.

Only hydrogen and carbon monoxide were detected in the outlet dry stream. Negligible

traces of methane and carbon dioxide were also picked up by the GC but were not

considered for results calculations.

This indicates that only carbon monoxide is the primary product of biodiesel steam

reforming, while high temperatures lead to negligible conversions of the exothermic

water-gas shift reaction and methane formation reactions.

The experimental measurements are listed in Tables 1.41-1.58.
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6.6 Preliminary Experimental Results

6.6.1 Investigation of effect of catalyst weight on rate of methane steam reforming

Preliminary experiments were performed at 500°C and 700°C to investigate the catalytic

effect of the reactor walls and the blank intermetallic substrate. No hydrogen was

detected in the dry outlet stream at 500°C and only negligible percent of hydrogen was

detected at 700°C (less that 0.1%).

Experiments conducted at 700°C, at various weights of Pd deposited on the surface were

run to investigate the effect of catalyst weight and to determine a catalyst weight needed

to produce detectable concentrations of product gasses but small enough to prevent the

formation of Pd film on the intermetallic substrate surface.
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Figure 6.15: Percent of hydrogen in outlet dry stream versus the weight of Pd deposited

on the surface of the substrate at 700°C and S/C = 4.83



6.6.2 Determination of Catalytic Stability

In experimental studies of heterogeneous catalytic reactions, it is important to determine

whether the investigation is concerned with catalytic kinetics or with interaction between

kinetics, transport phenomena, and catalyst deactivation. The intrusion of temperature

and concentration gradients, as well as catalyst deactivation can lead to severe deviation

in the catalyst performance. To insure that the kinetic data obtained in an experimental

reactor reflect only chemical events, any physical resistances must be minimized or

eliminated.

The design of the microreactor completely eliminates mass transfer resistance, with a 125

micron diffusion length, the high transfer rate of reactant from bulk to catalytic wall and a

readily accessible catalyst coated on the reactor wall. Also, the large mass of the reactor

metallic casing provides enough heat inertia to assume uniform and constant temperature

in the microchannel operating highly endothermic reactions.
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The total amount of 2.13mg per intermetallic sheet or 1.065mg per microchannel

catalytic area was chosen for the rest of experiments. Results are shown in Figure 6.15

and Table 6.6.

Table 6.6: Mole percent of hydrogen in dry product stream at different weights of Pd
deposited on the intermetallic substrate at 700°C and S/C = 4.83.

Catalyst
weight (mg)

% H2 in Dry outlet stream

0.000 0.089

0.213 1.971

1.704 7.890

2.130 9.541
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Operating at SIC ratios above the thermodynamic limit for coking, the elimination of

interparticle diffusion, and operating at a short residence time eliminates all possibilities

of carbon formation, thermodynamically and kinetically.

Deionized water was used as the steam source to prevent any impurities that can poison

the catalyst. However, this can re-oxidize part of the metallic catalyst before feeding the

hydrocarbon. Once hydrogen forms in the reactor the oxidation process stops and the

catalytic activity becomes stable.

The mole percent of hydrogen in the dry product stream was chosen as a measure of the

catalytic activity and samples were analyzed at steady state operating conditions every 20

minutes. Fresh catalyst shows an initial slight loss of activity during first 70 minutes, but

then a much slower deactivation occurs. As expected, when S/C ratio decreases, the

percent of hydrogen in the dry product stream reduces, but no further deactivation is

noticed. These results are shown in Figure 6.16 and Table 6.7

Hou and Hughes [4], reported a much more rapid deactivation of Ni catalyst operating

methane steam reforming at 823K. The methane conversion decreased from 35% to 3%

in 250 minutes because of carbon formation in the interior of catalyst particles. At these

experimental conditions, the investigators needed to introduce hydrogen in the feed

stream at a molar CH4 to H2 ratio of 1:1 to prevent carbon formation and reduce the loss

of activity. Initial conversion of 35% reduces to 28% in the first 200 minutes. No further

deactivation was reported after 200 minutes.
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Figure 6.16: Mole percent of hydrogen in dry product stream versus time at 770°C

Table 6.7: Mole percent of hydrogen in outlet dry stream verses time at 770°C.
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Time
% H2 in Dry product

stream
S/C

30 24.227 8.11

50 21.222 8.11

70 18.779 8.11

90 18.442 8.11

160 17.754 7.01

180 16.975 7.01

200 17.840 7.01

220 17.321 7.01
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35 - 0 S/C=7.01
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CHAPTER 7
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The experimental data collected were combined with material balance on the steam

reforming reactions to calculate the product stream composition and hydrocarbon

conversion.

7.1 Methane Steam Reforming

Material balance was combined with experimental measurements to calculate outlet

stream composition wet composition x, and product yields a. These results are shown in

Tables 7.1 and Table 7.2 for the methane steam reforming experiments.

The water outlet molar flow rate was calculated using the following equation:

nE = nE (in) nG 2ni (7.1)

7.2 Effect of Temperature

Temperature has a positive effect on methane conversion. The effect of temperature on

methane conversion is non-linear due to a non-linear relationship between reaction rate

constants and temperature as shown in Figure 7.2 and Figure 7.3.

Temperature also has an effect on product distribution. In most industrial cases, the

product composition approaches the equilibrium composition which depends on

temperature, pressure, and S/C ratio. For such cases, the influence of these operational

parameters on the product composition depends on the thermodynamics of the reactions.
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The product distribution far from the equilibrium conversion is of benefit in study of the

kinetics of the various reactions. Figure 7.8 shows the variation of carbon dioxide

selectivity with temperature at various S/C ratios. An almost linear decrease of the

selectivity with temperature was obtained at a constant SIC ratio. A possible reason for

the decrease is that at higher methane conversions carbon dioxide is converted to carbon

monoxide via the reverse water-gas shift reaction. High values of selectivity obtained at

lower temperatures suggest that the main primary product is carbon dioxide. However,

given the decreased trend of selectivity that comes with temperature increase, it can be

expected that both carbon dioxide and carbon monoxide are primary products at high

temperatures.

7.3 Effect of Steam to Carbon Ratio

From the main reaction of methane steam reforming, the maximal stoichiometric ratio of

S/C is 2. However, high ratios of 4.83 to 8.11 were used to prevent carbon formation. The

effect of S/C ratio on the conversion of methane is shown in Figure 7.3. It is clear that the

conversion slightly increases with an increasing S/C ratio. Although the increase in S/C

ratio increases the concentration of steam, and hence the thermodynamics drive the

reaction towards more conversion of methane, the opposite effect of competing with

methane molecules on adsorption on the active sites and the slightly lower mean

residence time tends to reduce this drive.

Increasing the S/C ratio increases the carbon dioxide selectivity. High concentrations of

steam are favorable to the reaction producing carbon dioxide from methane directly, and

inhibit the reverse water-gas shift reaction that consumes carbon dioxide. This is what

justifies the use of surplus steam for the manufacture of hydrogen and synthesis gas.



Table 7.1: Experimental results of methane steam reforming experiments
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Experiment
0, % methane

ConversionCH4(A) H20(E) H2(F) CO2(J) CO(G)

1 0.9545 8.0195 0.1007 0.0364 0.0130 4.55

2 0.9596 6.9389 0.0911 0.0317 0.0120 4.04

3 0.9648 5.9063 0.0816 0.0271 0.0110 3.52

4 0.9705 4.7798 0.0706 0.0220 0.0097 2.95

5 0.9283 7.9917 0.1461 0.0376 0.0385 7.17

6 0.9349 6.9130 0.1333 0.0328 0.0357 6.51

7 0.9423 5.8824 0.1206 0.0282 0.0328 5.77

8 0.9504 4.7585 0.1057 0.0229 0.0292 4.96

9 0.8806 7.9545 0.2270 0.0277 0.0954 11.94

10 0.8902 6.8772 0.2102 0.0241 0.0889 10.98

11 0.9001 5.8481 0.1932 0.0206 0.0822 9.99

12 0.9119 4.7262 0.1729 0.0167 0.0739 8.81

13 0.8514 7.9322 0.2747 0.0214 0.1304 14.86

14 0.8624 6.8551 0.2568 0.0185 0.1222 13.76

15 0.8735 5.8264 0.2383 0.0158 0.1135 12.65

16 0.8871 4.7051 0.2160 0.0128 0.1028 11.29



Table 7.2: Product composition of methane steam reforming experiments
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Experiment
x, (mmol/mmol)

CH4(A) H20(E) H2(F) CO2(J) CO(G)

1 0.1046 0.8789 0.0110 0.0040 0.0014

2 0.1195 0.8638 0.0113 0.0039 0.0015

3 0.1380 0.8449 0.0117 0.0039 0.0016

4 0.1658 0.8167 0.0121 0.0038 0.0017

5 0.1015 0.8741 0.0160 0.0041 0.0042

6 0.1161 0.8588 0.0166 0.0041 0.0044

7 0.1345 0.8396 0.0172 0.0040 0.0047

8 0.1620 0.8111 0.0180 0.0039 0.0050

9 0.0959 0.8660 0.0247 0.0030 0.0104

10 0.1100 0.8500 0.0260 0.0030 0.0110

11 0.1278 0.8302 0.0274 0.0029 0.0117

12 0.1545 0.8008 0.0293 0.0028 0.0125

13 0.0924 0.8612 0.0298 0.0023 0.0142

14 0.1063 0.8447 0.0316 0.0023 0.0151

15 0.1236 0.8244 0.0337 0.0022 0.0161

16 0.1498 0.7943 0.0365 0.0022 0.0174
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Figure 7.1: Hydrogen yield versus temperature for methane steam reforming at different
S/C ratios
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Figure 7.2: Percent conversion of methane versus temperature for methane steam
reforming at different S/C ratios
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Figure 7.4: Product stream composition versus temperature for methane steam reforming
at S/C = 8.11
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Figure 7.3: Percent conversion of methane versus S/C ratio for methane steam reforming
at different temperatures
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Figure 7.5: Product stream composition versus temperature for methane steam reforming
at S/C = 7.01
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7.4 Intrinsic Kinetics and Parameter Optimization

7.4.1 Intrinsic Kinetics and Parameter Optimization of Methane Steam Reforming

During the experiments of methane steam reforming, the water-gas shift reaction was

very close to equilibrium. The partial pressures of CO and hydrogen were very low and

temperatures were very high so that the adsorption coefficients of CO and hydrogen

would be very small. Thus, the rate constant k2 and the adsorption coefficients Kco and

KH2 could not be estimated significantly from these experiments due to their extremely

low values.

The deletion of the CO and hydrogen adsorption terms in the denominator of the model

was the first step in analyzing experimental data using the mathematical model.

Initial Estimates of Model Parameters

The adsorption constant of methane is the only true adsorption equilibrium constant,

while the adsorption coefficients of water and biodiesel are combinations of many

adsorption constants. The adsorption step of water consists of the following steps:

H2O + support = H20-support (7.2)

H20-support + (s) 0(s) ± H2 (7.3)

These steps represent the ability of the support to enhance the adsorption of steam [11],

which is then transformed to the catalyst surface. Since steam can adsorb directly to the

catalyst surface:

H20 + s = 0(s) + H2 (7.4)
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The adsorption coefficient of water is not a true adsorption equilibrium constant, but is

rather a constant that reflect a steady-state condition assuming that:



KH20

K(73)

(7 K (7.4)

A similar argument can be made for the adsorption coefficient of biodiesel. This is the

reason of varying kinetic coefficients reported in the literature for KH20, k1, and 1c3.

The procedure for obtaining initial estimates used in this work was as the following:

The adsorption equilibrium constant of methane (KcH4) was calculated using the

results of Xu and From ent [19].

Table 7.3: Adsorption equilibrium constant of methane calculated from Xu and
Froment results [19].

The experimental results were compared with the numerical simulation of a plug

flow reactor to solve for initial estimates of k1, k"3, and KH20. Due to the very

high diffusion rate in the 250 p.m channel, this approximation is valid and resulted

in good starting point for the results optimization process.

The experimental results of experiments 1-16 (at 630°C, 700°C, 770°C, and 850°C) are

then compared with the numerical simulation results of the microreactor obtained using

FEMLAB. In order to avoid the random search that can lead to different local minima of

the objective function due to the complex rate equation, the adsorption coefficients were

restricted to the order of magnitude reported in literature and obtained through the plug

flow approximation. However, the kinetic rate constants k"1, k"3 were not restricted.

After convergence the MATLAB optimization code of the FEMLAB simulations stops

giving the values of constants estimated and the lowest objective function (the sum of

squares of error of component concentrations obtained experimentally and calculated by

Temperature (°C) 630 700 770 850

KCH4 (kP a-1) 10.9x10- 7.75x10-4 5.50x10-4 4.01x10-4
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(7.5)



Table 7.5: Optimization results for experiments of methane steam reforming at 700°C.

Table 7.6: Optimization results for experiments of methane steam reforming at 770°C.
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the numerical simulation) obtained, which is the minimum sum of residual squares

between experimental and calculated concentrations. These results are shown in Tables

7.4-7.7. The model results are then compared with experimental results of experiment 17-

20, at 1000°C to validate the model.

Table 7.4: Optimization results for experiments of methane steam reforming at 630°C.

Experiment

Optimization results

k1 k"w3 KH20 KCH4

1 1.290E-10 2.910E-12 1.700E-03 2.200E-03
2 1.440E-10 2.760E-12 2.400E-03 2.000E-03

3 1.420E-10 2.860E-12 2.300E-03 1.700E-03

4 1.520E-10 2.900E-12 2.700E-03 1.800E-03

, Average .418E-10 2.858E-12 2.275E-03 1.925E-03

Experiment

Optimization results

k",1
,

k 14,3 KH20 KCH4

5 1.720E-09 1.820E-11 8.200E-03 1.100E-03

6 1.690E-09 1.530E-11 8.800E-03 9.200E-04

7 1.670E-09 1.610E-11 7.900E-03 5.600E-04

8 1.720E-09 1.580E-11 8.400E-03 5.800E-04

.700E-09 .635E-11 25E-03 7.900E-Aver. e

Experiment

Optimization results

k"wi k"w3 KH20 KCH4

9 2.600E-08 1.170E-10 2.710E-02 6.120E-04

10 2.640E-08 1.050E-10 2.770E-02 5.730E-04

11 2.560E-08 1.050E-10 2.680E-02 5.810E-04

12 2.410E-08 9.460E-11 2.530E-02

2.673E-02

5.520E-04

Average 2.553E-08 1.054E-10 5.795E-04



The kinetic model for methane steam reforming is given by:

For reaction (1):
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Table 7.7: Optimization results for experiments of methane steam reforming at 850°C.

Adjusting the rate constants values to the units of (kmol.kPa° 5 Ikgcat.$). The

corresponding ki and 1c3 are calculated as shown in Table 7.8.

Experiment

Optimization results

k" I KH20 KCH4

13 9.770E-08 3.160E-10 5.010E-02 4.150E-04
14 1.110E-07 2.820E-10 5.510E-02 4.550E-04

15 1.100E-07 3.030E-10 5.450E-02 4.590E-04
16 1.070E-07 2.840E-10 5.340E-02 4 510E-04

Average ': L064E-07 2.963E-10 5.328E-02 4.450E-04

k"1
OCH I

I2
0 P±05 el°1.52eCO

\

(7.6)

(7.7)

(7.8)

(7.9)

w,=
D ;iv

For reaction (2):

r2 = 0

For reaction (3):

,4,
PA-0' 0;12 K

( OC, 4012120 -P,:050011:61( 02r =
3 n 2

EN

and

DEN = 1+

PA°05013i52 K3

PA0KcH40c,i4 +1c,20
( OH20

19H2 )



Table 7.8: Reaction rate constants for methane steam reforming

K, =AK exp

* UL = upper limit, LL = lower limit of approximate 95% confidence interval

(7.11)
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Applying the Arrhenius equation and the Van't Hoff equation to these parameters for all

temperatures:

ki =A exp
RT

(7.10)

RT

the reaction activation energy E and the adsorption enthalpy AH, (heat of chemisorption)

of components and the pre-exponential factors A, and AK, have been determined, and are

shown in Figure 7.9, and listed in Table 7.9

Table 7.9: Activation energies, adsorption enthalpies and pre-exponential factors for the
methane steam reforming model

Temperature °C IQ k3

630 2.196E-08 4.427E-10

700 2.634E-07 2.533E-09

770 3.955E-06 1.633E-08

850 1.649E-05 4.590E-08

El E3

(kJ/mol)

AfICH4, a AHH20, a

261.1 182.5 -54.34 123.5

Standard Error (7.5) (5.0) (6.2) (4.3)

UL* 277.2 193.3 -41.03 132.7

LL* 245 171.2 -67.64 114.4

A3 AKCH4 A KH20

3.005x107 1.703x101 1.100x10 3.243x104
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Figure 7.9: Temperature dependence of process kinetic parameters of methane steam
reforming
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Figure 7.10: Comparison between model and experimental results for hydrogen yield
versus temperature for methane steam reforming at different S/C ratios
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Figure 7.11: Comparison between model and experimental results for percent conversion
of methane versus temperature for methane steam reforming
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Figure 7.12: Comparison between model and experimental results for carbon dioxide
selectivity versus temperature for methane steam reforming at different S/C
ratios
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Figure 7.13: Comparison between model and experimental results for carbon dioxide
selectivity versus percent methane conversion for methane steam reforming
at different S/C ratios

Figure 7.13 shows the selectivity to form carbon dioxide (CO2/conversions) and

compares between the experimental results and the theoretical results predicted by the

mathematical model. Since the indicated selectivity at zero methane conversion is

directly proportional to the mole fraction of steam in the reacting mixture (approaching

1.0 at all S/C ratios), this is an indicating evidence to suggest that both CO and CO2 are

indeed both primary products.

S/C = 8.11
S/C = 7.01
S/C = 5.97
S/C = 4.83
Model
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Figure 7.14: Comparison between model and experimental results for percent methane
conversion versus S/C ratio at different temperatures
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The experimental results are compared with model results at 1000°C for both percent

methane conversion and hydrogen yield. The results are shown below in Tables 7.10 and

7.11.

Table 7.10: Comparison between model and experimental results for percent conversion
of methane at 1000°C for methane steam reforming at different S/C ratios

CH4 % conversion
S/C Ratio 8.11 7.01 5.97 4.83
Model 22.73 21.52 20.3 18.73

Experimental 24.27 19.96 17.87 16.50

% Error 6.34 7.84 13.62 13.50

30

20
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Table 7.11: Comparison between model and experimental results for hydrogen yield at
1000°C for methane steam reforming at different SIC ratios

H2 Yield

S/C Ratio 8.11 7.01 5.97 4.83

Model 0.4071 0.3890 0.3703 0.3470
Experimental 0.4153 0.3812 0.3594 0.3435

% Error 1.97 2.05 3.04 1.02

0 5 10 15 20 25

Methane experimental percent conversion

Figure 7.15: Comparison between model and experimental results for percent methane
conversion
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Figure 7.16: FEMLAB area plot of concentration of methane in the microchannel at
850°C and S/C = 8.11
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Figure 7.17: FEMLAB 3D surface plot of concentration of methane in the microchannel
at 850°C and S/C = 8.11
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7.4.2 Intrinsic Kinetics and Parameter Optimization of Biodiesel Steam Reforming

The experimental results of biodiesel steam reforming are compared with the numerical

simulation results of the microreactor obtained using FEMLAB. After 100 iterations the

program stops giving the values of constants estimated and the lowest error obtained,

which is the minimum sum of residual squares between experimental and calculated

conversions. These results are shown in Table 7.12.

Table 7.12: Optimization results for experiments of biodiesel steam reforming.
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Experiment

#

k"wi

(kmoL kPal /

m2.S )

KH20

Kcl 9

(kPa-1)

k1

(kmoL kPa-I

/kgcat.$)

% conversion

of Biodiesel

lb 1.404E-07 0.0015 71.98 2.175E-05 10.27

2b 1.481E-07 0.0018 78.06 2.295E-05 9.84

3b 1.487E-07 0.0018 78.12 2.304E-05 9.87

4b 1.410E-07 0.0015 71.07 2.185E-05 10.46

5b 2.980E-07 0.0026 62.92 4.617E-05 17.77

6b 2.919E-07 0.0027 66.43 4.522E-05 16.75

7b 2.520E-07 0.0025 62.40 3.904E-05 15.53

8b 2.847E-07 0.0027 66.31 4.411E-05 16.43

9b 4.994E-07 0.0037 50.63 7.737E-05 26.74

10b 5.001E-07 0.0041 60.44 7.748E-05 24.07

1 1 b 5.229E-07 0.0039 56.43 8.101E-05 26.06

12b 4.919E-07 0.0042 54.48 7.621E-05 24.69

13b 1.029E-06 0.0060 47.48 1.594E-04 41.96

14b 9.334E-07 0.0067 41.52 1.446E-04 40.28

15b 9.198E-07 0.0067 40.10 1.425E-04 40.33

16b 1.050E-06 0.0059 47.10 1.627E-04 42.83
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Figure 7.19: Comparison between model and experimental results for percent conversion
of biodiesel
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Figure 7.18: Comparison between model and experimental results for percent conversion
of biodiesel verses temperature
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The kinetic model for biodiesel steam reforming is given by:

For reaction (1):

Applying the Arrhenius equation and the Van't Hoff equation to these parameters for all

temperatures, the reaction activation energy Ei, and the adsorption enthalpy AH, (heat of

chemisorption) of components and the pre-exponential factors A, and AK, have been

determined, and are shown in Figure 7.20, and listed in Table 7.13

Table 7.13: Activation energies, adsorption enthalpies and pre-exponential factors for the
biodiesel steam reforming model

* UL = upper limit, LL = lower limit of approximate 95% confidence interval
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( kJ/mol)

E 1 AHC19, a AHH20, a

149.6 -41.4 105.2

Standard Error (2.7) (3.3) (3.5)

UL* 155.5 -34.2 112.8

LL* 143.8 -48.5 97.7

A1 AK-c79 AKH20

7.07x102 0.64 309.5

P 0 (7.12)r
2 AO C19D EN

and

DEN =1+ PAO C19K 0OHC19 2
+KH20

0H20
(7.13)41[

&HP j 0112
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Figure 7.20: Temperature dependence of process kinetic parameters of biodiesel steam
reforming



7.5 Thermodynamic Consistency of the Parameters Estimated

Thermodynamics imposes the relation:

f-T= AH (7.14)

Since the activation energies for the forward and reverse reactions are positive,

E > AH (7.15)

The activation energies of the methane steam reforming reactions must be larger than 170

kJ/mol, the minimum value of the enthalpy changes of the steam reforming reactions (1)

and reaction (3). The activation energies of this work listed in Table 7.9 and Table 7.13

are in agreement with this condition.

When the parameters are determined from experimental data, which were based on the

chemisorption on an ideal surface or a non-ideal surface or hybrids of the two, the

adsorption constants have to satisfy a number of thermodynamic criteria [19]. For the

convenience of using the rules reported in literature, the units of the adsorption constants

are expressed in bar, so that:

A(Kc,,4)= 1.100 x 10 (kPa)-1 = 1.100 x 10-4 (bar)'

A(KH20) = 3.243 x104

< 41.84, or:

exp (AS71 1 R)=A(K1) <6.620 x 10-3 (7.16)

The pre-exponential factor of the methane adsorption satisfies this rule.

For the nondissociative adsorption, the following rule should be satisfied:

AS°J, < S71,g (7.17)
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For CH4 the S'i,g value at 298 K is 186.1 J / (mol. K). The criterion thus becomes:



exp (AS°CH4,a R)= A(KCH4) > exp ( AS°cH4,g I R)= 1.881 x 10-10

This criterion is also satisfied for methane adsorption

iii) The third criterion is:

AS°,,a> 1.4 Aka 51.04

Or

A(KJ)= exp (AS71,, I R)> exp ( 1.4 51.04) / R

For methane this inequality becomes:

1.100 x 10->2.44 x 10-8

And thus this criterion is also satisfied for methane adsorption

(7.18)

(7.19)
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The adsorption coefficient, KH20, in both steam reforming of methane and steam

reforming of biodiesel is not a true equilibrium constant. It only reflects a steady state

condition reached by different adsorption steps of water, which can be adsorbed directly

to the catalyst surface as well as being adsorbed with dissociation [11]. The same

argument is also valid for the adsorption coefficient KC79 in biodiesel steam reforming.

7.6 Comparison with Literature Work

The rate equations of hydrocarbon steam reforming are complex equations with an order

that is a function of temperature, with the kinetics rate constant ki in the nominator,

adsorption coefficients KcH4 and KH20 for methane steam reforming, and adsorption

coefficients Kc 19 and Kmo for biodiesel steam reforming. The kinetic rate constant k, is

dependant on the type of catalyst, the type of support, the method of deposition and the

exact procedure of deposition. The kinetic order with respect to water may become

positive or negative, depending on the size of KH20 and the relative other constants. When

the adsorption term of the hydrocarbon is dominating, the kinetic order with respect to

the hydrocarbon will be lower than one. The higher the adsorption coefficient of the
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hydrocarbon, the lower is the reaction order. A possible temperature dependence of

reaction orders is evident since the relative size of the term in the denominator may

change differently with temperature. This explains the wide range of variation of kinetic

rate constants reported in the literature. However, the comparison of reported activation

energies is essential. That is because that they are independent of temperatures and

subject to thermodynamics constraints. Lower activation energies (below 100 kJ/mol)

that are reported in older literature reflect operations under diffusion limitations, while

most relatively recent work shows larger activation energies (above 150 kJ/mol). Table

7.14 shows the comparison of this work results with results reported in the literature.

Table 7.14: Literature results for kinetic results of hydrocarbon steam reforming

Temperature Pressure Ea
Authors Catalyst system Hydrocarbon

(K) (kPa) kJ/mol

Fujimoto [17] Ni foil methane 977-1172 181

Fujimoto [17] Ni/Al203 methane 672-866 22

Lewis et al. [49] Cu (finely devided) methane 1089 K 200

Arnold etal. [47] Ni on Ca/Si02/Al203 methane 977-1089 101 60.6

Arnold et al. [47] Ni on alumina/silica methane 977-1089 101 140

Akers and Camp [18] Ni on Kieselguhr methane 613-911 101 36.8

Bodrov et al [51]-[53] Ni foil methane 773-873 151

Agnelli et al [54] Ni/Al203 methane 915-1010 101 184

Atroshchenko eta! [58] Ni/Al203 methane 873-1023 200-600 93

Numaguchi and Kikuchi [60] Ni methane 674-1160 120-2550 107

El= 240
Xu and Froment [19] Ni on magnesium spinet methane 773-848 500-1500

E3= 243

El= 299
Castro Luna and Becerra [62] Ni on alumina-titania methane 773-873

E3= 302

El= 209
Hou and Hughes [4] Ni/Al203 methane 748-823 120-600

E3= 109

Rostrup-Nielsen [65, 64] Ni/Mg0 ethane 723-823 101 76

El= 261
This work Pd/FeAl methane 903-1123 101

E3= 183

This work Pd/FeAl biodiesel 1043-1173 101 150



CHAPTER 8
CONCULOSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK

This work is concerned with kinetic studies of methane steam reforming and biodiesel

steam reforming over a Pd/FeAl catalyst. A microchannel reactor was used to produce

experimental data in this study, and a FEMLAB numerical simulation was used to

estimate parameters of the process kinetics.

This chapter presents the conclusions which have been obtained from the results given in

chapters 4-7, and offer suggestions for future studies.

8.1 Conclusions

From the deposition of Pd on intermetallic substrates the following conclusions are

obtained:

Palladium is successfully deposited on FeAl intermetallic substrates using

electroless deposition.

Submicron catalyst islets are obtained by using very low concentrations of PdC12

(less than 0.5 mM). Lower concentrations slow down the deposition process and

reduce the formation of congestion (growing accumulations) of catalyst islets.

Reduction of catalyst using a Nitrogen/Hydrogen mixture is essential to remove

oxide layers formed during the deposition of Pd catalyst on FeAl intermetallic

substrates.

Thermal treatment the catalyst/substrate coupons at high temperatures (700°C

1100°C) can significantly (enhance) enlarge the size distribution of catalyst islets

to the order of 100 nanometer. It is also essential for enhanced mechanical

stability and catalyst adherence to the surface of the intermetallic substrate.
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This work study of the process kinetic of methane steam reforming brings forward the

following conclusions:

Elimination of diffusion limitations in microreactors prevents carbon formation in

the steam reforming of hydrocarbons providing that steam-to-carbon ratio is kept

above the thermodynamic limit of hydrocarbon decompositions

Both CO and CO2 are primary products of methane steam reforming. Selectivity

to form CO2 approaches 1.0 at lower methane conversions and decreases

significantly at higher temperatures and conversions.

Methane steam reforming involves multiple steps, including steam and methane

adsorption with dissociation on the catalyst, surface reactions of intermediates,

and desorption of products. The surface reactions are the slowest of these steps

and control the overall reaction rate.

The kinetic model presented by Xu and Froment (1989) used here to fit the

experimental results, produced satisfactory results that are thermodynamically

consistent.

The kinetic model shows a non-monotonic dependence on steam partial pressure

and first order dependence with respect to methane partial pressure.

The study of the process kinetics of biodiesel steam reforming offers the following

conclusions:

1. Biodiesel steam reforming in a microreactor, at high temperatures, is a carbon-

free operation producing only hydrogen and carbon monoxide mixture.

2. Only carbon monoxide is the primary product of steam reforming of higher

hydrocarbons at high temperatures.
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3. Biodiesel steam reforming shows a first order dependence with respect to

biodiesel partial pressure.

8.2 Recommendations for Future Work

Hydrocarbon steam reforming is a complex process influenced by a large number of

variables. Realization of this process in a high temperature microreactor required special

materials, such as inconel steel and intermetallic FeAl. Design, construction, and

manufacturing of the experimental apparatus was limited by machining techniques

available. Area that are suggested for further investigation includes:

It is recommended to design a microreactor that can accommodate wider range of

residence time distribution. This can be achieved by construction of multiple

microchannels device. Higher mean residence time will provide higher conversions and

obtain higher experimental accuracy of the process kinetics.

Thermal treatments of the operating catalyst at even higher temperatures (>1000°C)

may be essential to enhance the catalytic surface area and its mechanical stability for

the long term operation.

The use of a more active and stable catalyst, like Rhodium and Ruthenium, should be

investigated in an attempt to increase conversion and decrease the steam-to-carbon

ratios.
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APPENDIX A
CALCULATION OF REYNOLD NUMBER

The Reynold's number Re is defined for a microchannel as:

Re = puD"

where,

Where, p = mixture density (kg/m3)

u = mixture average velocity (m/s)

Ph = Hydraulic diameter (m) = [ 2BW] / [ 2(W+B) I

pi = mixture viscosity (Pa.$)

Assuming the physical properties of water vapor, and calculating the Re number at the

lowest residence time of operation at each temperature, the results for methane steam

reforming system are indicating a very low Reynold's number below 1.0 as shown in

Table A.1 . This validates the assumption of laminar flow in the microchannel.

Table A.1: Reynold's number for steam reforming in a 250 um microchannel.

Temperature °C p (kg/m3) u (Pa.$) Ph (m) u (m/s) Re

630 0.2432 3.38E-05 1.25E-04 0.191 0.172

700 0.2257 3.65E-05 1.25E-04 0.206 0.159

770 0.2105 3.93E-05 1.25E-04 0.220 0.147

850 0.1955 4.25E-05 1.25E-04 0.237 0.136
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(A.1)



APPENDIX B
CALCULATION OF ENTRANCE LENGTH

To insure that we have fully developed laminar flow inside the microreactor reaction

region it is required to calculate the entrance length for fully developed velocity profile.

The entrance length can be calculated from equation (B.1) [42].

Ph
= 0.3125 + 0.011 Re (B.1)

Where, Re = Reynolds number

= Hydraulic diameter (pm) = [ 2BW] / [ 2(W+B) ]

L = Entrance length (pm)

By utilizing the Reynolds number data from Table A.1, The results for the entrance

length are presented in Table B.1.

Table B.1: Calculation of entrance length
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Temperature °C Re Ph (n) L (pm)

630 0.172 1.25E-04 39.299

700 0.159 1.25E-04 39.281

770 0.147 1.25E-04 39.265

850 0.136 1.25E-04 39.250



APPENDIX C
CALCULATION OF MIXTURE DIFFUSION CONSTANTS

This is a sample calculations using Fuller equation for methane steam reforming system.

Steam reforming system is a gaseous mixture of CH4 (1), H20 (2), H2 (3), CO2 (4), and

CO (5). The entrance region is almost a binary mixture of CH4 and H20. In the following

we will calculate the diffusion coefficients for these gases in mixture at different

temperatures and atmospheric pressure. For each temperature, we will calculate diffusion

coefficients for entrance region composition and reaction equilibrium composition.

Table C.1: Diffusion volumes for some atoms and molecules [75].

The diffusion coefficients of components 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 in mixture are:

X X
3

X
4

X1+ + ± 5

\ D21 D23 D24 D25 )
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Atom or molecule Diffusion volume

C 15.9

H 2.31

0 6.11

CO 18.0

CO2 26.7

112 6.12

H2O 13.1

1x1
(C.1)Dim =

Dn, =2m(

i
x 2 X3 X4 X 5

D12
± +

D13 D14

1 X 2

±
D15 j

\ (C.2)



The binary diffusion coefficients are first calculated using Fuller equation and listed in

the following tables:

Table C.2: Binary diffusion coefficients at Temperature = 300°C and atmospheric
pressure
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i=

1 2 3 4 5

/ =

1 6.82E-05 8.15E-05 2.19E-04 5.52E-05 6.74E-05

2 8.15E-05 9.94E-05 2.82E-04 6.49E-05 8.08E-05

3 2.19E-04 2.82E-04 4.95E-04 2.06E-04 2.45E-04

4 5.52E-05 6.49E-05 2.06E-04 3.95E-05 5.09E-05

5 6.74E-05 8.08E-05 2.45E-04 5.09E-05 6.45E-05

1x3
D3, = (C.3)(

X1 X2 X4 X5

D31 D32 D34 D35 )

1X4
D4m (

xX2 X31 X5

(C.4)

+
D41 D42 D43

+
D45

1x5
D5, = (C.5)(

X X
2

X
3 X

5

D51 D52 D53 D54 j

D = DU
it

(C.6)



Table C.4: Binary diffusion coefficients at Temperature = 500°C and atmospheric
pressure
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Table C.3: Binary diffusion coefficients at Temperature = 400°C and atmospheric
pressure

i =

1 2 3 4 5

i =

1 9.04E-05 1.08E-04 2.91E-04 7.32E-05 8.93E-05

2 1.08E-04 1.32E-04 3.73E-04 8.59E-05 1.07E-04

3 2.91E-04 3.73E-04 6.56E-04 2.73E-04 3.25E-04

4 7.32E-05 8.59E-05 2.73E-04 5.24E-05 6.74E-05

5 8.93E-05 1.07E-04 3.25E-04 6.74E-05 8.54E-05

i =

1 2 3 4 5

i =

1.15E-04 1.38E-04 3.71E-04 9.32E-05 1.14E-04

2 1.38E-04 1.68E-04 4.76E-04 1.10E-04 1.36E-04

3 3.71E-04 4.76E-04 8.36E-04 3.48E-04 4.14E-04

4 9.32E-05 1.10E-04 3.48E-04 6.68E-05 8.59E-05

5 1.14E-04 1.36E-04 4.14E-04 8.59E-05 1.09E-04
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Table C.5: Binary diffusion coefficients at Temperature = 600°C and atmospheric
pressure

Table C.6: Binary diffusion coefficients at Temperature = 700°C and atmospheric
pressure

i =

1 2 3 4 5

i =

1 1.43E-04 1.70E-04 4.58E-04 1.15E-04 1.41E-04

2 1.70E-04 2.08E-04 5.89E-04 1.35E-04 1.69E-04

3 4.58E-04 5.89E-04 1.03E-03 4.31E-04 5.12E-04

4 1.15E-04 1.35E-04 4.31E-04 8.26E-05 1.06E-04

5 1.41E-04 1.69E-04 5.12E-04 1.06E-04 1.35E-04

i=

1 2 3 4 5

i =

1 1.72E-04 2.06E-04 5.54E-04 1.39E-04 1.70E-04

2 2.06E-04 2.51E-04 7.12E-04 1.64E-04 2.04E-04

3 5.54E-04 7.12E-04 1.25E-03 5.21E-04 6.19E-04

4 1.39E-04 1.64E-04 5.21E-04 9.98E-05 1.29E-04

5 1.70E-04 2.04E-04 6.19E-04 1.29E-04 1.63E-04
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Mixture Diffusion coefficients for methane steam reforming gas system is then calculated

for various temperature for a mixture at inlet conditions and S/C ratio of 5, and near

equilibrium conditions as shown in Tables 5.7-5.11 anf Figures 5.1-5.2.

Table C.7: Mixture diffusion coefficients of methane steam reforming gas system at
Temperature = 300°C and atmospheric pressure

Table C.8: Mixture diffusion coefficients of methane steam reforming gas system at
Temperature = 400°C and atmospheric pressure

Component
Entrance

region mole

fraction, y,

Entrance region

diffusivity,

Dim (m2/s)

Equilibrium

region mole

fraction, y i

Equilibrium

region diffusivity,

Dim (m2 Is)

CH4 0.165 8.19E-05 0.1481 8.43E-05

H20 0.825 8.41E-05 0.7822 9.76E-05

H2 0.008 2.69E-04 0.0558 2.68E-04

CO2 0.001 6.34E-05 0.0139 6.57E-05

CO 0.001 7.86E-05 0 8.08E-05

Component
Entrance

region mole

fraction, y,

Entrance region

diffusivity,

Dim (m2/s)

Equilibrium

region mole

fraction, y,

Equilibrium

region diffusivity,

Dim (m2 Is)

CH4 0.165 1.08E-04 0.1129 1.19E-04

H20 0.825 1.11E-04 0.6861 1.61E-04

H2 0.008 3.56E-04 0.1607 3.54E-04

CO2 0.001 8.40E-05 0.0396 9.49E-05

CO 0.001 1.04E-04 0.0008 1.14E-04
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Table C.9: Mixture diffusion coefficients of methane steam reforming gas system at
Temperature = 500°C and atmospheric pressure

Table C.10: Mixture diffusion coefficients of methane steam reforming gas system at
Temperature = 600°C and atmospheric pressure

Component
Entrance

region mole

fraction, y,

Entrance region

diffusivity,

Dim (m2/s)

Equilibrium

region mole

fraction, y,

Equilibrium

region diffusivity,

Dim (m2/s)

CH4 0.165 1.38E-04 0.0604 1.66E-04

H20 0.825 1.42E-04 0.5489 2.50E-04

H2 0.008 4.54E-04 0.311 4.47E-04

CO2 0.001 1.07E-04 0.0719 1.40E-04

CO 0.001 1.33E-04 0.0078 1.61E-04

Component
Entrance

region mole

fraction, y,

Entrance region

diffusivity,

Dim (m2/s)

Equilibrium

region mole

fraction, 3),

Equilibrium

region diffusivity,

Dim (m2 Is)

CH4 0.165 1.71E-04 0.0141 2.20E-04

H20 0.825 1.76E-04 0.4436 3.45E-04

H2 0.008 5.62E-04 0.4279 5.51E-04

CO2 0.001 1.32E-04 0.0846 1.96E-04

CO 0.001 1.64E-04 0.0299 2.22E-04
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Table C.11: Mixture diffusion coefficients of methane steam reforming gas system at
Temperature = 700°C and atmospheric pressure

Component
Entrance

region mole

fraction, yi

Entrance region

diffusivity,

Dim (m2/s)

Equilibrium

region mole

fraction, yi

Equilibrium

region diffusivity,

Dim (m2/s)

CH4 0.165 2.07E-04 0.0012 2.69E-04

H20 0.825 2.12E-04 0.4269 4.30E-04

H2 0.008 6.79E-04 0.4478 6.69E-04

CO2 0.001 1.60E-04 0.0754 2.40E-04

CO 0.001 1.98E-04 0.0487 2.79E-04
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Figure C.1: Diffusion coefficients for methane steam reforming gas mixture at entrance
region, P = 1 atm.
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Figure C.2: Diffusion coefficients for methane steam reforming gas mixture at
equilibrium region, P = 1 atm.
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APPENDIX D
OPTIMIZATION FEMLAB RESULTS FOR REACTION RATE CONSTANTS

USING SIMPLEX METHOD

The simplex method was chosen to determine the optimum rate constant values that

approximate the simulated microreactor to experimental operations results. This method

is a search method that need only function values (no gradient required). Therefore, it

converges slowly but without overshooting to unrealistic values.

The Objective Function

The objective function is the sum of squares of errors between experimental

dimensionless concentrations and simulated results:

The objective is to reach the optimum (iwt, , K1120, KCH4) that gives the absolute

minimum of this function.

The Initial Starting Point

A plug-flow reactor approximation of the microreactor can give an excellent starting

point for optimization. This is due to the huge diffusion rates attainable in the

microreactor operating gasses at high temperatures. The PFR approximation was solved

using finite difference approximation of the mass balance equation of the steam

reforming system gasses and the solver add-inn feature of Microsoft Excel was used to

determine a PFR approximation optimum which would serve as the starting point of the

simulated results optimization using the simplex method.
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Simplex Method 4D Routine

The initial solution provided by PFR approximation is checked for thermodynamic

consistency of the adsorption coefficient KCH4. And both adsorption coefficients are

compared with literature results reported by Xu and From ent [19].

Starting by initial guess (k"w10, k"30, KI1200 KcH4o), and four initial gradients, Aki, Ak31

AKH20 , and AKcm, the objective function is evaluated at five different points:

P1=-- F (kw" io,kw" 30 KH200 'KCH4 0 )

5

10 w 30 / KH20 0 KCl/40 ei exp

2

1=1

5

P2 = F (k10 + 30 / KH200 ICCH4 0 ) (oi w 10 Ak1 30 ,KH20 0 / KCH40 °i exp
1=1

P3= F

1 =1

5

10, w 30k" + Ak3 /KH200, KCH40 ) (ee
i =1

P4 = F (kw" w" 30 , KH20 0 + AK H20 / KCH4 0

25

1(0i (k44:10,kw30,KH200 Mcip ,KCH40 el exp )
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2

0,k3030 ± Ak3,KH200,KCl/4001 exp



P5 = F 10 , kw 30 , KH200,KCII4 0 AKCH 4 =

5 2

I(01 (kw"io 30 KH20 0 , KcH4 0 ± AKcH4 exp
1=1

The optimization gradients A.K.H2o , and AKcH4 are kept very low to fine tune the initial

solution and avoid jumping to other local minima's the objective function may have.

The code would compare the error at point Pi, with the errors at P2, P3, P4, P5. Lets

define:

k"w1

M2= k"3

M3= KH20

M4= KCH4

If:

F(Mi+dMi) < F(Mi), the new M1+1= 24Mi

and if :

F(Mi+AM,)> F(Mi), the new M1+1= Me - 2AMi

The code would fine tune the search for M, by reducing AM, to AdVI,I2 if at any

iteration j an error propagation started, i.e.,

Errors (M,) > Error j-i (M1)

Sample Search Results
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The following results of the search performed on the results of experiment 9. Initial

adsorption coefficients were fine tuned while this sample search starts for very low
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reaction rate constants k",1, and k",3 to show the robustness of the search method. It is

important to start the search with very low reaction rate constants to avoid initial high

reaction rate that can disturb the FEMLAB solution and produce negative concentrations

and misleading results. Figures D.1-D.5 illustrates the search progress of the reaction rate

constants and adsorption coefficients for methane steam refoiming at 770°C and S/C =

8.11. The robustness of the simplex method as a function value search method is checked

by starting at higher initial estimates of reaction rate constants and converges to the same

solution as shown in Figures D.6-D.8.

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70

Iteration

Figure D.1: Simplex search optimization of reaction rate constant k"1 for methane steam
reforming at 770°C and S/C = 8.11
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Figure D.2: Simplex search optimization of reaction rate constant k"3 for methane steam
reforming at 770°C and S/C = 8.11
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Figure D.3: Simplex search optimization of adsorption coefficient KH20 for methane
steam reforming at 770°C and S/C = 8.11
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D.4: Simplex search optimization of adsorption coefficient KCH4 for methane
steam reforming at 770°C and S/C = 8.11

Iteration

Figure D.5: Simplex search optimization of objective function for methane steam
reforming at 770°C and S/C = 8.11
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0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40

Iteration

Figure D.7: Simplex search optimization of reaction rate constant k'3 for methane steam
reforming at 770°C and S/C = 8.11
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Figure D.6: Simplex search optimization of reaction rate constant k1 for methane steam
reforming at 770°C and S/C = 8.11
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Figure D.8: Simplex search optimization of objective function for methane steam
reforming at 770°C and S/C = 8.11



APPENDIX E
CALIBRATION CURVE OF PdC12 SOLUTION

A 0.5 [mM] of PdC12 solution, consisting of 59% of Pd, was used as the plating solution

in this work. To ensure all palladium from the starting solution deposited on the FeAl

intermetallic substrate, both Absorbance (A) and % Transmittance (%T) of the after-use

PdC12 solution must be measured using UV Spectrometer. The wavelength of 480 nm

was chose for UV Spectrometer in this study. A series of known PdC12 solutions is

prepared and measured as A and %T. Figure E.1 shows the plot between the Absorbance

and %T vs. the concentration of PdC12 solution.

100

80

20
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PdC12 concentration (mM)

Figure E.1: Calibration curve of PdC12 solution.
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APPENDIX F
CALIBRATION of AGILENT 3000 MICRO GC

Agilent 3000 Micro GC was calibrated using a refinery gas standard supplied by DCG

Partnership LTD. The Standard has the following molar composition:

H2: 40.815%

N2: 4.021%

CH4: 8.2289%

CO: 0.923%

CO2: 2.932%

Others: 43.08%

The Agilent 3000 incorporates micromachined components and high resolution capillary

columns to produce the fastest results possible. The complete analysis of natural gas is

typically complete in under 160 seconds with precision superior to most conventional

laboratory gas chromatographs.

This hardware, combined with Agilent's Cerity Networked Data System software and

LAN interfacing, provides a powerful, yet easy to use, system. The GC incorporates two

columns, the first is a molecular sieve column with a backflush injector, and a thermal

conductivity detector TCD to analyze hydrogen, nitrogen, methane, and carbon

monoxide, while a second PLOT U column with a fixed volume injector and a TCD is

used to analyze carbon dioxide. The carrier gas for the first column is high purity argon

while a high purity helium serves as the carrier gas for the second column. The detectors

are fairly linear but the injection amount may vary with sample viscosity. Therefore, one

point calibration was used. The calibration was based on peak areas.

183

The detectors sensitivity was set to standard to avoid overloading the detectors because of

high percent of hydrogen in the standard gas.



Table F.1: Agilent 3000 Micro GC Calibration data
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Figure F.1: Agilent 3000 Micro GC Calibration peaks

The method settings are shown in Table F.2.

Column Gas RET. Time (mm) Area mole %

1 H2 0.847 970860.5 40.815
1 N2 1.27 11924.02 4.021
1 CH4 1.669 41792.2 8.2289
1 CO 2.3 1765.2 0.923
2 CO2 0.259 20920.8 2.932
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Table F.2: Agilent 3000 Micro GC Calibration method settings.
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aVill, kil,., Oetpuuus D

Sample Inlet Temperature (°C) 80 [ON] Same as A
Injector Temperature (°C) 80 [ON] 80 [ON]
Column Temperature (°C) 80 [ON] 80 [ON]

Sampling Time (s) 15 [ON] 15 [ON]
Inject Time (ms) 30 30

Run Time (s) 240 240
Post Run Time (s)

i Pressure Equilibration Time (s) 10 10

Column Pressure (psi) 30.00 [ON] 30.00 [ON]
Post Run Pressure (psi) 30.00 [ON] 30.00 [ON]

Detector Filament Enabled Enabled
Detector Sensitivity Standard High

Detector Data Rate (Hz) 50 50

Baseline Offset (mV)
Backflush Time (s) 12.0

3000 GC Configuration
Injector Type

A
Backflush Fixed Volume

Carrier Gas Argon Helium
Column Type Molecular Sieve Plot U
Detector Type TCD TCD

Inlet Type Heated Heated
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APPENDIX G
FEMLAB CODE FOR METHANE STEAM REFORMING MICROREACTOR

MODEL

% FEMLAB Model M-file
% Generated 23-Jun-2005 14:14:02 by FEMLAB 2.3.0.145.
function [conc,fem] = create_methane(T, u0, Ratio, B, PHO, kl, k3, KH20, KCH4)
flclear fern
% FEMLAB Version
clear vrsn;
vrsn.name='FEMLAB 2.3';
vrsn.major=0;
vrsn.build=145;
fem.version=vrsn;

% Recorded command sequence

% New geometry 1
fem.sdim{Vy'};

% Geometry
clear s c p
R1=rect2(0,1,-1,1,0);
objs={R1};
names= {'Rl'} ;
s.objs=objs;
s.name=names;

objs={};
names={};
c.objs=objs;
c.name=names;

objs={};
names={};
p.objs=objs;
p,name=names;

drawstruct=struct('s',s,'c',c,'p',p);
fem.draw=drawstruct;
fem.geom=geomcsg(fem);

clear appl

% Application mode 1
appl(1).mode=flchecd2d(5,'dim', {'c 1 Vc2Vc3Vc4Vc5'},'sdim',{'xVy.},
'submode','cons','tdiff,'on');
appl{ 1 } .dim= cc 1 Vc2Vc3Vc4Vc5'} ;
app1{1).form='general';
app1{1}.border'off;
appl{ 1} .name='cd';
app1{1}.var={};
app1{1}.assign={'D_cl ';'D_cl ';'D_cl_xx';'D_cl_xx';'D_c l_xy';'D_c 1 _xy%



D_c2_xy';'D_c2_xy';'D_c2_yx';'D_c2_yx';'D_c2_yy';'D_c2_yy';'D_c3';'D_c3';

'D_c3_xx';'D_c3_xx';'D_c3_xy';'D_c3_xy';'D_c3_yx';'D_c3_yx';'D_c3_yy';

'D_c3_yy';'D_c4';'D_c4';'D_c4_xx';'D_c4_xx';'D_c4_xy';'D_c4_xy';'D_c4_yx';

'D_c4_yx';'D_c4_yy';'D_c4_yy';'D_c5';'D_c5';'D_c5_xx';'D_c5_xx';'D_c5_xy';

'D_c5_xy';'D_c5_yx';'D_c5_yx';'D_c5_yy';'D_c5_yy';'R_c1';'R_c1';'R_c2';

'R_c2';'R_c3';'R_c3';'R_c4';'R_c4';'R_c5';'R_c5';'beta_cl_x';'beta_cl_x';

'beta_cl_y';'beta_cl_y';'beta_c2_x';'beta_c2_x';'beta_c2_y';'beta_c2_y';

'beta_c3_x';'beta_c3_x';'beta_c3_y';'beta_c3_y';'beta_c4_x';'beta_c4_x';

'beta_c4_y';'beta_c4_y';'beta_c5_x';'beta_c5_x';'beta_c5_y';'beta_c5_y';

'cBeta_cl';'cBeta_cl';'cBeta_c2';'cBeta_c2';'cBetac3';'cBetac3';

'cBeta_c4';'cBeta_c4';'cBeta_c5';'cBeta_c5';'cflux_cl';'cflux_cl';

'cflux_c l_x';'cflux_cl_x';'cflux_cl_y';'cfluxc 1_y';'cflux_c2';'cfluxc2';

'cflux_c2_x';'cflux_c2_x';'cflux_c2_y';'cflux_c2_y';'cfluxc3';'cfluxc3';

'cflux_c3_x';'cflux_c3_x';'cflux_c3_y';'cflux_c3_y';'cflux_c4';'cflux_c4';

'cflux_c4_x';'cflux_c4_x';'cflux_c4_y';'cflux_c4_y';'cflux_c5';'cflux_c5';

'cflux_c5_x';'cflux_c5_x';'cflux_c5_y';'cfluxc5_y';'dflux_c1';'dflux_cl';

'dflux_c l_x';'dflux_cl_x';'dflux_cl_y';'dfluxc 1_y';'dflux_c2';'dflux_c2';

'dflux_c2_x';'dflux_c2_x';'dflux_c2_y';'dflux_c2_y';'dflux_c3';'dflux_c3';

'dflux_c3_x';'dflux_c3_x';'dflux_c3_y';'dflux_c3_y';'dflux_c4';'dflux_c4';

'dflux_c4_x';'dflux_c4_x';'dflux_c4_y';'dflux_c4_y';'dflux_c5';'dflux_c5';

'dflux_c5_x';'dflux_c5_x';'dflux_c5_y';'dflux_c5_y';'flux_c1';'flux_c1';

'flux_c l_x';'flux_cl_x';'fluxc l_y';'fluxc 1_y';'flux_c2';'fluxc2';

'flux_c2_x';'flux_c2_x';'flux_c2_y';'flux_c2_y';'flux_c3';'flux_c3';

'flux_c3_x';'flux_c3_x';'flux_c3_y';'flux_c3_y';'flux_c4';'flux_c4';

'flux_c4_x';'flux_c4_x';'flux_c4_y';'flux_c4_y';'flux_c5';'fluxc 5'; ...

'flux_c5_x';'flux_c5_x';'flux_c5_y';'flux_c5_y';'grad_cl_x';'grad_cl_x';

'grad_cl_y';'grad_cl_y';'grad_c2_x';'grad_c2_x';'grad_c2_y';'grad_c2_y';

'grad_c3_x';'gradc3_x';'grad_c3_y';'grad_c3_y';'gradc4_x';'grad_c4_x';

'grad_c4_y';'grad_c4_y';'grad_c5_x';'grad_c5_x';'grad_c5_y';'grad_c5_y';

'ncflux_c1';'ncflux_c 1 ';'ncflux_c2';'ncflux_c2';'ncfluxc3';'ncfluxc3';

'ncflux_c4';'ncflux_c4';'ncflux_c5';'ncflux_c5';'ndflux_cl';'ndfluxc 1'; ...

indflux_c21;Indflux_c2';'ndflux_c3';'ndfluxc3';'ndflux_c4';'ndfluxc4';

'ndflux_c5';'ndflux_c5';'nflux_c1';'nflux_cl';'nflux_c2';'nfluxc2';

'nflux_c3';'nfluxc3';'nflux_c4';'nflux_c4';'nflux_c5';'nflux_c5';'u_c 1 ';

'u c 1 ';'u c2';'u c2';'u c3';'u c3';'u c4';'u c4';'u c5';'u c 1 ';

'y c 1 ';'y c2';'y c2';'y c3';'y c3';',/ c4';'y c4';'y c5';' c5';'wequ_c 1 ';

'wequ_c1';'wequ_c2';'wequ_c2';'wequc3';'wequc3';'wequ_c4';'wequc4';

'wequ_c5';'wequ_c51 ;

app1{1 } .elemdefault='Lag2';

app1{1} .shape=cshlag(2,"c1")','shlag(2,"c2")','shlag(2,"c3")',

'shlag(2,"c4")Vshlag(2,"c5")'} ;

app1{1 } .sshape=2;

app1{1}.equ.Ditensor={ { {'D1m/L','O';'0','Dlm*L/B^2'},{'D2m/L','O';'0',

'D2m*L/BA2'},{'D3m/LVO';'0','D3m*L/BA2'},1'D4m/LVO';'0','D4m*L/13^2'1,

{135m/L','0';'0','D5m*L/BA2'} 11;
app1{1} .equ.Ditype={ {'anisol}, Vaniso'1, { 'aniso'} , caniso'l , {'aniso'}11;

app1{11.equ.u={{{'W}Xu'Ll'ul,{'u'l,cu'111;

app1{1}.equ.v={ {{'0'},{'0'},{'0'},{'0'},{'0'}} } ;

app1{1}.equ.Di={{{1D1/B'},{'D1/B1{'D1/B'},{'D1/B'},{'D1/B'}11;
app1{1}.equ.Ri={{{'O'},{101},{'01{'O'},{'0'}11;

app1{1}.equ.sdon={{{1},{1},{1},{1},{1}11;

app1{1).equ.sdtype={ { 'sdlowre'}, Vsdlowre'1, csdlowre'l , {'sdlowre'},

{'sdlowre') )1;
app1{1}.equ.delta={{{'0.25'}X0.25'1,{'0.25'},1'0.25'14'0.25}}};

app1{1}.equ.gporder={ {4;4;4;4;4}1;
app1{1 } .equ.cporder={ {2;2;2;2;2} } ;
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app1{1}.equ.shape={1:5};
app1{1}.equinit={{{'0.2'};{Ratio'};{T};{'0.1'};{'0.1'}}};
app1{1}.equ.usage={1};
app1{1}.equind=1;
app1{1}.1md.c={{{T};{'Ratio'}:{'PHO'}:{'O'}X0'}},{{'0'};{'0'}:{'0'};
{'O'};{'Cl'}}>{{1Y};{'3');{'01;r01;{'0'}},{{'0'};{'01};IVI;{O'};

app1{1}.bnd.N={{{'0'};{'01;{'0'}:{'0'}:{'0'}},{{'0'};{'0'}:{10'}:{'0'};
{'0'}},{{'(-rl-r3)*dim*L/B'};{'(-rl-r2-2*r3)*dim*L/B}:
{'(3*rl+r2+4*r3rdim*L/B'l;{'(r2+r3rdim*L/B'};{'(r1-r2rdim*L/B'}},{{'01;

VIYI;VO'I;{'0i}}};
app1{1}.bnd.type={{{'c'}XcT,{'c'};{'c'};{'c'}},{{'No'}:{'No'};{'No'};

{'Nc'}}};
app1{1}.bnd.gporder={{0;0;0;0:0},{0;0;0;0;0},{0;0:0;0:0},{0;0;0:0;0}1;
app1{1}.bnd.cporder={{0;0;0:0:0},{0;0:0:0:0},{0:0:0;0:0},{0:0:0:0:0}};
app1{1}.bnd.shape={0,0,0,0};
app1{1}.bnd.ind=1:4;

fern.appl=appl;

% Initialize mesh
fem.mesh=meshinit(fem,...

'Out', {'mesh'},...
'jiggle', 'mean',...
'Hcurve', 0.29999999999999999,...
'Hgrad', 1.3,...
'Hmax', {[],zeros(1,0),zeros(1,0),zeros(1,0)},...
'Hnum', {{],zeros(1,0)},...
'Hpnt', {10,zeros(1,0)});

% Differentiation rules
fem.rules={};

% Problem form
fem.outform='general';

% Differentiation
fem.diff={'gaVg',T,Y,'expr'};

% Differentiation simplification
fem.simplify=ion';

% Define expressions at geometry level
fem.expr={...

'PAO', 'PO/(1+PHO+Ratio)',...
'Kpl', '1.198e17*exp(-26830/T),...
'Kp3', '2.117e15*exp(-22430/T)',...

/1/c3^2.5*(c1*c2/PA0^0.5-PA0^1.5*c5*c3^3/Kp1)/denA2',...
'r3', tk3/c3^3.5*(c1*c2^2/PA0^0.5-PA0^1.5*c4*c3^4/Kp3)/denA2',...
'u', '(3/2)*u0*(1-y^2)',...
'r2', 'k2/c3*(PAO*c5*c2-PAO*c4*c3/Kp2)/denA2',...
'dim', 'Rg*T/(PAO)',...
'den', '(1+KCO*PAO*c5+KH2*PAO*c3+KCH4*PAO*c1+KH20*c2/c3)',...
'Kp2', '1.767e-2*exp(4400/T)',...
'KCO',
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'1(H2',
'D1',

'D5',
D12',

'D45',
'D21',

'D54', 'D45',...
'ct', 'cl+c2+c3+c4+c5',...
'yl', 'cl/ct',...

'c2/ct',...
'c3/ct',...
'c4/ct',...
1c5/cf,...

'Dim', '(1-y1)/(y2/D12+y3/D13+y4/D14+y5/D15)',...
1D2m', '(1-y2)/(y1/D12+y3/D23+y4/D24+y5/D25)',...
'D3m', '(1-y3)/(y1/D31+y2/D32+y4/D34+y5/D35)',...
'D4m', '(1-y4)/(y1/D41+y2/D42+y3/D43+y5/D45)',...
'D5m', '(1-y5)/(y1/D51+y2/D52+y3/D53+y4/D54)'};

% Boundary conditions
clear bnd

bnd.c={{{'1'};{'Ratio'};{'PHOU0'1;{'0'}1,{{'0'};{'0'};{'0'};{'0'};
{'O'}},{{i01};c01;c0U0');VOMIVO'1;1'0'1;{'O'};l'O'};{'0'}11;
bnd.N={{{'01};{'0');{'0'};{'0'};{'0'}1,{{'0'};r0'1;1'0'1;{'0'};{'0'}1,
{{1(-rl-r3)*dim*L/B1;{'(-rl-r2-2*r3)*dim*L/B'};{'(3*rl+r2+4*r3)*dim*L/B'};
c(r2+r3)*dim*L/B'1;{'(rl-r2)*dim*L/B'}1,{{'0'};{'0'};{'0'};{'0'};r0'111;
bnd.type={{{'c'}.,{'e'};{'c'};{'c'};{'c'}},{{'No'};{'No'};{'No'};{'No'};

{Ne}}};
bnd.gporder={{0;0;0;0;0},{0;0;0;0;0},{0;0;0;0;0},{0;0;0;0;0}1;
bnd.cporder={{0;0;0;0;0},10;0;0;0;01,10;0;0;0;01,{0;0;0;0;0}1;
bnd.shape={0,0,0,0};
bnd.ind=1:4;
fem.app1{1}.bnd=bnd;

% PDE coefficients
clear equ

'1e-7*T^1.75*(1/M1+1/M2)^0.
t1e-7*TA1.75*(1/M2+1/M1)^0.
'1e-7*T/1.75*(1/M3+1/M2)A0.
'1e-7*T/1.75*(1/M2+1/M4)A0.
lle-7*TA1.75*(1/M2+1/M5)^0.
'1e-5*T^1.75*(1/M1+1/M2)^0
'1e-5*T/4.75*(1/M1+1/M3)0
'1e-5*T/1.75*(1/M1+1/M4)A0
'le-5*TA1.75*(1/M1+1/M5)^0
lle-5*TA1.75*(1/M2+1/M3)^0
'1e-5*T/1.75*(1/M2+1/M4)A°
ile-5*TA1.75*(1/M2+1/M5)^0
'1e-5*T/1.75*(1/M3+1/M4)A0
'le-5*TA1 .75*(1/M3+1/M5)^0
Ile-5*TA1.75*(1/M4+1/M5)^0
'D12',...
'D13',...
'D23',...
'D14',...
'D24',...
'D34',...
'D15',...
'D25',...
'D35',...

51(P0/101.325)/(v1^0.333+v2^0.333)^2',...
5/(P0/101.325)/(v1^0.333+v2^0.333)^2,...
5/(P0/101.325)/(v2^0.333+v3^0.333)^2',...
5/(P0/101.325)/(v2^0.333+v4^0.333)^2,...
5/(P0/101.325)/(v2^0.333+v5^0.333)^2',...
.5/P0/(v1^0.333+v2^0.333)^2',...
.5/P0/(v1^0.333+v3^0.333)^2',...
.5/P0/(v1^0.333+v4^0.333)^2',...
.5/P0/(v1^0.333+v5^0.333)^2',...
.5/P0/(v2^0.333+v3^0.333)^2',...
.5/P0/(v2^0.333+v4^0.333)^2',...
.5/P0/(v2^0.333+v5^0.333)^2',...
.5/P0/(v3^0.333+v4^0.333)^2',...
.5/P0/(v3^0.333+v5^0.333)^2',...
.5/P0/(v4^0.333+v5^0.333)^2,...
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equ.Ditensor={{{'D1m/L','0';'0','Dlm*L/BA2'},{D2m/LVO';'0','D2m*L/BA2'},
{D3m/L','01;101,'D3m*L/B^2'},{'D4m/LVO';'0','D4m*L/BA2'},{'D5m/L',V;
'0VD5m*L/BA2}}};
equ.Ditype={{ canisol,VanisolVaniso'1,{'aniso'},Vaniso'l } } ;

cu'11} ;
equ.v={{{10'},{'0'},V0'1,{10'},{'0'}11;
equ.Di={ {'D1/131},{'Dl/B'},1D1/B'1,{D1/B1 {'D 1 /B'}11;
equ.Ri={{{'01},{'0'},{'0'},{'0'},{'0'} 1 1;
equ.sdon={{{1},{1},{1},{1},{1}}};
equ.sdtype={ 'sdlowre'1, {'sdlowre'}, {'sdlowre'}, l'sdlowre'1, l'sdlowre'l 1 } ;
equ.delta={{{'0.251,{'0.25'},{'0.25'},{'0.25'},0).25'11};
equ.gporder= { {4;4;4;4;4}1;
equ.cporder= { {2;2;2;2;2}1;
equ.shape={1:5};
equinit={{{'0.21;{'RatioW1'IX0.1'1;{'0.1'}}};
equ.usage= {1} ;
equ.ind=1;

fem.app1{1}.equ=equ;

% Internal borders
fem.app1{1}.border='off ;

% Shape functions
fem.app1{1}.shape=cshlag(2,"c1")Vshlag(2,"c2")Vshlag(2,"c3",'shlag(2,"c4")','shlag(2,"c5"1;

% Geometry element order
fem.app1{1}.sshape=2;

% Define constants
fem.const={...

'PO', 101.325,...
'Ratio', Ratio, %4.8300000000000001,...
'Rg', 8.3140000000000001,...
'T', T , %973,...
'B', B , %0.000125,...
'u0', u0 , %0.2056,...
'M1', 16,...
'MT, 18,...

44,...
28,...

'vi', 25.140000000000001,...
13.1,...
6.1200000000000001,...
26.699999999999999,...
18,...

'PRO', PHO, %0.01,...
'L', 0.0074999999999999997,...
'kl', kl ,

'k3', k3 , %1.6e-011,...
'KCH4', KCH4 , %0.0011123109999999999,...
'KH20', KH20}; %0.00883907400000000061;

% Multiphysics
fem=multiphysics(fem);
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% Extend the mesh
fem.xmesh=meshextend(fem,'contextVlocalVcplbndeqVonVcplbndshVon');

% Evaluate initial condition
init=asseminit(fem,...

'context','Iocal',...
'it', fem.xmesh.eleminit);

% Solve nonlinear problem
fem.solfemnlin(fem,...

'out', 'sol',...
'stop', 'on',...
'it', init,...
'report', 'on',...
'context','Iocal',...
'sd', 'off,...

'blocksize',5000,...
'solcomp',{'cl','c2','c3
'linsolver','matlab',...
'bsteps', 0,...
'ntol', 9.9999999999999995e-007,...
'hnlin', 'off,...
'jacobian','equ',...
'maxiter',60,...
'method', 'eliminate',...
'uscale', 'auto');

% Save current fern structure for restart purposes
fem0=fem;

% Plot solution
postplot(fem,...

'geomnum',1,...
'context','local',...
Itridata', fic l','cont','internal'1,...
'trifacestyle','interp',...
'triedgestyle','none',...
'trimap',
'trimaxmin','off,...
'tribar', 'on',...
'triz', {1c1 Vcont',' internal'},...
'refine', 3,...
'contorder',2,...
'phase', 0,...
'title', 'Surface: concentration of cl (c1) Height: concentration of cl (cl)
'renderer','zbuffer',...
'solnum', 1,...
'axisvisible','on')

% Integrate on subdomains
Ic5=postint(fem,'c5',...

'cont', 'internal',...
'contorder',2,...
'edim', 1,...
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'solnum', 1,...
'phase', 0,...
'geomnum',1,...
'd1', 4,...
'intorder',4,...
'context','Iocal');

% Integrate on subdomains
Ic4=postint(fem;c4',...

'cont', 'internal',...
'contorder',2,...
'edim', 1,...
'solnum', 1,...
'phase', 0,...
'geomnum',1,...
'dl', 4,...
'intorder',4,...
'context','Iocal');

% Integrate on subdomains
Ic3=postint(fem;c3',...

'cont', 'internal',...
'contorder',2,...
'edim', 1,...
'solnum', 1,...
'phase', 0,...
'geomnum',1,...
'd1', 4,...
'intorder',4,...
'context','Iocal');

% Integrate on subdomains
Ic2=postint(fem;c2',...

'cont', 'internal',...
'contorder',2,...
'edim', 1,...
'solnum', 1,...
'phase', 0,...
'geomnum',1,...

4,...
'intorder',4,...
'context','Iocal');

% Integrate on subdomains
Ic1=postint(fem,'cl',...

'cont', 'internal',...
'contorder',2,...
'edim', 1,...
'solnum', 1,...
'phase', 0,...
'geomnum',1,...
'dl', 4,...
'intorder',4,...
'context','local');

Id = Ic1/2;
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Ic2 = Ic2/2;
Ic3 = Ic3/2;
Ic4 = Ic4/2;
Ic5 = Ic5/2;

cone = [Id Ic2 Ic3 Ic4 Tc5];

disp(sprintf('c 1 = %g',Icl ));
disp(sprintf('c2 = %g',Ic2));
disp(sprintf('c3 = %g',Ic3));
disp(sprintf('c4 = %g',Ic4));
disp(sprintf('c5 = %g',Ic5));
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APPENDIX H
FEMLAB CODE FOR BIODIESEL STEAM REFORMING MICROREACTOR

MODEL

% FEMLAB Model M-file
% Generated 23-Jun-2005 13:53:13 by FEMLAB 2.3.0.145.
function [conc, fern] = create_biodiesel(T, u0, Ratio, B, PHO, kl, KH2O, KC18)
flclear fern
% FEMLAB Version
clear vrsn;
vrsn.name='FEMLAB 2.3';
vrsn.major=0;
vrsn.build=145;
fem.version=vrsn;

% Recorded command sequence

% New geometry 1
fem.sdim={'x','y'};

% Geometry
clear s c p
R1=rect2(0,1,-1,1,0);
objs={R1};
names={'Rl'};
s.objs=objs;
s.name=names;

objs={};
names={};
c.objs=objs;
c.name=names;

objs={};
names={};
p.objs=objs;
p.name=names;

drawstruct=struct('s',s,'c',c,'p',p);
fem.draw=drawstruct;
fem.geom=geomcsg(fem);

clear appl

% Application mode 1
app1{1}.mode=flchecd2d(5,'dim', 1';c2Vc3 Vc4 CxVy' ,

'submodeVcons'Adiff,'on');
appl { 1 } .dim= cc 1 ',1c2';c3Vc4Vc5'} ;
appl {1 } .form='general';
app1{1}.border='off;
app1{1}.name=tcd';
app1{1}.var={};
app1{1}.assign={'D_c 1



cl_yx';'D_cl_yx';'D_c l_yy';'D_cl_yy';'D_c2';'D_c2';'D_c2_xx';'D_c2_xx';
'D_c2_xy';'D_c2_xy';'D_c2_yx';'D_c2_yx';'D_c2_yy';'D_c2_yy';'D_c3';'Dc3';
'D_c3_xx';'D_c3_xx';'D_c3_xy';'D_c3_xy';'D_c3_yx';'D_c3_yx';'D_c3_yy';

'D_c4_yx';'D_c4_yy';'D_c4_yy';'D_c5';'D_c5';'D_c5_xx';'D_c5_xx';'D_c5_xy';
'D_c5_xy';'D_c5_yx';'D_c5_yx';'D_c5_yy';'D_c5_yy';'R_cl';'R_c1';'R c2';

'beta_cl_y';'beta_cl_y';'beta_c2_x';'beta_c2_x';'beta_c2_y';'beta_c2_y';
'beta_c3_x';'beta_c3_x';'beta_c3_y';'beta_c3_y';'beta_c4_x';'beta_c4_x';
'beta_c4_y';'beta_c4_y';'beta_c5_x';'beta_c5_x';'beta_c5_y';'beta_c5_y';
'cBeta_c1';'cBeta_cl';'cBeta_c2';'cBeta_c2';'cBeta_c3';'cBetac3';
'cBeta_c4';'cBeta_c4';'cBeta_c5';'cBeta_c5';'cflux_c1';'cfluxc 1'; ...
'cflux_cl_x';'cfluxc l_x';'cflux_c l_y';'cfluxc 1_y';'cflux_c2';'cfluxc2';
'cflux_c2_x';'cflux_c2_x';'cflux_c2_y';'cflux_c2_y';'cflux_c3';'cflux_c3';
'cflux_c3_x';'cflux_c3_x';'cflux_c3_y';'cflux_c3_y';'cflux_c4';'cflux_c4';
'cflux_c4_x';'cflux_c4_x';'cflux_c4_y';'cflux_c4_y';'cflux_c5';'cflux_c5';
'cflux_c5_x';'cflux_c5_x';'cflux_c5_y';'cflux_c5_y';'dflux_cl';'dflux_cl';
'dflux_cl_x';'dflux_cl_x';'dflux_cl_y';'dfluxc 1_y';'dflux_c2';'dflux_c2';
'dflux_c2_x';'dflux_c2_x';'dflux_c2_y';'dflux_c2 y';'dflux_c3';'dflux_c3';
'dflux_c3_x';'dflux_c3_x';'dflux_c3_y';'dflux_c3_y';'dflux_c4';'dflux_c4';
'dflux_c4_x';'dflux_c4_x';'dflux_c4_y';'dflux_c4_y';'dflux_c5';'dflux_c5';
'dflux_c5_x';'dflux_c5_x';'dflux_c5_y';'dflux_c5_y';'flux_cl';'flux_cl';
'flux_cl_x';'flux_cl_x';'flux_cI_y';'flux_c1_y';'flux_c2';'fluxc2';
'flux_c2_x';'flux_c2_x';'flux_c2_y';'flux_c2_y';'flux_c3';'fluxc3';
'flux_c3_x';'flux_c3_x';'flux_c3_y';'flux_c3_y';'flux_c4';'flux_c4';
'flux_c4_x';'flux_c4_x';'flux_c4_y';'flux_c4_y';'flux_c5';'fluxc 5'; ...
'flux_c5_x';'flux_c5_x';'flux c5_y';'flux_c5_y';'grad
'grad_cl_y';'gradc l_y';'gradc2_x';'grad_c2_x';'grad_c2_y';'grad_c2_y';
'grad_c3_x';'grad_c3_x';'gradc3 y';'grad_c3_y';'gradc4_x';'gradc4_x';
'grad_c4_y';'grad_c4_y';'grad_c5_x';'grad_c5_x';'grad c5_y';'grad_c5_y';
incflux_cl';'ncflux_c 1 ';'ncflux_c2';'ncflux_c2';'ncfluxc3';'ncfluxc3';
'ncflux_c4';'ncflux_c4';'ncflux_c5';'ncflux_c5';'ndfluxc l';'ndflux_c1';
'ndflux_c2';'ndflux_c2';'ndflux_c3';'ndfluxc3';'ndflux_c4';'ndfluxc4';
'ndflux_c5';'ndflux_c5';'nflux_c1';'nflux_cl';'nflux_c2';'nflux_c2';
'nflux_c3';'nfluxc3';'nflux_c4';'nflux_c4';'nflux_c5';'nflux_c5';'u_c1';
'u c 1 ';'u c2';'u c2';'u c3';'u c3';'u c4';'u c4';'u c5';'u c5';'y c 1 ';

c 1 ';'y c2';'y c2';'y c3';'y c4';'y c4';'y c5';'y c5';'wequ_c 1'; ...
'wequ_cl';'wequ_c2';'wequ_c2';'wequc3';'wequ_c3';'wequ c4';'wequ_c41;
'wequ_c5';'wequ_c5'1;
app1{1}.elemdefault='Lag2';
appl {1}.shape= f'shlag(2,"c1")°,'shlag(2,"c2")','shlag(2,"c3")',
'shlag(2,"c4")','shlag(2,"c5")'1;
app1{1}.sshape=2;
app1{1}.equ.Ditensor={ {'D1m/L','0';'0','Dlm*L/B^2'}, {'D2m/L','0';'0',
'D2m*L/BA2'),{'D3m/L','0';'0','D3m*L/BA2'},{'D4m/L','0';'0','D4m*L/BA2'},
eD5m/L','0';'0','D5m*L/BA2'111;
app1{1}.equ.Ditype={ Vaniso'1, Vaniso'1, 'aniso'1,{'aniso'}, Vaniso'111;
app1{11.equ.u={{cu'l,Vu'Ll'ulfu'lXu'111;

app1{1}.equ.Di={{{'Dl/B'},{'D1/B'},{'D1/B'},{'D1/B'},{'D1/B'}11;
app1{1}.equ.Ri={{{'011,{10'1,1'0'1,{'0'1,{'0'111;
app1{1}.equ.sdon={{{1 },{11,01,0141111;
appl {1 } .equ.sdtype={ f'sdlowre'1,{'sdlowre'},{'sdlowre'}, {'sdlowre'},
csdlowre'l }};
app1{1}.equ.delta={{{'0.251{'0.25'},{'0.25'},{'0.25'}X0.25'111;
appl {1 .equ.gporder={ {4;4;4;4;4}1;
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app1{1} .equ.cporder={ {2;2;2;2;2} } ;

app1{1}.equ.shape={1:5};
app1{1}.equinit={{{'0.21};{'Ratio'};{1'}X0.0'};{'0.1'}}};
app1{1}.equ.usage={1};
app1{1}.equ.ind=1;
app1{1}.bnd.c={{{T};{'Ratio'};{'PHO'};{10'}X0'}},{{'0'};{'O'};{'O'};
{'O'}XO'}},{{'0');{'01};{'OU'O'IXO'}},{{'O'};VO'IXO'};{'01;
{'O'}}};
app1{1}.bnd.N={{{'0'};{'0'}X0'1;{'0'};{'0'}},{{'O'};{'O'};{'O'};{'O'};
{10'}},{{t(_r1)*dim*L/B'};{'(-16*r1)*dim*L/B'};{'(32*r1)*dim*L/B'};{'O'};
{'(18*r1)*dim*L/131}},{{'0'};{'O'};{'O'};{'O'} ;1'0'11);
app1{1}.bnd.type={{ {'c'} ;{'c'} ;{'c'};{'c'} Xc'}},{{'Nol;{'No'};{'No'};

{Ne} II;
app1{1}.bnd.gporder={{0;0;0;0;0},{0;0;0;0;0},{0;0;0;0;0},{0;0;0;0;0}1;
app1{1}.bnd.cporder={{0;0;0;0:0},{0;0;0;0;0},10;0;0;0;01,{0;0;0;0;0}1;
app1{1} .bnd.shape={0,0,0,0};
app1{1}.bnd.ind=1:4;

fern.appl=appl;

% Initialize mesh
fem.mesh=meshinit(fem,...

'Out', {'mesh'},...
'jiggle', 'mean',...
'Hcurve', 0.29999999999999999,...
'Hgrad', 1.3,...
'Hmax', {ftzeros(1,0),zeros(1,0),zeros(1,0)},...
'Hnum', { [],zeros(1,0)}
'Hpnt', {10,zeros(1,0)});

% Differentiation rules
femsules={};

% Problem form
fem.outform='general';

% Differentiation
fem.diff={'ga','g',T,Y,'expr'};

% Differentiation simplification
fem.simplify='on';

% Define expressions at geometry level
fem.expr={...

'PAO', 'P07(1+PHO+Ratio)',...
'rl', 'kl*cl*PAO/denA2',...
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'u',

'dim',
'den',

1(3/2)*u0*(1-y^2)',...
'Rg*T/(PAO)',...
'(1+KC18*PAO*cl*c3/c2+KH20*c2/c3)',...
le-7*TA1.75*(1/M1+1/M2)^0.5/(P0/101.325)/(v1^0.333+v2^0.333)^2',...

'D2', le-7*TA1 .75*(1/M2+1/M1)^0.5/(P0/101.325)/(v1^0.333+v2^0.333)^2',...
'D3', 1 e-7*TA1.75*(11M3+11M2)^0.5/(P0/101.325)/(v2^0.333+v3^0.333)^2',...
'D4', '1e-7*TA1.75*(1/M2+1/M4)^0.5/(P0/101.325)/(v2^0.333+v4^0.333)^2',...
'D5', le-7*TA1.75*(1/M2+1/M5)^0.5/(P0/101.325)/(v2^0.333+v5^0.333)^2',...
'D12', 'le-5*TA1.75*(1/M1+1/M2)^0.5/P0/(v1^0.333+v2^0.333)^2',...



Ile-5*TA1.75*(1/M1+1/M3)^0.5/P0/(v1^0.333+v3^0.333)^2,...
'1e-5*TA1.75*(1/M1+1/M4)^0.5/P0/(v1^0.333+v4^0.333)^2,...
'le-5*TA1.75*(1/M1+1/M5)^0.5/P0/(v1^0.333+v5^0.333)^2',...

D23', 'le-5*TA1.75*(1/M2+1/M3)^0.5/P0/(v2^0.333+v3^0.333)^2',...
'1e-5*TA1.75*(1/M2+1/M4)^0.5/P0/(v2^0.333+v4^0.333)^2,...
'le-5*TA1.75*(1/M2+1/M5)^0.5/P0/(v2^0.333+v5^0.333)^2,...

'D34', tle-5*TA1.75*(1/M3+1/M4)^0.5/P0/(v3^0.333+v4^0.333)^2,...
D35', 'le-5*TA1.75*(1/M3+1/M5)^0.5/P0/(v3^0.333+v5^0.333)^2,...
'D45', 'le-5*TA1.75*(1/M4+1/M5)^0.5/P0/(v4^0.333+v5^0.333)^2,...
'D21', 'D12',...

'D13',...
'D23',...

'D41', 'D14',...
D42', 'D24',...
'D43', 'D34',...

'D25',...
'D35',...
'D45',...

'ct', 'cl+c2+c3+c4+c5',...
tyr, 'cl/ct',...

'c2/ct',...
'c3/ct',...
'c4/ct',...
'c5/ct',...

'DI m', '(1-y1)/(y2/D12+y3/D13+y4/D14+y5/D15)',...
'D2m', '(1-y2)/(y1/D12+y3/D23+y4/D24+y5/D25)',...
'D3m1, '(1-y3)/(y1/D31+y2/D32+y4/D34+y5/D35)',...
'D4m', '(1-y4)/(y1/D41+y2/D42+y3/D43+y5/D45)',...
'D5m1, '(1-y5)/(y11D51+y2/D52+y3/D53+y4/D54)'};

% Boundary conditions
clear bnd
bnd.c={{{T};{'Ratio'};{'PHO'};{'0'};{'0'}},{{'0'};{'O'}X0'1;{'O'};
{V}},{{1Y};1'01;{'0');{'01};{'0'}}>{{'0'}>{'O'};l'O'};{'O'};l'O'}}};
bnd.N={{{'0'};{'O'};{'01};{'O'};{'O'}l,{{'O'};{'O'};{'O'};l'O'L{'O'}},
{{'(-r1)*dim*L/B1};{'(-17*r1)*dim*L/B'}X(33.5*r1)*dim*L/BWO'};

9*r1rdim*L/B1} },{{'0'} ;{'0'}; 1'0'1 ;{ '0'} ;{'0'} } };
bnd.type={{{1c'};{'c'};{'c'};{'c'};{'c'}},{{'No'};{'No'};{'No'};{'No'};
{'No'}},{{'N'};{1\11};{'N'};{'N'};{'N'}l,{{'Nc'};{'Nc'};{'Nc'};{'Nc'};
{NV}}};
bnd.gporder={{0;0;0;0;0},{0;0;0;0;0}40;0;0;0;01,{0;0;0;0;0}1;
bnd.cporder={{0;0;0;0;0},{0;0;0;0;0},{0;0;0;0;0},{0;0;0;0;0}1;
bnd.shape={0,0,0,0};
bnd.ind=1:4;
fem.app1{1}.bnd=bnd;

% PDE coefficients
clear equ
equ.Ditensor={{{'D1m/L','0';'0','Dlm*L/BA2'},{'D2m/LVO';'0','D2m*L/BA2'},
{'D3m/LVO';'0',D3m*L/BA2'} ,{'D4m/L','0';'0','D4m*L/BA2'} ,{'D5m/L','0';
'0','D5m*L/BA21}}};
equ.Ditype={{Vaniso'Lcaniso'l,{'aniso'},{'aniso'},{'aniso'}}};
equ.u={{cu'l,cu'I,Vu'Lcu'l,{'u'}}};
equ.v={{{101},{'0'},{'01},{10'},{'O'}}};

equ.Di={{{'D1/13'},{'D1/B'},{'D1/B'},1'D1/B'1,{'D1/B'}}};
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equ.Ri={{{10'},{'01,c0'1,{10'},{'O'}l};
equ.sdon={{{1},{1},{1},{1},{1}}};
equ.sdtype={{{Isdlowre'},l'sdlowre'l , 'sdlowre'l,l'sdlowre'l ,fsdlowre'll} ;
equ.delta={{{'0.251,c0.25'1,0.25'1,{'0.25},{'0.25'} } } ;
equ.gporder={ {4;4;4;4;4} } ;
equ.cporder={ {2;2;2;2;2} } ;
equ.shape={1:5};
equinit={{{'0.21;{'Ratio'};{T} X0.01};{'0.1'}}};
equ.usage={1};
equ.ind=1;
fem.app1{1}.equ=equ;

% Internal borders
fem.appl {1} .border='off;

% Shape functions
fem.app1{1}.shape={'shlag(2,"c1")','shlag(2,"c2")','shlag(2,"c3")','shlag(2,"c4")','shlag(2,"c571;

% Geometry element order
fem.appl{ 1 } .sshape=2;

% Define constants
fem.const={...

'PO', 101.325,...
'Ratio', Ratio,...
'Rg', 8.3140000000000001,...
'T', T,...

B,...
'u0', u0,...

293,...
18,...
2,...
44,...
28,...

'vi', 390.55,...
13.1,...
6.1200000000000001,...
26.699999999999999,...
18,...

'PHO', PHO,...
'L', 0.0074999999999999997,...
'kl', kl
KH201, KH20
'KC18', KC18};

% Multiphysics
fem=multiphysics(fem);

% Extend the mesh
fem.xmesh=meshextend(fem,'context','Iocal','cplbndeq','on','cplbndsh','on');

% Evaluate initial condition
init=asseminit(fem,...

'context','Iocal',...
'it', fem.xmesh.eleminit);
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% Solve nonlinear problem
fem.sol=femnlin(fem,...

'out', 'sol',...
'stop', 'on',...
'init', init,...
'report', 'on',...
'context','local',...
'sd', 'off,...
'nullfun','flnullorth',...
'blocksize',5000,...
'solcomp',{1c11,'c2Vc3Vc4Vc5'},...
'linsolver','matlab',...
'bsteps', 0,...
'ntol', 9.9999999999999995e-007,...
'hnlin', 'off,...

'maxiter',60,...
'method', 'eliminate',...
'uscale', 'auto');

% Save current fem structure for restart purposes
fem0=fem;

% Plot solution
postplot(fem,...

'geomnum',1,...
'context','Iocal',...
Iridata',{1c1VcontVinternar},...
'trifacestyle','interp',...
'triedgestyle','none',...
'trimap', 'jet',...
'trimaxmin','off,...
'tribar', 'on',...
'triz', f'clVcontVinternal'1,...

3,...
'contorder',2,...
'phase', 0,...
'title', 'Surface: concentration of cl (Cl) Height: concentration of cl (cl)
'renderer','zbuffer',...
'solnum', 1,...
'axisvisible','on')

% Integrate on subdomains
Ic5=postint(fem,'c5',...

'cont', 'internal',...
'contorder',2,...
'edim', 1,...
'solnum', 1,...
'phase', 0,...
'geomnum',1,...
'd1', 4,...
'intorder',4,...
'context','Iocal');

% Integrate on subdomains
Ic4=postint(fem,'c4',...
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'cont', 'internal',...
'contorder',2,...
'edim', 1,...
'solnum', 1,...
'phase', 0,...
'geomnum',1,...
'dl', 4,...
'intorder',4,...
'contextVlocaf);

% Integrate on subdomains
Ic3=postint(fem,'c3',...

'cont', 'internal',...
'contorder',2,...
'edim', 1,...
'solnum', 1,...
'phase', 0,...
'geomnum',1,...
'd1', 4,...
'intorder',4,...
'context',11ocal');

% Integrate on subdomains
Ic2=postint(fem,'c2',...

'cont', 'internal',...
'contorder',2,...
'edim', 1,...
'solnum', 1,...
'phase', 0,...
'geomnum',1,...

4,...
'intorder',4,...
'contextVlocar);

% Integrate on subdomains
Ic1=postint(fem,'c1',...

'cont', 'internal',...
'contorder',2,...
'edim', 1,...
'solnum', 1,...
'phase', 0,...
'geomnum',1,...
'dl', 4,...
'intorder',4,...
'contexf;locar);

Id l = Ic1/2;
Ic2 = Ic2/2;
Ic3 = Ic3/2;
Ic4 = Ic4/2;
Ic5 = Ic5/2;

conc = [Id l Ic2 Ic3 Ic4 1c5];

disp(sprintf('c 1 = %g',Ic1));
disp(sprintf('c2 = %g',Ic2));
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disp(sprintf('c3 = %g',Ic3));
disp(sprintf(c4 = %g',Ic4));
disp(sprintf('c5 = %g',Ic5));
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APPENDIX I
EXPERIMENTAL DATA

I- Steam Reforming of Methane

Experiment 1:

Table 1.1: Experimental conditions of experiment 1

Table 1.2: Experimental data of experiment 1
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Temperature (°C) 630
Syringe Pump Position 25

Water Input Flow (cc/min) 0.02535
Water Input Flow In Reactor (cc/min) 104.34
Methane Source Presuure (Psig) 20

Methane Input Flow (mg/min) 2.78
Methane Input Flow In reactor (cc/min) 12.87
S/C ratio 8.11

Mean Residence Time (ms) 42.23
Average Flow Velocity In Reactor (m/s) 0.178
Flow rate of Dry exit Stream (cc/min) 14.22

Flow rate of Dry exit Stream (mmol/min) 0.192

Component
Input Flow

Rate

mmol/min

Exit Dry Stream Output Flow rate

mmol/minPeak Area % mmol/mmol

CH4 0.1737 438845.8 86.409 0.1658

I 20 1.4081 1.3932

I 2 0 216890.3 9.118 0.0175

CO2 0 23517.4 3.296 0.0063

CO 0 2251.2 1.177 0.0023



Experiment 2:

Table 1.3: Experimental conditions of experiment 2

Table 1.4: Experimental data of experiment 2
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Temperature (°C) 630
Syringe Pump Position 25

Water Input Flow (cc/min) 0.02535
Water Input Flow In Reactor (cc/min) 104.34
Methane Source Presuure (Psig) 24

Methane Input Flow (mg/min) 3.21

Methane Input Flow In reactor (cc/min) 14.88
S/C ratio 7.01

Mean Residence Time (ms) 41.52

Average Flow Velocity In Reactor (m/s) 0.181

Flow rate of Dry exit Stream (cc/min) 16.28

Flow rate of Dry exit Stream (mmol/min) 0.220

Component
Input Flow

Rate

mmol/min
Exit Dry Stream Output Flow rate

mmol/minPeak Area % mmol/mmol

CH4 0.2008 445309.6 87.682 0.1926

H20 1.4081 1.3930

H2 0 198024.5 8.325 0.0183

CO2 0 20669.8 2.897 0.0064
CO 0 2097.2 1.097 0.0024



Experiment 3:

Table 1.5: Experimental conditions of experiment 3

Table 1.6: Experimental data of experiment 3
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Temperature (°C) 630
Syringe Pump Position 25
Water Input Flow (cc/min) 0.02535
Water Input Flow In Reactor (cc/min) 104.34
Methane Source Presuure (Psig) 28
Methane Input Flow (mg/min) 3.77
Methane Input Flow In reactor (cc/min) 17.47
S/C ratio 5.97
Mean Residence Time (ms) 40.63
Average Flow Velocity In Reactor (m/s) 0.185
Flow rate of Dry exit Stream (cc/min) 18.95

Flow rate of Dry exit Stream (mmol/min) 0.256

Component
Input Flow

Rate

mmol/min
Exit Dry Stream Output Flow rate

mmol/minPeak Area % mmol/mmol

CH4 0.2358 451805.2 88.961 0.2275

FI20 1.4081
_

1.3928

H2 0 179010.2 7.526 0.0192

CO2 0 17833.4 2.499 0.0064
CO 0 1940.2 1.014 0.0026



Experiment 4:

Table 1.7: Experimental conditions of experiment 4

Table 1.8: Experimental data of experiment 4
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Temperature (°C) 630
Syringe Pump Position 25
Water Input Flow (cc/min) 0.02535
Water Input Flow In Reactor (cc/min) 104.34
Methane Source Presuure (Psig) 32

Methane Input Flow (mg/min) 4.66
Methane Input Flow In reactor (cc/min) 21.59
S/C ratio 4.83
Mean Residence Time (ms) 39.31

Average Flow Velocity In Reactor (m/s) 0.191

Flow rate of Dry exit Stream (cc/min) 23.16
Flow rate of Dry exit Stream (mmol/min) 0.313

Component
Input Flow

Rate

mmol/min
Exit Dry Stream Output Flow rate

mmol/minPeak Area % mmol/mmol

CH4 0.2913 459441.5 90.464 0.2827

H20 1.4081 1.3925

H2 0 156539.1 6.581 0.0206

CO2 0

_

14632.5 2.051 0.0064
CO 0 1729.2 0.904 0.0028



Experiment 5:

Table 1.9: Experimental conditions of experiment 5

Table 1.10: Experimental data of experiment 5
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Temperature (°C) 700
Syringe Pump Position 25

Water Input Flow (cc/min) 0.02535
Water Input Flow In Reactor (cc/min) 112.43
Methane Source Presuure (Psig) 20
Methane Input Flow (mg/min) 2.78

Methane Input Flow In reactor (cc/min) 13.87
S/C ratio 8.11

Mean Residence Time (ms) 39.19
Average Flow Velocity In Reactor (m/s) 0.191
Flow rate of Dry exit Stream (cc/min) 15.96

Flow rate of Dry exit Stream (mmol/min) 0.200

Component
Input Flow

Rate

mmol/min

Exit Dry Stream Output Flow rate

mmol/minPeak Area % mmol/mmol

CH4 0.1737 409777.1 80.685 0.1613

H20 1.4081 1.3884

H2 0 302099.9 12.700 0.0254

CO2 0 23306.3 3.266 0.0065
CO 0 6403.2 3.348 0.0067



Experiment 6:

Table 1.11: Experimental conditions of experiment 6

Table 1.12: Experimental data of experiment 6
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Temperature (°C) 700
Syringe Pump Position 25

Water Input Flow (cc/min) 0.02535
Water Input Flow In Reactor (cc/min) 112.43

Methane Source Presuure (Psig) 24
Methane Input Flow (mg/min) 3.21

Methane Input Flow In reactor (cc/min) 16.03
S/C ratio 7.01
Mean Residence Time (ms) 38.53
Average Flow Velocity In Reactor (m/s) 0.195
Flow rate of Dry exit Stream (cc/min) 18.22

Flow rate of Dry exit Stream (mmol/min) 0.228

Component
Input Flow

Rate

mmol/min
Exit Dry Stream Output Flow rate

mmol/minPeak Area % mmol/mmol

CH4 0.2008 417715.0 82.248 0.1877

H20 1.4081 1.3878

H2 0 278902.3 11.725 0.0268

CO2 0 20592.2 2.886 0.0066
CO 0 6006.6 3.141 0.0072



Experiment 7:

Table 1.13: Experimental conditions of experiment 7

Table 1.14: Experimental data of experiment 7
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Temperature (°C) 700
Syringe Pump Position 25
Water Input Flow (cc/min) 0.02535
Water Input Flow In Reactor (cc/min) 112.43
Methane Source Presuure (Psig) 28
Methane Input Flow (mg/min) 3.77
Methane Input Flow In reactor (cc/min) 18.83
S/C ratio 5.97
Mean Residence Time (ms) 37.71
Average Flow Velocity In Reactor (m/s) 0.199
Flow rate of Dry exit Stream (cc/min) 21.16
Flow rate of Dry exit Stream (mmol/min) 0.265

Component
Input Flow

Rate

mmol/min
Exit Dry Stream Output Flow rate

mmol/minPeak Area % mmol/mmol

CH4 0.2358 425829.9 83.846 0.2222

H20 1.4081 1.3871

H2 0 255231.3 10.730 0.0284

CO2 0 17884.9 2.507 0.0066
CO 0 5579.6 2.917 0.0077



Experiment 8:

Table 1.15: Experimental conditions of experiment 8

Table 1.16: Experimental data of experiment 8
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Temperature (°C) 700
Syringe Pump Position 25

Water Input Flow (cc/min) 0.02535
Water Input Flow In Reactor (cc/min) 112.43

Methane Source Presuure (Psig) 32

Methane Input Flow (mg/min) 4.66
Methane Input Flow In reactor (cc/min) 23.26
S/C ratio 4.83
Mean Residence Time (ms) 36.48
Average Flow Velocity In Reactor (m/s) 0.206
Flow rate of Dry exit Stream (cc/min) 25.78

Flow rate of Dry exit Stream (mmol/min) 0.323

Component
Input Flow

Rate

mmol/min
Exit Dry Stream Output Flow rate

mmol/minPeak Area % mmol/mmol

CH4 0.2913 435534.5 85.757 0.2769

H20 1.4081 1.3863

H2 0 226941.5 9.541 0.0308

CO2 0 14747.8 2.067 0.0067
CO 0 5040.5 2.636 0.0085



Experiment 9:

Table 1.17: Experimental conditions of experiment 9

Table 1.18: Experimental data of experiment 9
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Temperature (°C) 770
Syringe Pump Position 25

Water Input Flow (cc/min) 0.02535
Water Input Flow In Reactor (cc/min) 120.52
Methane Source Presuure (Psig) 20
Methane Input Flow (mg/min) 2.78
Methane Input Flow In reactor (cc/min) 14.87
S/C ratio 8.11

Mean Residence Time (ms) 36.56
Average Flow Velocity In Reactor (m/s) 0.205
Flow rate of Dry exit Stream (cc/min) 18.30

Flow rate of Dry exit Stream (mmol/min) 0.214

Component
Input Flow

Rate

mmol/min

Exit Dry Stream Output Flow rate

mmol/minPeak Area % mmol/mmol

CH4 0.1737 363399.3 71.553 0.1530

1120 1.4081 1.3819

H2 0 438685.6 18.442 0.0394

CO2 0 16086.2 2.254 0.0048
CO 0 14821.1 7.750 0.0166



Experiment 10:

Table 1.19: Experimental conditions of experiment 10

Table 1.20: Experimental data of experiment 10
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Temperature (°C) 770
Syringe Pump Position 25

Water Input Flow (cc/min) 0.02535
Water Input Flow In Reactor (cc/min) 120.52
Methane Source Presuure (Psig) 24
Methane Input Flow (mg/min) 3.21

Methane Input Flow In reactor (cc/min) 17.18
S/C ratio 7.01

Mean Residence Time (ms) 35.95
Average Flow Velocity In Reactor (m/s) 0.209
Flow rate of Dry exit Stream (cc/min) 20.85

Flow rate of Dry exit Stream (mmol/min) 0.244

Component
Input Flow

Rate

mmol/min
Exit Dry Stream Output Flow rate

mmol/minPeak Area % mmol/mmol

CH4 0.2008 372581.3 73.361 0.1787

H20 1.4081 1.3806

112 0 412016.9 17.321 0.0422

CO2 0 14184.1 1.988 0.0048
CO 0 14017.5 7.330 0.0179



Experiment 11:

Table 1.21: Experimental conditions of experiment 11

Table 1.22: Experimental data of experiment 11
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Temperature (°C) 770
Syringe Pump Position 25

Water Input Flow (cc/min) 0.02535
Water Input Flow In Reactor (cc/min) 120.52
Methane Source Presuure (Psig) 28
Methane Input Flow (mg/min) 3.77
Methane Input Flow In reactor (cc/min) 20.18
S/C ratio 5.97
Mean Residence Time (ms) 35.18
Average Flow Velocity In Reactor (m/s) 0.213
Flow rate of Dry exit Stream (cc/min) 24.14
Flow rate of Dry exit Stream (mmol/min) 0.282

Component
Input Flow

Rate

mmol/min
Exit Dry Stream Output Flow rate

mmol/minPeak Area % mmol/mmol

CH4 0.2358 382186.6 75.253 0.2122

H20 1.4081 1.3790

H2 0 384174.7 16.151 0.0456

CO2 0 12312.1 1.726 0.0049
CO 0 13140.7 6.871 0.0194



Experiment 12:

Table 1.23: Experimental conditions of experiment 12

Table 1.24: Experimental data of experiment 12
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Temperature (°C) 770
Syringe Pump Position 25

Water Input Flow (cc/min) 0.02535
Water Input Flow In Reactor (cc/min) 120.52

Methane Source Presuure (Psig) 32

Methane Input Flow (mg/min) 4.66
Methane Input Flow In reactor (cc/min) 24.93
S/C ratio 4.83
Mean Residence Time (ms) 34.03

Average Flow Velocity In Reactor (m/s) 0.220
Flow rate of Dry exit Stream (cc/min) 29.31

Flow rate of Dry exit Stream (mmol/min) 0.342

Component
Input Flow

Rate

mmol/min
Exit Dry Stream Output Flow rate

mmol/minPeak Area % mmol/mmol

CH4 0.2913 394014.8 77.582 0.2657

H20 1.4081 1.3769

H2 0 349962.8 14.712 0.0504

CO2 0 10152.1 1.423 0.0049
CO 0 12016.2 6.283 0.0215



Experiment 13:

Table 1.25: Experimental conditions of experiment 13

Table 1.26: Experimental data of experiment 13
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Temperature (°C) 850
Syringe Pump Position 25

Water Input Flow (cc/min) 0.02535
Water Input Flow In Reactor (cc/min) 129.77
Methane Source Presuure (Psig) 20
Methane Input Flow (mg/min) 2.78
Methane Input Flow In reactor (cc/min) 16.01

S/C ratio 8.11

Mean Residence Time (ms) 33.96
Average Flow Velocity In Reactor (m/s) 0.221

Flow rate of Dry exit Stream (cc/min) 20.46

Flow rate of Dry exit Stream (mmol/min) 0.222

Component
Input Flow

Rate

mmol/min

Exit Dry Stream Output Flow rate

mmol/minPeak Area % mmol/mmol

CH4 0.1737 338368.8 66.625 0.1479

H2O 1.4081 1.3781

H2 0 511393.2 21.499 0.0477

CO2 0 11946.2 1.674 0.0037
CO 0 19510.6 10.202 0.0227



Experiment 14:

Table 1.27: Experimental conditions of experiment 14

Table 1.28: Experimental data of experiment 14
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Temperature (°C) 850
Syringe Pump Position 25

Water Input Flow (cc/min) 0.02535
Water Input Flow In Reactor (cc/min) 129.77
Methane Source Presuure (Psig) 24
Methane Input Flow (mg/min) 3.21

Methane Input Flow In reactor (cc/min) 18.50
S/C ratio 7.01
Mean Residence Time (ms) 33.39
Average Flow Velocity In Reactor (m/s) 0.225
Flow rate of Dry exit Stream (cc/min) 23.31

Flow rate of Dry exit Stream (mmol/min) 0.253

Component
Input Flow

Rate

mmol/min
Exit Dry Stream Output Flow rate

mmol/minPeak Area % mmol/mmol

CH4 0.2008 347624.4 68.447 0.1731

H20 1.4081 1.3762

H2 0 484875.7 20.384 0.0516

CO2 0 10478.1 1.468 0.0037
CO 0 18550.8 9.700 0.0245



Experiment 15:

Table 1.29: Experimental conditions of experiment 15

Table 1.30: Experimental data of experiment 15
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Temperature (°C) 850
Syringe Pump Position 25

Water Input Flow (cc/min) 0.02535
Water Input Flow In Reactor (cc/min) 129.77
Methane Source Presuure (Psig) 28

Methane Input Flow (mg/min) 3.77
Methane Input Flow In reactor (cc/min) 21.73
S/C ratio 5.97
Mean Residence Time (ms) 32.67
Average Flow Velocity In Reactor (m/s) 0.230
Flow rate of Dry exit Stream (cc/min) 26.97

Flow rate of Dry exit Stream (mmol/min) 0.293

Component
Input Flow

Rate

mmol/min
Exit Dry Stream Output Flow rate

mmol/minPeak Area % mmol/mmol

CH4 0.2358 357445.3 70.381 0.2060

H20 1.4081 1.3739

H2 0 456724.5 19.201 0.0562

CO2 0 9083.7 1.273 0.0037
CO 0 17489.7 9.145 0.0268



Experiment 16:

Table 1.31: Experimental conditions of experiment 16

Table 1.32: Experimental data of experiment 16
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Temperature (°C) 850
Syringe Pump Position 25

Water Input Flow (cc/min) 0.02535
Water Input Flow In Reactor (cc/min) 129.77
Methane Source Presuure (Psig) 32

Methane Input Flow (mg/min) 4.66
Methane Input Flow In reactor (cc/min) 26.85
S/C ratio 4.83
Mean Residence Time (ms) 31.61

Average Flow Velocity In Reactor (m/s) 0.237
Flow rate of Dry exit Stream (cc/min) 32.72

Flow rate of Dry exit Stream (mmol/min) 0.355

Component
Input Flow

Rate

mmol/min
Exit Dry Stream Output Flow rate

mmol/minPeak Area % mmol/mmol

CH4 0.2913 369671 4 72 788 0.2584

H20 1.4081 1.3707

H2 0 421628.2 17.725 0.0629

CO2 0 7494.9 1.050 0.0037
CO 0 16133.3 8.436 0.0300



Experiment 17:

Table 1.33: Experimental conditions of experiment 17

Table 1.34: Experimental data of experiment 17
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Temperature (°C) 1000
Syringe Pump Position 25
Water Input Flow (cc/min) 0.02535
Water Input Flow In Reactor (cc/min) 147.10
Methane Source Presuure (Psig) 20
Methane Input Flow (mg/min) 2.78
Methane Input Flow In reactor (cc/min) 18.15
S/C ratio 8.11

Mean Residence Time (ms) 29.96
Average Flow Velocity In Reactor (m/s) 0.250
Flow rate of Dry exit Stream (cc/min) 25.54
Flow rate of Dry exit Stream (mmol/min) 0.244

Component
Input Flow

Rate

mmol/min

Exit Dry Stream
Output Flow

rate

mmol/minPeak Area % mmol/mmol

CH4 0.1737 273298.8 53.813 0.1316

H20 1.4081 1.3657

H2 0 701916.7 29.509 0.0721

CO2 0 4861.7 0.681 0.0017
CO 0 30594.4 15.997 0.0391



Experiment 18:

Table 1.35: Experimental conditions of experiment 18

Table 1.36: Experimental data of experiment 18
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Temperature (°C) 1000
Syringe Pump Position 25

Water Input Flow (cc/min) 0.02535
Water Input Flow In Reactor (cc/min) 147.10
Methane Source Presuure (Psig) 24

Methane Input Flow (mg/min) 3.21
Methane Input Flow In reactor
(cc/min) 20.97
S/C ratio 7.01

Mean Residence Time (ms) 29.45
Average Flow Velocity In Reactor
(m/s) 0.255
Flow rate of Dry exit Stream (cc/min) 29.26
Flow rate of Dry exit Stream
(mmol/min) 0.280

Component
Input Flow

Rate

mmol/min
Exit Dry Stream

Output Flow
rate

mmol/minPeak Area % mmol/mmol

CH4 0.2008 291358.4 57.369 0.1607

H20 1.4081 i 1.3637

H2 0 649871.8 27.321 0.0765

CO2 0 4059.2 0.569 0.0016
CO 0 28193.3 14.742 0.0413



Experiment 19:

Table 1.37: Experimental conditions of experiment 19

Table 1.38: Experimental data of experiment 19
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Temperature (°C) 1000
Syringe Pump Position 25

Water Input Flow (cc/min) 0.02535
Water Input Flow In Reactor (cc/min) 147.10
Methane Source Presuure (Psig) 28
Methane Input Flow (mg/min) 3.77
Methane Input Flow In reactor
(cc/min) 24.63
S/C ratio 5.97
Mean Residence Time (ms) 28.82
Average Flow Velocity In Reactor
(m/s) 0.260
Flow rate of Dry exit Stream (cc/min) 34.00
Flow rate of Dry exit Stream
(mmol/min) 0.325

Component
Input Flow

Rate

mmol/min

Exit Dry Stream
Output Flow

rate

mmol/minPeak Area % mmol/mmol

CH4 0.2358 302215.6 59.506 0.1937

H20 1.4081 1.3595

H2 0 619341.8 26.037 0.0847

CO2 0 3411.6 0.478 0.0016
CO 0 26733.0 13.978 0.0455



Experiment 20:

Table 1.39: Experimental conditions of experiment 20

Table 1.40: Experimental data of experiment 20
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Temperature (°C) 1000
Syringe Pump Position 25

Water Input Flow (cc/min) 0.02535
Water Input Flow In Reactor (cc/min) 147.10
Methane Source Presuure (Psig) 32

Methane Input Flow (mg/min) 4.66
Methane Input Flow In reactor
(cc/min) 30.43
SIC ratio 4.83
Mean Residence Time (ms) 27.88
Average Flow Velocity In Reactor
(m/s) 0.269
Flow rate of Dry exit Stream (cc/min) 41.53
Flow rate of Dry exit Stream
(mmol/min) 0.398

Component
Input Flow

Rate

mmol/min
Exit Dry Stream

Output Flow
rate

mmol/minPeak Area % mmol/mmol

CH4 0.2913 310754.1 61.188 0.2433

H20 1.4081 1.3523

H2 0 598760.3 25.172 0.1001

CO2 0 2846.8 0.399 0.0016
CO 0 25323.9 13.242 0.0526



II- Steam Reforming of Biodiesel

Table 1.41: Experimental conditions of Biodiesel steam reforming

Table 1.42: Experimental data of experiment lb
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Experiment lb-4b 5b-8b 9b-12b 13b-16b
Temperature (°C) 770 810 850 900
Syringe Pump Position 26 26 26.0 26
Water Input Flow (cc/min) 0.016806 0.016806 0.0 0.016806
Biodeisel Input Flow (cc/min) 0.0022 0.0022 0.0 0.0022
Water Input Flow In Reactor (cc/min) 79.91 82.98 86.0 89.87
Biodiesel Input Flow In reactor (cc/min) 0.5426 0.5635 0.6 0.6103
S/HC ratio 147.26 147.26 147.26 147.26
S/C ratio 7.75 7.75 7.75 7.75
Mean Residence Time (ms) 61.53 59.25 57.1 54.71

Average Flow Velocity In Reactor (m/s) 0.1219 0.1266 0.1 0.1371

Component

Input Flow
Rate

mmol/min

Exit Dry Stream
Output

Flow rate

mmol/minPeak Area
%

mmol/mmol

C19H3302 0.0063 0.0057

H20 0.9337 0.9226

112 0 1492625.2 62.8 0.0213

CO2 0 ***

CO 0 71047.9 37.2 0.0126
Flow rate of Dry exit Stream (cc/min) 0.831

Flow rate of Dry exit Stream (mmol/min) 0.0340



Table 1.43: Experimental data of experiment 2b

Table 1.44: Experimental data of experiment 3b
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Component

Input Flow
Rate

mmol/min

Exit Dry Stream
Output Flow

rate

mmol/minPeak Area
%

mmol/mmol

C19H3302 0.0063 0.0057

H20 0.9337 0.9231

H2 0 1523786.0 64.1 0.0210

CO2 0 ***

CO 0 68542.5 35.8 0.0118
Flow rate of Dry exit Stream (cc/min) 0.802
Flow rate of Dry exit Stream (mmol/min) 0.0328

Component

Input Flow
Rate

mmol/min

Exit Dry Stream
Output Flow

rate

mmol/minPeak Area
%

mmol/mmol

C19H3302 0.0063 0.0057

H20 0.9337 0.9230

112 0 1550189.4 65.2 0.0216

CO2 0 ***

CO 0 66419.7 34.7 0.0115
Flow rate of Dry exit Stream (cc/min) 0.810

Flow rate of Dry exit Stream (mmol/min) 0.0331



Table 1.45: Experimental data of experiment 4b

Table 1.46: Experimental data of experiment 5b
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Component

Input Flow
Rate

mmol/min

Exit Dry Stream
Output Flow

rate

mmol/minPeak Area
%

mmol/mmol

C19H3302 0.0063 0.0057

1120 0.9337 0.9224

H2 0 1477258.9 62.1 0.0214

CO2 0 ***

CO 0 72283.3 37.8 0.0130
Flow rate of Dry exit Stream (cc/min) 0.843

Flow rate of Dry exit Stream (mmol/min) 0.0345

Component

Input Flow
Rate

mmol/min

Exit Dry Stream
Output Flow

rate

mmol/minPeak Area
%

mmol/mmol

C19H3302 0.0063 0.0052

H20 0.9337 0.9145

H2 0 1442672.8 60.7 0.0352

CO2 0 ***

CO 0 75064.0 39.2 0.0228
Flow rate of Dry exit Stream (cc/min) 1.420

Flow rate of Dry exit Stream (mmol/min) 0.0581



Table 1.47: Experimental data of experiment 6b

Table 1.48: Experimental data of experiment 7b
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Component

Input Flow
Rate

mmol/min

Exit Dry Stream
Output Flow

rate

mmol/minPeak Area
%

mmol/mmol

C19H3302 0.0063 0.0053

H20 0.9337 0.9156

H2 0 1592530.0 67.0 0.0381

CO2 0 ***

CO 0 63015.5 32.9 0.0188
Flow rate of Dry exit Stream (cc/min) 1.390

Flow rate of Dry exit Stream (mmol/min) 0.0568

Component

Input Flow
Rate

mmol/min

Exit Dry Stream
Output Flow

rate

mmol/minPeak Area
%

mmol/mmol

C19H3302 0.0063 0.0054

H20 0.9337 0.9169

H2 0 1592530.0 67.0 0.0383

CO2 0 ***

CO 0 63015.5 32.9 0.0157
Flow rate of Dry exit Stream (cc/min) 1.320

Flow rate of Dry exit Stream (mmol/min) 0.0540



Table 1.49: Experimental data of experiment 8b

Table 1.50: Experimental data of experiment 9b
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Component

Input Flow
Rate

mmol/min

Exit Dry Stream
Output Flow

rate

mmol/minPeak Area
%

mmol/mmol

C19H3302 0.0063 0.0053

H20 0.9337 0.9160

112 0 1554471.0 65.4 0.0361

CO2 0 ***

CO 0 66075.5 34.6 0.0191
Flow rate of Dry exit Stream (cc/min) 1.350

Flow rate of Dry exit Stream (mmol/min) 0.0552

Component

Input Flow
Rate

mmol/min

Exit Dry Stream
Output Flow

rate

mmol/minPeak Area
%

mmol/mmol

C19H3302 0.0063 0.0046

H20 0.9337 0.9048

H2 0 1504518.6 63.3 0.0562

CO2 0 ***

CO 0 70091.6 36.6 0.0326
Flow rate of Dry exit Stream (cc/min) 2.170
Flow rate of Dry exit Stream (mmol/min) 0.0887



Table 1.51: Experimental data of experiment 10b
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Table 1.52: Experimental data of experiment 1 lb

Component

Input Flow
Rate

mmol/min

Exit Dry Stream
Output Flow

rate

mmol/minPeak Area
%

mmol/mmol

C i9H3302 0.0063 0.0048

H20 0.9337 0.9077

H2 0 1711464.3 72.0 0.0607

CO2 0 ***

CO 0 53453.2 27.9 0.0236
Flow rate of Dry exit Stream (cc/min) 2.060
Flow rate of Dry exit Stream (mmol/min) 0.0842

Component

Input Flow
Rate

mmol/min

Exit Dry Stream
Output Flow

rate

mmol/minPeak Area
%

mmol/mmol

C19H3302 0.0063 0.0047

1420 0.9337 0.9056

H2 0 1659133.2 69.8 0.0628

CO2 0 ***

CO 0 57660.7 30.2 0.0272
Flow rate of Dry exit Stream (cc/min) 2.200

Flow rate of Dry exit Stream (mmol/min) 0.0900



Table 1.53: Experimental data of experiment 12b

Table 1.54: Experimental data of experiment 13b
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Component

Input Flow
Rate

mmol/min

Exit Dry Stream
Output Flow

rate

mmol/minPeak Area
%

mmol/mmol

C19143302 0.0063 0.0048

1420 0.9337 0.9071

H2 0 1687677.4 71.0 0.0610

CO2 0 ***

CO 0 55365.7 29.0 0.0249
Flow rate of Dry exit Stream (cc/min) 2.100
Flow rate of Dry exit Stream (mmol/min) 0.0859

Component

Input Flow
Rate

mmol/min

Exit Dry Stream
Output Flow

rate

mmol/minPeak Area
%

mmol/mmol

C / 9H33 02 0.0063 0.0037

H20 0.9337 0.8884

H2 0 1623452.9 68.3 0.0980

CO2 0 ***

CO 0 60529.3 31.6 0.0455
Flow rate of Dry exit Stream (cc/min) 3.510

Flow rate of Dry exit Stream (mmol/min) 0.1435



Table 1.55: Experimental data of experiment 14b
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Table 1.56: Experimental data of experiment 15b

Component

Input Flow
Rate

mmol/min

Exit Dry Stream
Output Flow

rate

mmol/minPeak Area
%

mmol/mmol

C i9H3302 0.0063 1 0.0038

H20 0.9337 0.8902

112 0 1713842.9 72.0 0.1017

CO2 0 ***

CO 0 53262.0 27.9 0.0394
Flow rate of Dry exit Stream (cc/min) 3.450

Flow rate of Dry exit Stream (mmol/min) 0.1411

Component

Input Flow
Rate

mmol/min

Exit Dry Stream
Output Flow

rate

mmol/minPeak Area
%

mmol/mmol

C19H3302 0.0063 0.0038

H2O 0.9337 0.8902

112 0 1742387.2 73.3 0.1043

CO2 0 ***

CO 0 50967.0 26.6 0.0380
Flow rate of Dry exit Stream (cc/min) 3.480
Flow rate of Dry exit Stream (mmol/min) 0.1423



Table 1.57: Experimental data of experiment 16b
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Table 1.58: Experimental results of Biodiesel steam reforming

Component

Input Flow
Rate

mmol/min

Exit Dry Stream
Output Flow

rate

mmol/minPeak Area
%

mmol/mmol

C19113302 0.0063 0.0036

H20 0.9337 0.8875

H2 0 1642482.4 69.1 0.1017

CO2 0 ***

CO 0 58999.4 30.9 0.0455
Flow rate of Dry exit Stream (cc/min) 3.600
Flow rate of Dry exit Stream (mmol/min) 0.1472

Experiment

#

Temperature

(°C)

%
conversion

of
Biodiesel

Dry outlet
stream

cc/min
lb 770 10.27 0.831
2b 770 9.84 0.802
3b 770 9.87 0.810
4b 770 10.46 0.843
5b 810 17.77 1.42

6b 810 16.75 1.39
7b 810 15.53 1.32

8b 810 16.43 1.35

9h 850 26.74 2.17
10b 850 24.07 2.06
llb 850 26.06 2.20
12b 850 24.69 2.10
13b 900 41.96 3.51

14b 900 40.28 3.45
15b 900 40.33 3.48

16b 900 42.83 3.60




